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Magnetic relaxation processes in superconducting fulleride K3C60 are investigated on
monocrystalline samples in a wide range of temperatures and magnetic fields. A logarithmic time
dependenceM (t) of magnetization is observed in samples with 100% of superconducting
phase. The normalized relaxation rate increases with temperature in the entire range of magnetic
fields. The flux creep activation energy ranges from 10 to 80 meV, and its temperature
dependence has a peak. It has been concluded from the results of measurements on samples with
nonideal stoichiometry that inhomogeneities strongly affect the relaxation processes and can
mask the logarithmic dependenceM (t) completely. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00104-7#
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The measurements of relaxation magnetization serv
a universal method for studying irreversible properties
type II superconductors and provide information on pinn
of Abrikosov vortices, their dynamic properties, the nature
kinetic state, and so on. Relaxation is usually described w
the help of the flux creep activation energy~FCAE! U0 . The
Anderson–Kim model1 presumes, for example, the existen
of a homogeneous barrier for magnetic vortex depinning
leads to a logarithmic time dependence of the form

M ~ t !5M0@12~kT/U0!ln~ t/t0!#, ~1!

whereM0 is the value of magnetization at the initial insta
of time, andt0 the time constant.

The experimental investigations of magnetization rel
ation in HTS materials prove that the logarithmic depe
dence is observed in most cases,2–9 and the activation energ
U0 obtained from these measurements increases
temperature.3,4,6–8,10Several theoretical models, including
transition to the vortex glass state,11 violation of intergranu-
lar bonds,6 percolation of vortices in a random pinning p
tential distribution,4 a nonlinear dependenceUp( j ) of the
pinning potential, wherej is the current density,5,12 and col-
lective pinning,13 were proposed for explaining this phenom
enon.

Many properties of fullerene-based superconduct
~FS!, such as a relatively high transition temperature an
very high value of the Ginzburg–Landau parameter,
similar to the properties of HTS compounds.14–19In addition
to the abovementioned properties, magnetization relaxa
in a mixed state, which is as strong as in HTS materials
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perconductors exhibit considerable differences. Superc
ductivity in HTS compounds is two-dimensional an
strongly anisotropic, while FS are three-dimensional sup
conductors with a cubic lattice.

Thus, an analysis of time relaxation of magnetization
FS and a comparison of the obtained data with the results
HTS materials are of considerable interest. In spite of
fact that superconductivity in metal-doped fullerides h
been discovered several years ago,20 only a few experimental
results on vortex pinning21,22 and magnetic relaxation23–26

were reported. The estimates obtained in Ref. 23 give
values of activation energy in FS of the order of 1022 eV. It
should be noted, however, that all the previous meas
ments were made in powders, and magnetization relaxa
usually was not logarithmic.24 Some measurements~on
RbCs2C60! even revealed peaks on theM (t) dependence.
Such a behavior can be associated with the interaction
tween grains in powder samples and with weak intergran
bonds that can exist in low-quality samples. These fact
can stronly affect the magnetization relaxation.

In this communication, we report on the results of inve
tigation of magnetic relaxation, obtained on FS crysta
These measurements were made on samples of diffe
quality. Our experiments showed that vortex system ins
bilities emerging due to the presence of weak bonds i
sample mask the logarithmic process completely. Magn
relaxation in high-quality samples has a clearly manifes
logarithmic form, which makes it possible to calculate t
normalized relaxation rateS and the flux creep activation
energyU0 in a wide range of temperatures and magne
fields. We found that the temperature dependence ofU0 has
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FIG. 1. Time dependence of magnetic moment in sample S3 atT55 K in different magnetic fields.
a gently sloping peak, and the value of activation energy lies
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in the interval from 10 to 80 meV in the temperature ran
from 5 K to Tc .

2. EXPERIMENT

This research mainly aims at experimental study of m
netization relaxation in high-quality samples, which make
possible to avoid the effect of intergranular currents. For t
purpose, measurements were made on crystalline K3C60

samples with 100% of superconducting phase. In addit
we also made measurements on crystalline samples
various volumes of superconducting phases~from 25% to
100%! in order to study the effect of nonsuperconducti
inhomogeneities on the relaxation process.

We used KN3 as a source of potassium which can
weighed in small amounts in air.

Samples S1 and S2
The S1 sample was a set of four K3C60 crystals soldered

in a quartz capsule. The total mass of these crystals
13.2 mg. Preliminary dc magnetic measurements reve
100% of magnetic field screening and 9% of the Meiss
effect.

Subsequently, these two crystals were soldered in s
rate quartz capsules. One of them~S2 sample! was used for
magnetic measurements. X-ray studies on the other cry
showed the presence of clearly distinguishable@111#, @222#,
and @333# reflexes corresponding to the compositi
K3C60. No traces of pure C60 were detected. In addition
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structure in a sample with a 3° disorientation betwe
blocks.

The dc SQUID measurements on the second~S2! crystal
revealed 100% screening and 10% Meissner effect. The
perconducting transition temperatureTc of this sample was
19.2 K. The ac magnetic measurements on this made sa
did not reveal any features of granular structure for sup
conducting currents.27

Sample S3
The dc SQUID measurements on this sample proved

it had 25% screening. Neutron diffraction experiments
vealed the presence of a mosaic structure in the sample
a 5°-disorientation between blocks. Also, the intensity ra
I 220/I 311was 1.3, which lies between the expected values
and 0.64 for pure C60 and K3C60 respectively. Thus, this
crystal is undoubtedly a mixture of the K3C60 phase and a
phase containing a smaller amount of potassium.

Sample S4
This crystal had a mass of 4 mg. The x-ray diffractio

pattern displayed highintensity lines belonging to C60 as well
as lower peaks corresponding to the compound K3C60. This
sample was also characterized by a 5°-disorientation
blocks. The dc SQUID measurements revealed t
Tc519.5 K, the magnetic field screening was 65%, and
Meissner effect amounted to 7%.

The dc magnetic measurements were carried out o
commercial SQUID magnetometer ‘‘Quantum Design’’
the temperature range from 5 K toTc;19 K. The external
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FIG. 2. Time dependence of magnetic moment in sample S3 in a magnetic fieldm0Hex50.5 T at different temperatures.
magnetic field was varied in the limits
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m0Hc1
!0.1 T<m0H<1 T!m0H irr , i.e., the measurement

were made under the conditions when the field penetrated
sample. In all the cases, the rate of increase in the magn
field to a certain value was 28 mT/s. The sensitivity of o
magnetometer was not worse than 1028 A•m2. Magnetic re-
laxation was measured during 5•104 s. The measurement
were made as follows. The sample was cooled fr
T530 K.Tc to a preset temperatureT,Tc in zero magnetic
field. After temperature stabilization, the external magne
field Hex was created, and the magnetic momentm of the
sample was measured for fixed values ofT andHex. The
first measurement of the magnetic field was completed a
t0580 s after the field stabilization. Subsequent measu
ments were made after each 60–63 s. The data obtaine
samples S1 and S2 were virtually identical, and hence
mainly present here the results obtained for S1 as well as
and S4.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of magnetic relaxation measurements
tained for samples S3 and S4 with incomplete field screen
~nonideal stoichiometry! are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for dif
ferent temperatures and magnetic fields. It can be seen
relaxation is clearly nonlogarithmic; the more so, them(t)
curves exhibit magnetization jumps. In order to verify po
sible instabilities of our experimental measuring system,
same measurements were made on another, noncomm
SQUID magnetometer. Although most of small jumps on
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FIG. 3. Time dependence of magnetic moment in sample S3 at the ins
corresponding to jumps shown by arrows in Figs. 1 and 2.
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m(t) curves were indistinguishable in view of lower sen
tivity of this instrument, large jumps can be seen clea
Moreover, the results of measurements of relaxation o
Bi-1212 single crystals on the commercial magnetome
demonstrated an ideal smooth logarithmic dependence. T
we can conclude from what has been said above that a
logarithmic magnetization relaxation in an intrinsic featu
of samples with a nonideal stoichiometry. In this connecti
we can assume that the presence of similar inhomogene
in powder samples led to the nonlogarithmic relaxation
served in Refs. 24–26.

FIG. 4. Time dependence of magnetic moment in sample S1 in a mag
fieldm0Hex50.1 T. The experimental values ofm at 5, 7, 10, and 15 K have
been multiplied by 1.1, 1.5 and 3 respectively for clarity of representat
.
a
r
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,
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us increases with the magnetic field~see Fig. 1!. At the same
time, them(t) curves become smoother with increasing te
perature~see Fig. 2!. These facts indicate that thermal flu
tuations, as well as the force of repulsion between vortic
play an important role in the relaxation process. As a res
of jumps, the value of magnetic moment can decrease
15–20%. This process can take very short or quite long t
intervals~see Fig. 3! if we take into account the fact that th
interval between two experimental points is approximat
equal to one minute. Our experiments proved that the follo
ing three main types of magnetic moment jumps are p
sible: a sequence of small jumps~Fig. 3a!, a single large
jump completed after a few minutes with a more rapid rela
ation ~Fig. 3b!, or alternating processes of fast and slow
laxation ~Fig. 3c!.

The jumps can be explained by taking into account
fact that the samples have nonideal stoichiometry, and he
superconducting regions are surrounded or separated by
superconducting regions. In this case, diffusion of magn
vortices can be hampered by sample inhomogeneities a
ciated with the mosaic structure, the presence of two
more phases in the sample, grain boundaries, etc. All th
factors can affect the relaxation process significantly, a
hence the expected logarithmic time dependence can
masked partially or completely.

The relaxation observed in S1 and S2 samples w
100% field screening is of a completely different origi
Time dependences of magnetic moment for S1 sample in
external fieldm0Hex50.1 T and at a temperature from 5 t

tic

.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of normalized relaxation rate~a! and flux creep activation energy~b! calculated with the help of Eq.~2!.
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15 K are presented in Fig. 4. All the results obtained for S2
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sample are virtually identical to those for S1 sample and
in good agreement with the logarithmic dependence whic
described by Eq.~1!. The relaxation ratedm(t)/d ln(t) de-
crease linearly with increasing temperature and tends to
at a certain temperatureT0;18.1 K,Tc , which is the same
for all the external fields used in our experiments. A simi
dependence was observed in Ref. 2 on face-orien
YBa2Cu3O7 samples.

The temperature dependence of activation energy ca
obtained from the magnetic relaxation measurements w
the help of the equation28

U05
kbT

S
, S5

1

M0

dM

d ln t
, ~2!

whereS is the normalized relaxation rate andM0 the value
of magnetization after the application of the magnetic fie
In order to calculate the values ofSandU0 , we used the first
measured value of magnetizationM0(t) for M0 .

The temperature dependences ofS andU0 in different
magnetic fields are presented in Figs. 5a and 5b respecti
The normalized relaxation rate increases with tempera
and magnetic fields. This is in contradiction with the resu
obtained earlier,25 according to which theS(T) curve has
either a broad peak, or a plateau. This can be due to the
that the experiments in Ref. 25 were made on pow
samples.

According to Fig. 5b, the activation energy of vortic
first increases with temperature, attains its peak value
certain value ofTm , and then decreases almost linearly w
increasing magnetic field. An increase in the value ofU0

with temperature was observed in many experiments on H
materials.3,10,12,29,30In order to explain this effect, differen
theoretical models such as a uniform flux creep,3 pinning
potential distribution,12 or flux creep percolation in a random
pinning potential distribution31 were proposed.

Thus, the experiments made by us for studying the n
malized relaxation rate and flux creep activation energy
crystalline samples of the superconducting fulleride K3C60

proved that inhomogeneities in the superconductor can m
the logarithmic dependence completely, while the relaxat
in high-quality samples follows the lawM ; ln t. The nor-
malized relaxation rate increases continuously with temp
ture ~at least toT517 K[0.88Tc!. The temperature depen
dence of activation energy has a peak at a cer
temperatureTm which increases linearly with the magnet
field.

The authors are grateful to Prof. D. E. Fisher~Pennsyl-
vania University! who kindly presented K3C60 crystals for
our investigations.
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Peculiarities of resistive properties of layered superconductors in a magnetic field
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The peculiarities of electrodynamics of layered HTS materials in a longitudinal magnetic field,
which are associated with fluctuations of the shape of an Abrikosov vortex formed by a
set of weakly coupled 2d-vortices centered in equilibrium in superconducting planes, are studied.
The value of the longitudinal critical current of the layered media is estimated, and its
temperature dependence is determined. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00204-1#
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c-axis in layered superconductors~the fieldH.Hc1 , where
Hc1 is the lower critical field! is a set of weakly interacting
planar (2d) vortices centered in equilibrium in the superco
ducting layers. Such a solitary pile of two-dimensional vo
tices can be destroyed by thermal fluctuations. It is m
probable that the initial stage of this process is associa
with a deviation of an individual 2d-vortex in the CuO2
plane by a distanceR from the vortex axis.1 In the new class
of c-oriented multilayers based on high-Tc superconducting
films, this process can involve a plane vortex localized in
individual film. Such fluctuations can be called short-wa
fluctuations in contrast to long-wave ones in which the be
ing of the Abrikosov vortex axis damages many layers. T
contribution of long-wave fluctuations is significant in a
analysis of the melting of the lattice of Abrikosov vortices2

Thermal fluctuations of the positions of vortex lines can
duce the critical pinning current density to a considera
extent.3–5

Miller et al.6 developed the concepts on dissipati
whose origin is not associated with the Lorentz force in or
to explain the results of experiments of longitudinal resist
ity ~along thec-axis! of HTS single crystals. These concep
are based on taking into account of configurational fluct
tions of weakly coupled 2d-vortices, whose effect can b
described phenomenologically with the help of the effect
Josephson biding energyEj between the planes, which de
pends on the fieldH and additionally, i.e., in the form

Ej5Ej 0
a~H !~DT/Tc!

a,

onDT5T2Tirr @Tirr is the irreversibility temperature,Tc the
superconducting transition temperature, anda a parameter
(a.0)#. However,Ej50 in such a description under equ
librium conditions.

In this communication, we calculate the effective J
sephson binding energyEj on the basis of a simple physica
model of the electrodynamic mechanism of suppression
interaction between layers.7 The magnitude of the longitudi
nal critical current of layered media is estimated in the lim
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temperature dependence is determined.
The bending of magnetic field lines of a vortex caus

by a displacement of a 2d-vortex from the Abrikosov vortex
axis leads to the emergence of a coordinate dependenc
the phasesw(r ) of the order parameter for electrodes. F
this reason, the critical current of the transition~and hence
the energyEj5\ j c/2e of the Josephson interaction~e is the
electron charge! should be defined as the maximum value
the supercurrent from the relationj c5max{js@w(r)#}. The
numerical calculations made in Ref. 8 forSNSsandwiches
indicate the importance of taking this circumstance into
count.

In the London approximation forR!S ~S is the transi-
tion area! and for weak fields~H!Hc2 , whereHc2 is the
upper critical field!, we have, according to Ref. 7,

j c5 j c0@12n^R2& ln~S/p^R2&!#. ~1!

Here j c0 is the critical current of an unperturbed junctio
n the density of the vortex lattice, and the angle brack
denote thermodynamic averaging with the probabil
W;exp(2dF(R)/kT), wheredF(R) is the elastic energy o
the vortex.

The value of the energydF(R) is determined directly by
the relation between the value ofR and a certain character
istic sizeR5 Rc 5 (J/Ej )

1/2(J5 F0
2ds /p(4plab

2 ) is the ‘‘ri-
gidity’’ characterizing the fluctuation of the order paramet
ds the thickness of a superconducting layer, andF0 the mag-
netic flux quantum! ~see, for example Ref. 9!. For R!Rc ,
the energy

dF~R!52pEjR
2 ln~Rc /R! ~2!

depends quadratically on the displacementR. For R@Rc ,
the formed region of nonuniform distribution of the ord
parameter phase difference between two nearest plane
equivalent to a linear defect with tension proportional
(JEj )

1/2, and hence

dF~R!52pEjRcR. ~3!

272272-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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than the magnetic energy of interaction between two nea
elements of an Abrikosov vortex by a factor ofd/lab ~d is
the separation between the superconducting planes andlab

the penetration depth in theab-plane! and lower by the same
factor than the energy required for a displacement of an
ement of a vortex line in homogeneous superconductors

Using relations~2! and~3! in the thermodynamic theory
of fluctuations, we obtain

^R2&.aRc
2 kT

J
, a53~4p ln g!21, R,Rc , ~4!

^R2&.2Rc
2S kTJ D 2, R.Rc . ~5!

Hereg is the anisotropy parameter of the system.
Substituting the values~4! and~5! into the definition~1!

of j c , we obtain

D j c5 j c02 j c

5 j c0nRcH a
kT

J
lnS J

kT

S

paRc
2D , T,T* ,

2S kTJ D 2 lnF S J

kTD
2 S

2pRc
2G , T.T* ,

~6!

whereT*5Tc(12Tc /J0) is the temperature at which th
mean square diameter of a fluctuation of the vortex posi
coincides with the characteristic value ofRc ~Jc is the value
of ‘‘rigidity’’ of the wave function of superconducting elec
trons at absolute zero temperature!.

In the vicinity of the mean-field superconducting tran
tion temperatureTc , the following relations are valid:

J5J0t, Ej5Ej 0
t, l25l0

2t21,

where t5~12T/Tc!.

Hence it follows that as the temperature increases, exp
sions~6! diverge only atT5Tc . This means that the Josep
son interaction prevents the complete destruction of a s
tary vortex pile down to the superconducting transiti
temperature. It should be recalled that if we take into acco
only the magnetic interaction, the pile of coupled vortic
splits into individual kinks~2d-vortices! atT5T2d,Tc . For
these vortices,̂R2&→` asT→T2d ~T2d is the Berezinskii-
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition temperature!.1

TheD j c(t) dependence near the temperaturet* experi-
ences a temperature crossover from a linear behavior
t.t* to a weak logarithmic behavior fort,t* .
273 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (4), April 1997
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6!, the resistivity of a transition with an unstable phase c
herence can be written in the form

r~T!

rn
5$I 0@EjS/2kT#%22, ~7!

where rn is the resistivity of the transition in the norma
state,I 0(x) a modified Bessel’s function, and the Josephs
energy is defined according to relations~4! and ~5!.

Long-wave oscillations of the vortex structure in layer
media are essentially a superposition of steps formed by
ements of Josephson vortices whose length is determine
the radius of curvature of the Abrikosov vortex. For th
reason, the role of such deviations can be effectively redu
to short-wave fluctuations.

The role of weak links in a pile of plane vortices
manifested very clearly in the resistive properties of mu
layered films with pinning and a current in the layers. T
situation when the external current does a work by displac
a link of a long vortex from the equilibrium state was inve
tigated in Ref. 11 on the basis of Bean’s model. It was fou
that the critical currentj in the layers is proportional to
(12T/Tc)

2 and depends exponentially on the thickness
the isolating interlayer, which is confirmed by experimen
data.

This research was supported by the Royal Academy
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Superconductivity effects in hopping conductivity of La 2CuO4 single crystal

with excess oxygen

B. I. Belevtsev, N. V. Dalakova, and A. C. Panfilov

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted July 4, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 375–383~April 1997!

The hopping conductivity of La2CuO41d single crystal with excess oxygen has been studied. It is
found that the transition from variable-range hopping~with the temperature dependence of
resistanceR} exp(T0 /T)

1/4! to simple activation conductivity (R} exp(D/kT)) occurs
at a temperature lower than 20 K. This transition is accompanied with significant changes in the
behavior of magnetoresistance and current–voltage characteristics. It is shown that such a
behavior of hopping conductivity below 20 K is due to the presence of superconducting inclusions
in insulating sample due to phase separation of La2CuO41d . The observed peculiarities in
the conducting properties are in good agreement with the known effects of competition between
electron localization and superconductivity in homogeneous systems. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00304-6#

INTRODUCTION (TN5210 K), the Mott law of VHL (s } exp(2T0 /T)
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In the study of superconductivity of metal-oxide com
pounds, special attention is paid to electrical and magn
properties of pure and oxygen-doped La2CuO41d single
crystals.1–4 The stoichiometric compound La2CuO4(d50) is
an antiferromagnetic insulator with the Ne´el temperature
TN'325 K.1,2,5However, slight doping with bivalent metal
~such as Sr! or the introduction of excess oxygen leads
violation of the long-range magnetic order and to a transit
to the metallic state which becomes superconducting
T<40 K. In both cases, doping leads to the emergence
charge carriers~holes! in CuO2 planes.

1,2 When oxygen is
added, the maximum values of the superconducting tra
tion temperature Tc.35–40 K are attained fo
d50.03–0.04.3,5 It was found that the emergence of supe
conductivity in the compounds La2CuO41d upon an increase
in the oxygen concentration is accompanied by phase s
ration at a temperatureTps,300 K into two phases with
close crystallographic structures.1,4,6–12 One of them has a
nearly stoichiometric composition (d.0), while the other
phase is enriched in oxygen and is superconducting w
Tc.40 K. The oxygen concentration in this phase cor
sponds tod50.05–0.08.4,12Thus, below the phaseseparatio
temperatureTps , these compounds are mixtures of the an
ferromagnetic and the superconducting phases.

The presence of excess oxygen affects the conduc
properties of La2CuO41d . Stoichiometric samples (d.0)
possess a simple activation-type conductivitys
} exp(2«0 /kT) with the activation energy«05200–700 K at
T.50 K and a hopping conductivity with a varying hoppin
length ~VHL ! at low temperatures
(s } exp@2(T0 /T)

1/4#).13,14 An increase in the oxygen con
centration leads to a decrease in«0 and is accompanied b
the expansion of the temperature region in which a VHL
manifested towards higher temperatures. Zakharovet al.15

found that as a result of a decrease in temperature be
25 K in a La2CuO41d with a higher oxygen concentratio
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replaced by the dependences } exp(2D/T), where
D524 K. In order to explain this effect, Zakharovet al.15

proposed that the conductivity of charge carriers at low te
peratures is activated not by phonons, but by spin wa
whose spectrum contains an energy gap corresponding to
experimental value ofD. The hopping conductivity associ
ated with absorption and emission of magnons in La2CuO4 is
regarded as theoretically possible.16

Simple activation conductivity of La2CuO41d single
crystal in the temperature range 10–50 K was also obse
in Ref. 17; at lower temperatures, the hopping conductiv
with a VHL was observed. The authors of Ref. 17 propos
thatD is the energy difference between the peak in the
purity density of states and the Fermi level. Thus, it is dif
cult to judge on the reasons or the conditions for the em
gence of simple activation conductivity in La2CuO41d single
crystals at low temperatures (T<20 K) from the available
data.

In this communication, we report on a transition fro
VHL to simple activation conductivity detected at temper
tures below.15 K in a La2CuO4 single crystal with excess
oxygen. It follows from the obtained results that this effe
can be given an interpretation other than in Ref. 15. In or
to explain the obtained results, we took into account the h
erogeneity of the single crystal structure~phase separation!
and the effect of superconducting inclusions associated w
it. The explanation proposed by us corresponds to the be
ior of magnetoresistance~MR! and the current–voltage cha
acteristics~IVC! of the sample under investigation.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We carried out our experiments on a La2CuO4 single
crystal with a size approximately equal to 33332 mm.1!

The temperature dependences of resistanceR(T) were mea-
sured according to the four-probe technique with direct c
rent. Thin gold contact wires were connected to the sam

274274-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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by a silver conducting adhesive which was dried
T,100 °C. The measuring current was parallel to the ba
plane ~i.e., was directed parallel to the CuO2 planes!. The
values ofR(T) were measured in the temperature ran
5–300 K at a small current 0.6mA, at which the nonohmic-
ity effects were insignificant. Noticeable deviations fro
Ohm’s law at low applied voltages were detected
T<40 K. In this temperature range, current–voltage char
teristics were recorded. In addition, the dependences o
sistance of the magnetic fieldH ~with a magnitude up to
6 Tl! were measured in the temperature range 5–40 K.
magnetic field was directed along the basal plane at r
angles to the measuring current.

The initial sample was characterized by the Ne´el tem-
peratureTN.230 K which was determined from the tem
perature dependence of magnetic susceptibilityx(T) ~Fig.
1!. Such a value ofTN corresponds to the value o
d'0.005.6,10 This sample possessed isotropic properties
the basal plane in view of the presence of twins; con
quently, thexab curve in Fig. 1 corresponds to any directio
in this plane. In the remaining respects, the perfection of
single crystal used by us was high since monodomaini
crystals from the same technological batch had a strong
isotropy of magnetic and elastic properties for all the th
principal crystallographic directions.18,19

The resistance of the sample under investigation in
temperature range 25–80 K followed the dependence

R}exp~T0 /T!1/4 ~1!

~curve1 in Fig. 2! corresponding to VHL hopping conduc
tivity for three-dimensional systems.20,21 The experimental
value ofT0 was 0.52•10

5 K. This value can be used to es

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of magnetic susceptibilityx(T) in the
magnetic fieldH50.83 T of the La2CuO41d in the initial state. The quantity
xc corresponds to the measurements in a magnetic field parallel to the
tallographic axisc ~the unit cell corresponds to theBmabsystem8 in which
a,b,c, c being the tetragonal axis!. The quantityxab is the susceptibility
in a magnetic field parallel to CuO2 planes.
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timate the localization lengthLc from the theoretical expres
sionkT0'16/@N(EF)Lc

3#,20,21whereN(EF) is the density of
states of charge carriers at the Fermi level, which is appro
mately equal to 2.8•1046 J21

•m23 for La2CuO4.
22 As a re-

sult, we obtainedLc.0.94 nm, which corresponds to the e
isting estimates of the value ofLc in La2CuO4.

13

At T,20 K, we observed a steeper~as compared to for-
mula ~1!! increase inR with decreasing temperature. A
T,15 K, theR(T) dependence corresponded to the expr
sionR } exp(D/T), whereD'27.6 K ~curve1 in Fig. 3!. The
observed effect corresponds to the results obtained in
15.

ys-

FIG. 2. The dependences ofRh ~on logarithmic scale! on T21/4 of the
sample in the initial state~curve1! and after annealing~curve2!.

FIG. 3. The dependences ofRh ~on logarithmic scale! on T21 of the
samples in the initial state~curve1! and after annealing~curve2!. The inset
shows the dependences logRh5f(T21) of the annealed sample in a magnet
field H50 ~n! andH54.9 T (3).
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ties, the initial sample was annealed in air for 1 h
.300 °C. After this, its resistance decreased by appro
mately an order of magnitude, and the dependenceR
} exp(D/T) at T<15 K has become more pronounced~the
value of D has increased to.40 K! ~curve 2 in Fig. 3!.
Above 20 K, VHL hopping conductivity was observed as f
the initial sample~see Fig. 2!. It is well known13 that a de-
crease in the resistance of the La2CuO4 single crystals after
thermal treatment in air is due to an increase in the exc
oxygen concentration~this also enhances the manifestatio
of superconductivity!. For this reason, we can also assum
that the oxygen concentration in the annealed sampl
higher than in the initial sample.

Noticeable peculiarities in the conducting properties
the samples under investigation were manifested in the m
sured IVC. Figure 4 shows the dependences ofR on the
applied voltageU, which were obtained from IV C at differ
ent temperatures. It can be seen that the form of these de
dences changes significantly as the temperature drops b
;20 K. At T.20 K, a monotonic~first strong and then
weak! decrease inR with increasingU is observed. On the
contrary, atT<20 K, theR(U) curves are nonmonotonic: a
the voltage increases, the resistance first increases, and
decreases.

The samples under investigation possessed a neg
MR both below and above 20 K~Fig. 5!. At temperatures
below 20 K and magnetic fields up to 3 T, the obtain
R(H) dependences corresponded to the expres
ln@s(H)/s(0)# 5 ln@R(0)/R(H)# } H2. At T.20 K, theR(H)
dependences were rather weak and did not correspond to
expression.

DISCUSSION

An analysis of the results shows that the observ
change in the behavior of hopping conductance of
La2CuO4 single crystal whose temperature decreased be
.20 K is in good agreement with the well-known pheno
ena in insulators with superconducting inclusions or in sim
lar structurally heterogeneous systems in the form of m
tures of the superconducting an insulating phases.
presence of superconducting inclusions in the sample u
investigation can be associated with the well-known ph
separation of La2CuO41d compounds into two phases wit
d'0 and d.0.1,4,6–12 The phase with excess oxyge
(d.0) is superconducting. This phase can have the form
isolated inclusions in the insulating matrix. It is well know
that the cooling of a heterogeneous system of this kind be
the superconducting transition temperatureTc leads to a tran-
sition from VHL hopping conductivity to the dependenceR
} exp@D/(kT)#, which is characterized by a negative MR. E
fects of this type were observed in various heterogene
systems such as broad tunnel junctions with small super
ducting inclusions,23 bulk granulated metals,24 and granu-
lated and islet films.25–30These effects were also discover
in granulated metal-oxide superconductors.31,32However, we
are not aware of publications in which such a behavior
monocrystalline high-Tc superconductors are discussed.
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Let us consider the nature of these effects of competit
between localization and superconductivity of electrons
heterogeneous systems in greater detail23,25,27,28,33for the
case when such a system consists of an insulating ma
with isolated metal inclusions~MI !. These MI become super
conducting belowTc . Charge carriers in MI can make
significant~and even decisive! contribution to the total con-
ductance of such a system. This contribution is due to e
trons tunneling between MI. The tunneling can be either
rect or through intermediate localized states in the insula
At low temperatures, these processes determine the pres
of VHL. At T,Tc , the two mechanisms of activated co
ductivity operate: tunneling of Cooper pairs and of on

FIG. 4. The dependences ofR onU ~on logarithmic scale! for an annealed
sample at different temperaturesT,K: 7.24 ~curve1!, 8.59 ~curve2!, 8.88
~curve3!, 9.52~curve4!, 10.55~curve5!, 11.88~curve6!, 13.07~curve7!,
and 19.9~curve8! ~a! and 30~curve1!, 40 ~curve2!, 51 ~curve3!, and 96
~curve4! ~b!.
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particle excitation.33 In this case, Cooper pairing reduces t
number of one-particle excitations in MI, ensuring a stee
increase inR with decreasing temperatures than determin
by formula~1!.25 Under the conditions of suppression of J
sephson coupling between MI~in the case of a low tunneling
probability and a considerable mismatching between ene
levels in adjacent MI!, the very nature of hopping conduc
tivity changes significantly as a result of the emergence
the superconducting gapD~0! in the electron energy spec
trum, which plays the role of the dielectric gap.33 For this
reason, atT!Tc the resistance is determined by the dep
dence

R}exp~D~0!/kT!, ~2!

whereD~0! is the gap atT50. The magnetic field suppresse
superconductivity of MI, which is the reason behind a ne
tive MR.23,26,28

The transition from hopping conductivity with VHL to
simple activation conductivity upon a decrease in tempe
ture ~Figs. 2 and 3! and the negative MR are in qualitativ
agreement with the above pattern. Let us now give additio
arguments and facts in favor of such a conclusion.

In the framework of the adopted hypothesis, the mag
tude of activation energy in the dependenceR } exp@D/kT#
must correspond to the gap energyD~0!. This dependence is
satisfied for the samples under investigation atT,15 K, and
hence we can assume that the temperatureTc of supercon-
ducting inclusions lies in the range 15–20 K. For an a
nealed sample for which the dependenceR } exp@D/kT# is
manifested more clearly, the experimental value ofD is ap-
proximately equal to 40 K. Hence, it follows that the ma
nitude of the ratio 2D(0)/kTc ranges from 4 to 5.3, which is
in complete accord with the available data for high-Tc
superconductors.1–3

Let u now consider our results on MR. For the samp
under investigation, the relation ln@s(H)/s(0)#
5 ln@R(0)/R(H)# } H2 is valid atT,20 K andH,3 T. Figure

FIG. 5. Dependences of ln@s(T,H)/s(T,0)# onH2 for an annealed sample a
different temperatures.
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5 shows that the value of negative MR strongly depends
temperature. An analysis shows that this dependence~at
fixed magnetic fields! corresponds to the expressio
ln@s(H)/s(0)# } 1/T at T,20 K ~Fig. 6!. Thus, the La2CuO4
single crystal under investigation obey the relation

ln
s~H,T!

s~0,T!
}
H2

T
. ~3!

This dependence was observed earlier for granula
metals under the suppression of the Josephson coupling
tween granules26,27 and can be given a natura
explanation.27,28,30 Indeed, if expression~2! is valid in zero
magnetic field, forH.0 the relationR } exp(D(H)/kT)
should be observed, whereD(H) is the gap in the magnetic
field. Such a behavior ofR corresponds to our results accor
ing to which the magnetic field only decreases the activat
energyD in the dependenceR } exp(D/T) without changing
the functional form ofR(T) ~see the inset to Fig. 3!. In other
words, the magnetic field reduces the value ofD~0! in for-
mula ~2!. It then follows27 that

ln
s~T,H !

s~T,0!
5 ln

R~T,0!

R~T,H !
5

D~T,0!2D~T,H !

kT

}
Tc~0!2Tc~H !

T
5

dTc~H !

T
, ~4!

whereTc(H) anddTc(H) are the values ofTc and the shift
of Tc in a magnetic field~while deriving formula~4!, we
have taken into account the fact that the gap width is prop
tional toTc!. The orbital action of the magnetic field onTc
can be presented in the form34

ln
Tc~H !

Tc~0!
5CS 12D2CS 121

a~H !

4pkTc~H ! D , ~5!

whereC is the digamma function anda(H) is the pair-
breaking energy depending on the dimensionality of the s

FIG. 6. Dependences of$ ln@s(T, H)/s(T, 0)#%/(H2) onT21 for an annealed
sample.
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coupling between superconducting inclusions in
La2CuO41d samples under investigation, we can assume
these inclusions are zero-dimensional superconductors.
term is applied to small superconductors for which the c
dition jGL(T).d is satisfied, wherejGL(T)5jGL(0)«

21/2 is
the Ginzburg–Landau correlation length,d the diameter of
thesuperconductor,« 5 ln(Tc /T); jGL(0)5 ApD\/8kTc, and
D is the diffusion coefficient for electrons. The pair-breaki
energy for zero-dimensional superconductors is defined34

a~H !5
p2

10
\DS HF0

D 2d2, ~6!

whereF05pc\/e is the magnetic flux quantum. In wea
magnetic fields@a(H)/4pkTc(H)!1#, expression~5! can
be reduced to

Tc~0!2Tc~H !5dTc~H !'~p/8!a~H !}H2. ~7!

Expressions~4! and ~7! immediately lead to formula~3!.
Thus, the experimental dependence~3! can be explained
completely in the adopted hypothesis by the effect of
creasingTc of superconducting inclusions in a magne
field.

In our experiments, the magnetic field was direct
along the basal CuO2 planes which, according to moder
concepts,2,3 are responsible for superconducting properties
metal-oxide superconductors. Actually, these complex
ides are layered quasi-two-dimensional superconduct
Since the exact shape and size of superconducting inclus
in the samples under investigation are unknown, we m
apparently take into account the pair-breaking mechan
for a film in a parallel magnetic field also. The pair-breaki
energy in this case is defined as

a~H !5
p2

3
\DS HF0

D 2L2, ~8!

whereL is the film thickness. It can be easily seen that
inclusion of this pair-breaking mechanism also leads to
pression~3!. This expression will also be valid when bo
pair-breaking mechanisms operate simultaneously, sinc
this case their effect can be taken into account by sim
summation of the contributions to the total pair-breaking
ergy in formula~5!. In this respect, it is immaterial which o
the effects dominates.

It is well known that La2CuO41d single crystals exhibit
magnetic field-induced phase transitions from the antife
magnetic ~AF! to weakly ferromagnetic~WF! state ~in a
magnetic field perpendicular to CuO2 planes! or to the ferro-
magnetic~F! state~in a magnetic field parallel to the CuO2
planes!. We denote the former as AF–WF transition and t
latter as the AF–F transition.1,15,35–39 In the case of such
spin-reorientation transitions, the magnetic moment jump
critical magnetic fields is accompanied by a conductiv
jump. These transitions are often extended in magnetic fi
and hence can be responsible for a negative MR
La2CuO41d insulating samples in magnetic fields lower th
critical fields. Let us consider the extent to which the
effects can contribute to the negative MR of the samp
under investigation. Since the magnetic field in our expe
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count only the AF–F transition, which is strongly extend
in magnetic field15,37 and is not completed even in stron
fieldsH.23 Tl.37 It was also established that the tempe
ture dependence of MR is nonmonotonic both for AF–W
and for AF–F transitions: it contains a clearly manifest
peak atT.20 K.15,37,38This is in contradiction to our result
according to which the value of MR increases continuou
as the temperature decreases in the interval 5–40 K~see Fig.
5!. For this reason, we assume that the main contribution
MR is due to the effect of a decrease inTc of superconduct-
ing inclusions in magnetic field, although the possibility
the influence of spin-reorientation effects on the MR of t
samples under investigation is not ruled out at all.2!

Thus, it follows from the above arguments that the te
perature and magnetic field dependences of resistance a
good agreement with the hypothetic two-phase state of
samples under investigation~superconducting inclusions in
the insulating matrix!. The obtained dependences of res
tance on the applied voltageU ~see Fig. 4! are in complete
agreement with such an interpretation. It is well known20 that
the conductivity of insulating systems always increases w
the applied electric fieldE due to an increase in the activate
electron tunneling probability. For not very large values
E(eELc!kT), the effect of the field can be described by t
following expression:20

R~T,E !5R0~T!expS 2
eEgr h
kT D , ~9!

whereR0(T) is the resistance forE→0, r h the mean length
of a jump, andg a factor of the order of unity. It follows
from formula ~9! that the effect of electric field is enhance
with increasingE and decreasingT. Such a behavior is in
qualitative agreement with the experimentalR(U) depen-
dences of the sample under investigation only forT.20 K
~see Fig. 4!. At T,20 K, i.e., atlower temperatures, much
weaker relative changes inR are observed with increasin
U. Moreover, theR(U) dependences are nonmonotonic:
the value ofU increases, the value ofR first increases and
then decreases. This is in contradiction with the expec
effect of E on the resistance in the hopping conductiv
mode and indicates a change in the natureo activated con-
ductance atT,20 K. However, the behavior of theR(U)
dependences atT,20 K is in complete agreement with th
effect of superconducting inclusions whose presence
suppress theR(U) dependence. The increase inR with U in
the low-voltage region is apparently associated with the s
pression of a weak Josephson coupling between super
ducting inclusions upon a noticeable increase
current.27,28,31 Thus, the observed peculiarities in hoppin
conductance of the La2CuO41d sample at low temperature
can be explained by the presence of the superconduc
phase inclusions in it.

Let us now consider in greater detail possible reas
leading to the presence of superconducting inclusions in
sample under investigation. This is undoubtedly connec
with the phase separation into the antiferromagnetic ph
depleted with oxygen (d.0) and the oxygen-enriched su
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La2CuO41d single crystals. This process can take plac
even at low excess oxygen concentrations (d.0.005).6 The
mechanism~or mechanisms?! and concrete reasons behin
phase separation in La2CuO41d cannot be regarded as wel
established. According to Nagaev,4 two types of phase sepa
ration are possible for magnetic semiconductors: the elec
separation which occurs with frozen impurities and which
in thermodynamic equilibrium only relative to charge car
ers and the magnetic subsystem, and the impurity separa
which is in equilibrium relative to the positions of impurit
atoms also. In the existing publications concerning the pr
erties of La2CuO41d , theoretical and experimental argu
ments in favor of both these mechanisms can be fou
Above all, this concerns the percolation model~see Refs. 4,
40 and 41 and the literature cited therein! corresponding to
the electron phase separation. According to this model,
charge carriers~holes! introduced by acceptor impurities ca
create in the crystal the regions of ferromagnetic phase ca
magnetic polarons, ferrons, or ‘‘spin clusters.’’4,41 As the
hole concentration increases, these clusters increase in
and start to merge. As the size of the cluster increases,
go over to the metallic state, so that the infinitely large cl
ter formed at the percolation threshold is superconduct
Theoretical estimates41 indicate that the percolation thresho
is attained ford.0.02.

Some results of investigations the La2CuO41d
4,41,42 can

be interpreted in the framework of percolation model. Ho
ever, no distinguishing features of this model are manifes
in any way in the behavior of conductivity and magne
susceptibility of the sample under investigation. Its condu
ing properties indicate the presence of isolated supercond
ing inclusions, i.e., the fact that the system is far from
percolation threshold. In this case, small isolated ‘‘spin cl
ters’’ must be in the ferromagnetic, i.e., nonsuperconduc
state.40,41Since we are not aware of the critical size of ‘‘sp
clusters’’ for which they become superconducting, we c
not judge as to the applicability of the percolation model
our results.

According to Nagaev,4 the difference in the values ofd
for different phases of La2CuO41d is a sound reason for con
sidering that the phase separation in this material is of im
rity ~chemical! nature. In some publications,7,8,10,11,43 it is
shown that the mechanism of this phase separation co
sponds to spinodal decomposition. In such a decompos
of solid solutions with a high nonequilibrium concentratio
of impurities, random nonuniformities of concentration a
enhanced without activation. This results in the separatio
the initially homogeneous system into alternating regio
with the same crystalline structure, but with different imp
rity concentrations. According to different authors,4,7,8 the
size of these regions in La2CuO41d vary from 30 to
300 nm. On the whole, it appears that phase separatio
La2CuO41d cannot be reduced to the action of a certain s
cific mechanism. In all probability, the type of phase sepa
tion ~the impurity or the electron type! can depend on vari
ous circumstances~the purity and quality of the single
crystal, the value of the parameterd, etc.!. Indeed, it was
proved in Ref. 43 that under certain conditions, the type
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Let us also consider other known theoretical possibilit
of the emergence of superconducting inclusions in the n
mal phase.44,45 Bulaevski� et al.44 predicted that the system
near the percolation threshold exhibit a sharp enhancem
of thermodynamic and statistical fluctuations of the sup
conducting order parameter. In this case, superconduct
is manifested in the form of isolated nuclei~superconducting
drops!, and the transition itself becomes of the percolati
type. This effect is not associated with the presence of
purities facilitating the emergence of superconductivity.
Ref. 45, a theory of phase separation in high-tempera
superconductors taking into account the role of the elect
subsystem was developed. It was shown that supercond
ing drops can be formed in the insulating matrix due to
traction of charge carriers in view of elastic deformation
localized holes. The results obtained by us are in qualita
agreement with the basic concepts of this theory.

CONCLUSION

The peculiarities of hopping conductance of
La2CuO41d single crystal with excess oxygen discovered
us at low temperatures (T,20 K) correspond to the behavio
of a heterogeneous system consisting of an insulator w
superconducting inclusions. The presence of such inclus
can be attributed with the well-known phase separation i
the oxygen-depleted antiferromagnetic phase (d.0) and the
oxygen-enriched superconducting phase (d.0), which is
typical of La2CuO41d . This separation can be of the impurit
type ~spinodal decomposition! or of the electron type.4 The
obtained dependence of conductance on temperature
magnetic field as well as the nonohmic behavior of t
sample indicate that superconducting inclusions in it are
lated and occupy a small fraction of the total volume. F
this reason, it is difficult to judge to which extent the o
served peculiarities of structural inhomogeneity can be
tributed to spinodal decay. On the other hand, phase sep
tion in HTS materials can be due to interaction betwe
charge carriers. The entire body of experimental data is
good agreement with the basic concept of the electron the
of phase separation in high-Tc superconductors, which wa
developed in Ref. 45. Nevertheless, the obtained results
not allow us to make an unambiguous choice between
possible~impurity and electron! mechanisms of phase sep
ration in the La2CuO41d single crystal under investigation
This, however, was not the main goal of this research wh
principal result is the demonstration of the possibility of r
vealing the structural heterogeneity of high-Tc superconduct-
ors on the basis of the known effects of competition betwe
electron localization and superconductivity in heterogene
systems.23–32

The authors are grateful to V. D. Fil’ and G. A. Gogad
for fruitful discussions of the manuscript and for valuab
remarks.
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Superconducting properties of YBaCuO thin films obtained by thermocycling
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YBaCuO films fabricated by laser ablation method were subjected to a thermocycling. Our
investigations showed that the degradation process of the current transport properties of films is
accompanied by the appearance of a maximum on the curve of the critical current density,
depending on the number of thermocycles. This effect manifests itself most strongly in the films
with degraded superconducting properties. The critical temperature and the transition width
vary only slightly in this case. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00404-0#
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The use of HTSC films for the manufacturing of senso
SQUIDs, flux transformers, and other devices1–5 inevitably
raises the question of how the sensitive elements from
HTSC films will behave upon multiple cooling to the boilin
temperature of nitrogen and heating to the indoor temp
ture, i.e., during thermocycling. It is important to test t
films under conditions close to real at applied point of vie
At present, there are no sufficiently complete investigatio
of this matter in the current literature.6–8 We have therefore
conducted a study of the superconducting properties
YBaCuO films at thermocycling. The results of this study a
presented in this paper.

2. FILM MANUFACTURING PROCEDURE. THERMOCYCLING

The YBaCuO thin films have been deposited by la
ablation method.9 As a substrate we used single-crys
plates of SrTiO3~100!, LaAlO3~100! and sapphire~100!.
Polycrystalline pellets of YBaCuO 1 cm in diameter, 0.5 c
thick, and 4.4–4.6 g/cm3 in density were used as a targe
We used a pulsed Nd:YAG laser~wavelengthl51.06mm,
pulse lengtht520 ns, repetition racen512 Hz!. The sub-
strate temperature was adjusted at temperature in the r
810–840 °C, and the oxygen partial pressure in the vacu
chamber was about 0.1–0.6 mbar during the deposition.
power density of laser radiation on the target surface va
from 3 • 108 W/cm2 to 8 • 108 W/cm2. The deposition rate
was about 50 nm/min, and the cooling rate after the dep
tion was about 25 °C/min. Superconducting properties
films obtained by laser ablation method are very sensitive
a variation of the deposition parameters. A small variation
deposition parameters, even one of them, leads to a con
erable change in the critical temperatureTc , transition width
DT, critical current densityJc , and film structure.

A thermocycling procedure consists of cooling a te
sample to the nitrogen boiling temperature and heating
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25 °C/s, and the heating rate was about 40 °C/s. The stu
films were made in the shape of long strips of width about
mm and length about 72mm by means of focused ultraviole
laser beam. The critical current was measured by a fo
probe method. The 1-mV criterion was used for the critica
current. Critical current measurements were carried ou
77 K. The samples with different initial superconductin
properties@Tc0 , DT, Jc0(77 K)# were used.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In spite of the expected monotonic degradation of sup
conducting film properties during thermocycling, we ha
obtained a rather surprising result. The typical behavior
the films can be described as follows: the values ofTc and
DT remain virtually the same~for some samples deposite
on sapphire up to 1400 thermocycles!, but the dependence o
the critical current densityJc on the number of thermocycle
n has a maximum; the values this maximum may sometim
exceed the initial valueJc0 . This effect differs numerically
for different film samples.

The Jc dependence on the thermocycle numbern for
samples 1–7 deposited on the SrTiO3 substrates is shown in
Fig. 1, and the same dependence for samples 8 and
shown in Fig. 2. Table I gives the values of the initial critic
current densityJc0 for samples 1–9, the ratiosJcmax/Jc0 and
Jcmax/Jcmin , calculated from the experimental data, whe
JcmaxandJcmin are the values of the critical current density
the maximum and minimum of theJc(n) curve, respectively,
nmin , corresponding toJcmin , is shown to the left ofnmax,
corresponding toJcmax. The points corresponding toJc0 ,
Jcmax, andJcmin for sample 1 are indicated in Fig. 1.

A comparison of the data for samples 1–3 shows that
ratiosJcmax/Jc0 andJcmax/Jcmin can be lowered by increasin
Jc0 from one sample to the other. In this caseTc0 is equal to
88.0, 89.2, and 89.0 K andDT is equal to 3.6, 4.8, 4.0 K for
samples 1–3, respectively~see Table II!. In other words, the

281281-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I.

po
initial critical temperature and the initial transition width d
not exert much influence on the observed depende
Jc(n), but the ratiosJcmax/Jc0 andJcmax/Jcmin are sensitive to
the initial value ofJc0 . It is hardly possible to establish her
some kind of correlationnmax or nmin with the initial values
Jc0 , Tc0 ,andDT0 . As can be seen from Fig. 1, for all thre
samples~1–3!, after going through the maximumJc de-
creases gradually with increasingn.

Samples 4 and 5 were returned to normal conditions
the third, sixth, and ninth day~Fig. 1!. It is seen that the
degradation process of the current transport propertie
these films continue. Samples 8 and 9 were also returne
normal conditions after 1 day, but, in contrast to sample
and 5, after reachingJcmax ~see Fig. 2!. In this case the re-

FIG. 2. Jc vs the number of thermocyclesn for the samples 8–9 on the
SrTiO3 substrates.

FIG. 1. Jc vs the number of thermocyclesn for the samples 1–7 on the
SrTiO3 substrates. The last three points for the samples 4 and 5 corres
to measurements in 3, 6, and 9 days, respectively.
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laxation of Jc to the initial value occurred in sample 8; i
sample 9 only a tendency to this relaxation is appreciabl

The effect of critical current growth during thermocy
cling is faintly expressed in samples 6 and 7~Fig. 1!, which
possess high values ofJc0 (1.11• 10

6 and 1.16• 106 A/cm2

for samples 6 and 7, respectively!. The samples have no clea
maximum. Both samples degrade insignificantly even a
100 thermocycles.

The values ofTc andDT were measured simultaneous
with the measurement ofJc , but in Table II only the initial
values of Tc0 and DT0 , the values of Tc(nmax) and
DT(nmax), corresponding tonmax, and also the values o
Tc(n8) and DT(n8),wheren8 is the total number of ther-
mocycles for the given sample, are presented. The res
which we obtained confirm that the effect of the increase
the critical current density essentially does not correla
with the behavior ofTc and DT for all samples. In other
words, the degradation of the current transport propertie
films is not accompanied by a simultaneous decrease in
critical temperature and an increase in the transition wid

A similar behavior ofJc vs n was observed in the films
deposited on the LaAlO3 substrates~Fig. 3! and on the sap-
phire substrates~Fig. 4!. There are, however, some diffe

Sample Jc0 , Jcmax nmax Jcmax nmin
A/cm2 Jc0 Jcmin

1 1•6•103 2.5 30 3.6 10
2 5.5 •104 0.7 35 1.8 20
3 2.69•105 0.48 15 1.1 10
4 1.55•103 4.7 10 4.7 0
5 4.7 •104 0.9 20 1.8 10
6 1.11•106 0.6 35 1.1 15
7 1.16•106 1.2 30 1.2 10
8 3.19•104 1.7 10 1.7 0
9 1.17•105 1.3 10 1.3 0

TABLE II.

Sample Tc0 DT0 Tc(nmax) DT(nmax) Tc(n8) DT(n8)

K

1 88.0 3.6 88.4 4.0 87.6 5.2
~80! ~80!

2 89.2 4.8 88.8 4.2 89.4 4.4
~50! ~50!

3 89.0 4.0 89.0 4.0 89.0 4.2
~80! ~80!

4 89.4 3.4 90.0 3.6 89.4 3.6
~9 days! ~9 days!

5 89.2 2.0 89.0 2.2 89.0 2.2
~9 days! ~9 days!

6 91.2 2.4 91.2 2.4 91.0 2.2
~120! ~120!

7 91.2 1.6 90.8 1.8 90.6 2.0
~110! ~110!

8 89.8 2.4 91.2 2.2 90.2 2.4
~50! ~50!

9 90.2 2.2 90.4 2.2 90.6 2.0
~38! ~38!

nd
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ences. For example, the largest value ofJcmax/Jcmin , equal to
4.77 ~sample2 in Fig. 4!, was obtained for a film deposite
on sapphire with the initial value ofJc0 5 2.2 • 103 A/cm2.
Further, the film deposited on sapphire withJc0 5 2.6
3 107 A/cm2 ~sample 1 in Fig. 4! showed the highest stabi
ity to thermocycling: after 1400 thermocycles the critic
temperature remained the same,Tc0 5 91.6 K and the tran-
sition width also was nearly the same:DT0 5 2.0 K,
DT1400 5 2.2 K, but the critical current density change
from 2.63 107 to 4.13106 A/cm2.

4. DISCUSSION

The results obtained by us show that the films grown
laser ablation method are not single-crystalline in all the fi
volume, and that their macrostructure consists of cry

FIG. 3. Jc vs the number of thermocyclesn for samples 1–7 on the
LaAlO3 substrates.

FIG. 4. Jc vs the number of thermocyclesn for samples 1–3 on the sapphir
substrates.
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tions of the films with the scanning microscope JEOLJS
840 showed that the oriented single-crystal grains have
following characteristic dimensions: 0.5–1.5mm in length
and 0.1–0.2mm in width for samples with the low initial
values ofJc0 . A slight dependence of the critical temper
ture Tc and the transition widthDT on the number of ther-
mocycles indicator that these parameters generally define
bulk superconducting properties of the grains. As for t
current transport properties of films, they are determin
mainly by the integrain boundaries.

It is known that the properties of integrain boundari
are defined by many parameters,11–18but we choose only one
of them which most probably characterizes the processes
ing place during thermocycling. They are: 1! the integrain
disorientation angleu in theabplane,17 2! an oxygen stoichi-
ometry in the integrain fields ana diffusion of atoms a
molecules from the environmental area, and 3! a character-
istic of the superconducting weak link of the grain contac

The critical current density at the integrain bounda
Jc
GB , depends considerably on the angleu of the grain
disorientation10–13 and Jc

GB is quickly lowered with an in-
crease inu. For example, an exponential dependence
Jc
GBon the angleu is presented in Ref. 10:

Jc
GB5Jc

G exp~2u/u0!, ~1!

whereJc
G is the critical current density in the grain, andu0

5 5°. Other approximations are used in Refs. 11 and 12,
all of them correspond to a rapid lowering ofJc

GB with an
increase inu. On the other hand, it is known that most of th
integrain boundary is comprised of the Josephson junctio
for example, of the speciesSNS,13,16–18and in the casedN
> jN (dN is the integrain layer thickness in the normal sta
andjN is the coherence length in the material of this lay!
the critical current of this transition is described by t
equation19

Jc;
D2

jN
z exp~2dN /jN! , ~2!

whereD is the order parameter in the grain,z is a factor
which takes into account the decrease of the order param
in the grain because of the proximity effect. Although Eq
~1! and~2! were obtained by different methods, it is none t
less quite obvious that there is a connection between th
since they describe the same current through the integ
boundary—the Josephson junction. If this is correct, we m
assume thatdN and u are functionally connected with eac
other:dN 5 f (u) anddN is probably proportional tou, dN
; u, sincedN > jN . In this case the disorientation angleu,
defined, in general, by the technological parameters of
film growth, sets the integrainlayer thicknessdN .The ob-
served increase inJc during thermocycling may therefore b
connected with the lowering of the disorientation angleu
and, consequently, with the decrease indN . What is the
physical cause of the lowering ofu during thermocycling?
There is no exact answer to this question so far. We
make only some assumptions. It is known that deformat
of a high-temperature superconductor lattice leads to the
terioration of the superconducting properties of the mate
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value of elastic deformation increases with an increase iu.
Therefore, it is possible that thermocycling initially reduc
the extent of elastic deformation near the boundary lay
which leads to a decrease inu and to an increase in th
critical current density. The boundary properties become
graded as a result of the subsequent thermocycling bec
of the diffusion of atoms and molecules from environmen
area and the accumulation, in particular, of H2O molecules in
the intergrain fields. We assume that the Josephon interg
junction undergoes many changes of the following kin
SNS→SN8S→SN8IN8S,where I is an insulator, anddN
,dN8 .

It is evident that the intergrain disorientation angle c
be decreasing by increasingJc0 . 105 A/cm2; therefore, the
thermocycling influences the critical current slightly and t
effect of critical current growth can be evaluated to so
extent. It is possible that the film on all three substrates
single-crystal-line film atJc0 . 106 A/cm2; therefore, the ef-
fect disappears and the films are very stable to the therm
cling in this case.

5. CONCLUSION

The results which we obtained enabled us to make
following conclusions: 1! The degradation process of th
current transport properties of YBaCuO films is accom
nied by the appearance of a maximum on the curve
Jc(n), 2! this effect becomes more pronounced as the ini
superconducting properties are degraded, and 3! the films
with high initial values ofJc have very high stability to the
284 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (4), April 1997
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standing of the critical current increase in YBaCuO film
during thermocycling required further studies.
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The nonlinear interaction of radiowaves with different frequencies in a superconducting plate
under unilateral excitation is studied theoretically. The analysis of wave interaction is
carried out in the framework of the critical state model. It is shown that the nonlinear nature of
this model leads to a peculiar phenomenon in the wave interaction, namely, to jumps in
the time dependence of electric field at the sample surface. The necessary conditions for the
existence of these jumps are formulated. The role of dielectric properties of the substrate in the
predicted phenomenon is formulated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00504-5#
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The nonlinearity of the constitutive equation connecti
the current density in a conductor with the electromagn
field leads to the violation of superposition principle, and
a result, to a nonlinear interaction of radiowaves. Such
interaction clearly exhibits peculiarities of a specific mech
nism of medium nonlinearity. For example, magnetodynam
nonlinearity associated with the action of the magnetic fi
of a radiowave on the motion of conduction electrons is m
effective in pure metals at low temperatures~see, for ex-
ample, the review by Makarov and Yampolskii1 and the lit-
erature cited therein!. This peculiar nonlinearity mechanism
leads to an unusual effect in the radiowave interaction als
was found that the low-frequency surface impedance of
metal as a function of the high-frequency signal amplitu
exhibits hysteresis jumps.2,3

From this point of view, it would be interesting to stud
the nonlinear interaction of radiowaves in hard superc
ductors. The most important factor that determines the n
linear properties of these media is the pinning of Abrikos
vortices penetrating the sample in magnetic fields stron
than the lower critical fieldHc1 . In this case, the spatia
distribution of magnetic inductionB in the sample is cor-
rectly described by the critical state model.4,5 According to
this model, the absolute value of current densityj does not
depend on the magnitude of the electric fieldE, while the
direction of vectorj coincides with the direction ofE. This
singularity of the constitutive equation leads to the we
known discontinuity in the distribution of the current dens
j and to a kink in the distribution of magnetic inductionB at
the point where the magnetic fieldE vanishes. It was found
that the above peculiarities in the current density and m
netic induction distributions ensure a peculiar response
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interaction of two radiowaves with different frequencies.
Refs. 6 and 7, the jumps in the time dependence of elec
field E(t) at the sample surface emerging as a result of s
an interaction were predicted, observed experimentally,
analyzed theoretically.

Theoretical calculations as well as the conditions of e
perimental observation of jumps inE(t) dependence in Ref
5, 6, and 7 correspond to the case of bilateral electromagn
excitation of a hard superconductor, which is symmetric
the magnetic field. However, another method of excitation
which a film-type sample on a substrate is irradiated only
one side is sometimes found more convenient for experim
tal investigations~see, for example, Refs. 8 and 9!. With
such an excitation, the size effect and dielectric propertie
the substrate play an important role in electromagne
response.9,10 In some cases, the properties of the substr
radically affect the phenomena under investigation, lead
to new peculiarities in the behavior of the system. For t
reason, it is important to study the nonlinear interaction
radiowaves in a hard superconducting plate under unilat
excitation. This research is devoted to an analysis of
problem.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider an infinitely large plane-parallel pla
made of a hard superconductor of thicknessd resting on a
substrate with the permittivity«.1. Thex-axis is directed
along the normal to the faces of the plate. The free bound
of the superconductor coincides with the planex50, while
the superconductor–substrate interface coincides with
planex5d. The surfacex50 is exposed to an external ele
tromagnetic field. The varying magnetic field is direct

285285-08$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



along the plate surface~along thez-axis! and has the follow-
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ing time dependence at the boundary (x50):

H~ t !5H1 cos~v1t !1H2 cos~v2t1x!. ~1!

For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the freque
ciesv1 andv2 of two waves in Eq.~1! are commensurate
We assume for definiteness thatv2.v1 . In the given geom-
etry, the magnetic inductionB and the electric fieldE are
functions of only one spatial coordinatex. The vectorB is
directed along thez-axis and the vectorE along they-axis:

B~x,t !5$0,0,B~x,t !%; E~x,t !5$0,E~x,t !,0%. ~2!

Our task is to calculate the electric field at the surfa
x50:

E~ t !5E~0,t !. ~3!

We will consider the electrodynamic properties of a ha
superconductor on the basis of the critical state mode4,5

which is known to be applicable in a wide range of wa
amplitudes and frequencies~see, for example, Ref. 11!. In
this model and in the chosen geometry, Maxwell’s equati
are described in the form

]E

]x
52

1

c

]B

]t
,

]B

]x
52

4p

c
j c sgnE. ~4!

Here j c is the critical current density which we assume~for
the sake of simplicity! to be independent of magnetic indu
tion, andc is the velocity of light.

The sign of the current density in the region where
electric fieldE is zero is determined as follows. In the critic
state model, we assume that the current density in such
gions remains the same as in the last moment of past his
for E Þ 0, i.e., the magnetic induction distribution is ‘‘fro
zen’’.

The boundary conditions to Eqs.~4! have the form

B~0,t !5H~ t !; B~d,t !5«1/2E~d,t !. ~5!

It is convenient to analyze the systems of equations~4!
and ~5! by introducing the dimensionless variables

h15H1 /Hp , h25H2 /Hp , t5v1t, j5x/d,

Hp54p j cd/c, b~j,t!5B~x,t !/Hp ,
~6!

F~j,t!5~c/v1dHp!E~x,t !, k5v2 /v1 ,

bs~t!5h1 cos~t!1h2 cos~kt1x!.

HereHp is the characteristic value of the applied magne
field at which it penetrates the entire volume of the plate, i
reaches the boundaryx5d(j51). In the new notation, Eqs
~4! and ~5! assume the form

]F

]j
52

]b

]t
,

]b

]j
52sgnF,

~7!
b~0,t!5bs~t!, b~1,t!5aF~1,t!, a5v1«

1/2d/c.

The solution of the problem formulated above depen
to a considerable extent on whether or not the external v
ing field penetrates the sample completely~i.e., on the exis-
tence of the time interval in whichuH(t)u.Hp!. For this
reason, we will consider these cases separately.
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If the amplitudesh1 andh2 are so small that

ubs~t!u,1 or uH~ t !u,Hp , ~8!

in all time intervals, the electromagnetic field distribution
the sample is not sensitive to the dielectric properties of
substrate. Consequently, the analysis of the interaction
radiowaves in this case is simpler. Nevertheless, the inte
tion of waves as a rule leads to a peculiar effect, viz., jum
in the time dependence of the electric fieldF(t)5F(0,t) at
the sample surface even in such a case. In order to dem
strate the origin of theF(t) jumps emerging in this case, w
can trace the evolution of the magnetic induction distribut
b(j,t). In this analysis, we will consider the intervals o
monotonic variation of the applied magnetic fieldbs(t)
separately. Let us suppose that the functionbs(t) at time
instantst (0),t (1),t (2),... assumes successively the extrem
valuesbs

(0) ,bs
(1) ,bs

(2) ,... . Weassume thatbs(t) attains its
absolute maximum at the instantt (0). By choosing appropri-
ate values of the parametersh1 , h2 , k, andx in ~6!, we can
easily make the extremal valuesbs

(0) , bs
(1) , bs

(2) and bs
(3)

satisfy the following inequalities:

bs
~0!.bs

~2! ,2bs
~1! ; bs

~3!,bs
~1! . ~9!

It should be emphasized that these conditions are chose
us only by way of an example and are not necessary for
emergence ofF(t) jumps at all. Moreover, an analysi
shows that theF(t) jumps do not appear only for a speci
choice of the parameterh1 , h2 , k, andx ~e.g., fork52 and
x50!.

At the initial instant of timet5t (0), the magnetic induc-
tion b(j,t) as a function oft attains its absolute maximum
not only at the boundaryj50, but also at any other point o
the sample. The values of this maximumb(j,t (0)) are dif-
ferent at each pointj :

b~j,t~0!!5H bs~0!2j,
0

0,j, j̄

j̄,j,1.
~10!

The magnetic field penetration depthj̄ can be determined
from the requirement of continuity ofb(j,t (0)): j̄ 5 bs

(0) . At
the time instantt5t (0), the derivative]b(j,t)/]t is equal
to zero everywhere. Consequently, it follows from~7! that
the functionF(j,t) is also equal to zero in the entire volum
of the sample. Distribution~10! is shown schematically by
bold broken line in Fig. 1a.

For t (0),t,t (1), the external fieldbs(t) decreases, and
the electric field starts to penetrate the sample. As a re
the plate is divided into two regions. In the surface lay
0,j,j0(t), the electric field differs from zero. In this re
gion, the magnetic field decreases, and according to the
tem of equations~7!, the sign of the derivative]b/]j is
positive. In the regionj0(t),j,1, the electric field is zero
and the distributionb(j,t) remains frozen, i.e., retains th
same form as at the instantt5t (0). Thus, in the first mono-
tonicity interval of the functionbs(t), the induction distri-
butionb(j,t) is described by the expressions
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0,

0,j,j0~t!

j0~t!,j, j̄

j̄,j,1.
~11!

The kink pointj0(t) of the functionb(j,t) ~11! is defined
by the formula

j0~t!5
1

2
@bs

~0!2bs~t!#. ~12!

It should be noted that formulas~9! and ~12! lead to the
inequality j0(t), j̄. The sequence of dependences dem
strating the time variation of the distributionb(j,t) on the
first monotonicity interval of the functionbs(t) is depicted
by broken lines1–3 in Fig. 1a.

At the instantt5t (1), the electric field vanishes every
where in the sample again. The correspondingb(j,t (1))
curve is the starting point for an analysis of the behavior
b(j,t (1)) on the second monotonicity interval of the functio
bs(t) ~bold broken line in Fig. 1b!. Pay attention to the char

FIG. 1. Evolution of spatial distribution of magnetic inductionb(j,t) on
different monotonicity intervals of the applied fieldbs(t): t (0),t,t (1) ~a!,
t (1),t,t (2) ~b!, andt (2),t,t (3) ~c!.
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j5j0(t ), which plays a significant role in the emergen
of the jumpsF(t).

The curves3–5 in Fig. 1b demonstrate the evolution o
the distributionb(j,t) on the second monotonicity interva
of the functionbs(t). The sample is again divided into tw
regions. In the layer 0,j,j1(t), the electric field differs
from zero,F(j,t).0. Hereb(j,t)5bs(t)2j. In the inter-
val j1(t),j,1, the field F(j,t)50, and the induction
b(j,t) remains frozen, i.e., coincides withb(j,t (1)). The
point j1(t) is defined by the formula

j1~t!5
1

2
@bs~t!2bs

~1!#. ~13!

At the end of the second monotonicity interval of the fun
tion bs(t), i.e., fort5t (2), theb(j,t) curve acquires a zig-
zag singularity~line 5 in Fig. 1b!. This graph serves as th
reference for an analysis of theb(j,t) dynamics on the third,
most important monotonicity interval of the functionbs(t).

In the intervalt (2),t,t (3), the distributionb(j,t) var-
ies from line5 to line8 in Fig. 1c. It is important to note tha
according to~9!, the fieldbs(t) in the course of its variation
passes through its previous minimum valuebs(t

(1))5bs
(1) .

Owing to this, there exists a time instantt5t j at which the
distributionb(j,t j ) exactly coincides withb(j,t

(1)) ~cf. the
broken lines7 in Fig. 1c and3 in Fig. 1b!. At this time
instant, the planej5j2(t) separating the sample into tw
regions with]b/]t,0 and with]b/]t50 changes its posi-
tion abruptly. Indeed, fort,t j we have

j2~t!5
1

2
@bs

~2!2bs~t!#, ~14!

while for t.t j , the formula forj2(t) coincides with for-
mula ~12! for j0 ~see Fig. 1c!. The jump in the position of
the j5j2(t) plane leads to a jump in the magnetic flu
derivative

F~t!5E
0

1

b~j,t!dj

in time. In turn, the jump in the time derivative of magnet
flux indicates, according to Faraday’s law, the jump of t
field F(t) ~see the first equation in~7!!.

Pay attention to the fact that such jumps in the quan
F(t) are completely identical to electric field jumps at th
surface of a superconducting plate of thickness 2d irradiated
by field ~1! under the conditions~8! on both sides. Indeed
under the conditions~8!, the fields penetrating the samp
from both sides do not overlap and do not interact. Con
quently, the electromagnetic field distribution in a half of t
plate of thickness 2d in the case of bilateral excitation coin
cides exactly with theB(x,t) distribution in a plate of thick-
nessd under unilateral excitation.

The behavior of the electric fieldF(t) in a plate under
bilateral excitation was analyzed in Ref. 7. Here we give
results of calculation ofF(t):

F~t!5Udbs~t!

dt U@2b̄~t!1bs~t!#, ~15!
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The quantityb̄(t) is the value of dimensionless inductio
b(j,t) at the kink pointj50 on theb(j,t) curve, which is
nearest to the surface. The procedure of deriving the exp
sion for b̄(t) is described in detail in Ref. 7. Figure 2 show
by way of an example the results of calculations ofF(t) for
h150.4, h250.4, k53, andx50.

4. LARGE AMPLITUDES OF RADIOWAVES

Let us now analyze the situation when the amplitud
h1 andh2 of radiowaves are so large that the magnetic fi
is present in the entire volume of the superconductor.
this purpose, the value of absolute maximum ofbs(t) ex-
ceeds unity:

bs
~0!.1. ~16!

As in Sec. 3, an analysis of the electromagnetic field dis
bution will be carried out separately for each interval
monotonic variation of the external fieldbs(t). In the case
under investigation, it is convenient to present the Fara
law in ~7! in the integral form:

F~j,t!5F~1,t!1E
j

1

dj8ḃ~j8,t!, ~17!

where the dot indicates the partial derivative with respec
t. Formula ~17! demonstrates the basic difference betwe
the cases of large and small amplitudes. In the case of s
amplitudes considered in Sec. 3, the electromagnetic si
did not reach the interface between the superconductor
the substrate, and the value ofF(1,t) was zero for all values
of t. Under the conditions~16!, F(1,t) Þ 0 due to complete
transparency of the sample. It will be shown below that t
fact changes radically the dynamics of variation of the wa
field distribution with time.

As in the case of small amplitudes, the magnetic ind
tion b(j,t (0)) at the initial instantt5t (0) attains its absolute
maximum value at each point of the conductor. However,
region withb(j,t)[0 is not observed in the sample und
the conditions~16!. In contrast to distribution~10!, the in-
ductionb(j,t (0)) is described everywhere by the formula

b~j,t~0!!5bs
~0!2j. ~18!

FIG. 2. The functionF(t) for h15h250.4, v2 /v153, x50.
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everywhere. For this reason, only the first term in formu
~17! differs from zero, i.e., the electric field is uniform.
follows from ~7!, ~18!, and~17! that

F~j,t~0!!5~bs
~0!21!/a.0. ~19!

The first term in~17! decreases with time. Besides, the a
solute value of the negative integral term in~17! increases.
However, there exists a time interval during which the ele
tric field F(j,t) remains positive everywhere. It follows d
rectly from system~7! that the electromagnetic field in thi
time interval is described by the formulas

b~j,t!5bs~t!2j, ~20!

F~j,t!5ḃs~t!~12j!1@bs~t!21#/a. ~21!

The field distributions preserve the form~20!, ~21! to the
time intervalt5tk at which the electric fieldF(j,t) van-
ishes for the first time. This occurs at the pointj50. For this
reason, formula~21! leads to the following equation fo
tk :

aḃs~tk!1bs~tk!2150. ~22!

The instanttk is the root of Eq.~22! closest tot (0). Pay
attention to the fact that in contrast to the case of sm
amplitudes, theb(j,t) curve acquires a kink typical of the
critical state model only fort.tk . Indeed, in this case, the
sample is divided into two regions. In the layerj,j0 , the
electric fieldF(j,t),0, and according to equation~7! of
critical state, ]b(j,t)/]j.0. In the remaining region
j0,j,1, the fieldF(j,t) remains positive. In this region
]b(j,t)/]j.0 preserves the minus sign. The magnetic
duction distribution can be written in the form

b~j,t!5 Hbs~t!1j,
bs~t!12j0~t!2j5b~1,t!112j,

0,j,j0
j0,j,1.

~23!

We have used two forms of notation forb(j,t) in the region
j0,j,1. One of them expressed explicitly the continuity
b(j,t) at the pointj5j0 , while the other ‘‘attaches’’ the
distribution b(j,t) to the value of induction at the poin
j51. Taking into account the fact thatF(j,t) vanishes at
the pointj5j0 , we can easily obtain from~17! the electric
field distribution:

F~j,t!5H ḃs~t!~j02j!,

b~1,t!/a1~12j!ḃ~1,t!,

0,j,j0
j0,j,1. ~24!

The relation between the position of the kink poi
j5j0(t) and the inductionb(1,t) can be determined with
the help of~23!:

j0~t!5
1

2
@11b~1,t!2bs~t!#. ~25!

The condition of continuity of the electric fieldF(j,t) at the
point j5j0(t) leads to the following equation forb(1,t):

2b~1,t!1a@11bs~t!2b~1,t!#ḃ~1,t!50. ~26!

The initial condition to this equation can be found by putti
t5tk andj51 in ~20!:
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Thus, formulas~23!–~27! specify the distributions of electric
and magnetic fields fort.tk . Pay attention to the fact tha
in contrast to the case of small amplitudes, the presence
kink on theb(j,t) curve under conditions~16! does not at
all indicate the existence of spatial regions with a froz
magnetic induction distribution. Indeed, the magnetic ind
tion ~23! decreases with time not only in the regio
0,j,j0 , but also forj0,j,1. An analysis of Eq.~26!
with the initial condition ~27! shows that as long as th
b(j,t) curve has one and only one kink, the value
bs(1,t) decreases monotonically, remaining positive. T
can be easily verified by writing Eq.~26! on account of~25!
and ~27! in the form

b~1,t!5b~1,tk!expF2
1

a E
tk

t dt8

12j0~t8!G . ~28!

As in the case of small amplitudes, the kink on the ma
netic induction distribution~23! plays an important role in
the formation of the jump ofF(t). For this reason, we will
consider in detail the conditions for the formation of such
kink and possible scenarios of further variation of the m
netic and electric field distributions.

1. If the value ofbs
(1) at the minimum of the applied field

bs(t) closest tot
(0) satisfies the inequality

bs
~1!,21, ~29!

a kink on theb(j,t) curve emerges inevitably in the tim
interval t (0),t,t (1). The kink pointj5j0 , which appears
at the instant of timetk at the boundaryj50, moves to
another boundaryj51 and necessarily reaches it. This sit
ation resembles the problem on field distribution in the
perconducting plate under unilateral excitation by a h
monic signal, which was considered in Ref. 10. The po
j0 disappears at the boundaryj51 at the time instant when
bs(t)521 andb(1,t)50. Such a scenario is of no intere
for us since after the kink disappears, theb(j,t) curve ac-
quires a shape similar to that described by~20! ~only the sign
of the slope is opposite!. The electric field jumps can appea
only after theb(j,t) curve acquires kinks again.

2. If

21,bs
~1!,1, ~30!

the b(j,t) curve acquires a kink over the time interv
t (0),t,t (1) as in the previous case. However, the po
j0(t) moving to the right now does not reach the bound
j51, but comes to a halt. Indeed, it follows from~25! that
the direction of motion of the pointj0 depends on the rela
tion betweenḃs(t) and ḃ(1,t). It turns out that the inequal
ity ḃs,ḃ(1,t) is valid initially, after the instantt5tk , and
the pointj0 moves to the right. However, the moment com
when the value ofuḃsu decreases to such an extent that
point j5j0 comes to a halt, andḃs vanishes att5t (1) so
that the velocity of the pointj5j0 is determined completely
by the value ofḃ(1,t). Owing to condition~30!, the point
j5j0 moving back towards the boundaryj50 has no time
to reach it since theb(j,t) curve acquires a new kink at th
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b(j,t) curve contains two kink points fort.t :

b~j,t!5H bs~t!2j
bs~t~1!!1j
bs~1,t!112j

0,j,j1~t!

j1~t!,j,j0~t!

j0~t!,j,1.
~31!

Herej1(t) andj0(t) are defined by the equalities

j1~t!5
1

2
@bs~t!2bs~t~1!!#, ~32!

j0~t!5
1

2
@b~1,t!112bs~t~1!!#. ~33!

The distribution~31! of the magnetic inductionb(j,t) be-
tween the kink pointsj1(t) and j0(t) is frozen. For this
reason, the expression~33! for j0(t) differs from the similar
expression~25! describing the casetk,t,t (1). Formulas
~32! and ~33! show that the kink points move towards ea
other sincebs(t) is an increasing function fort.t (1), while
b(1,t) continues to decrease. As before, the law accordin
whichb(1,t) decreases is described by the equality~28!, but
we must take ~33! instead of ~25! for j0(t8) when
t8.t (1). Formulas~28! and ~33! are equivalent to the fol-
lowing differential equation:

2b~1,t!1a@11bs
~1!2b~1,t!#ḃ~1,t!50. ~34!

It differs from ~26! in thatbs(t) is replaced bybs
(1) . For the

initial condition, we must use the requirement of continu
of the functionb(1,t) for t5t (1).

The electric fieldF(j,t) for t.t (1) is described by the
formulas

F~j,t!5H ḃs~t!@j1~t!2j#,
0,

ḃ~1,t!@j0~t!2j#,

0,j,j1~t!

j1~t!,j,j0~t!

j0~t!,j,1.
~35!

The kink points j5j0(t) and j5j1(t) moving towards
each other can meet. At the time instantt5t j , both kinks on
theb(j,t) curve disappear~in the same way as in the case
small amplitudes!. For this reason, the graphs describing
duction b(j,t) and the fieldsF(j,t) at t.t j become
straight lines~20! and~21! as in the case oft,tk . Formulas
~21! and~35! show that the fieldF(j) experiences a jump a
t5t j . The jump widthDF(t) 5 F(t j 1 0) 2 F(t j 2 0) is
described by the formula

DF~t!5@12j1~t j !#@ ḃs~t j !2ḃ~1,t j !#.0. ~36!

While deriving this expression~36!, we took into account the
fact that the following equality is valid at the instan
t5t j :

bs~t j !215b~1,t j !. ~37!

By way of an illustration, Fig. 3 shows the results
numerical analysis of the fieldF(t) for h151, h251.2,
v2 /v154, x50, anda50.5. TheF(t) jump nearest to
t50 corresponds to formula~36!.

Pay attention to the fact that before the pointsj0(t) and
j1(t) moving towards each other merge into one, the app
field bs(t) can attain its new extremal value~maximum!

289Lyubimova et al.
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(2) . In other words, the timet (2) might come before the
equality ~37! is satisfied. Then a new, third kink poin
j5j2(t) emerges at the instantt5t (2) at the boundary
j50. At this instant of time, the pointj5j1(t) comes to a
halt and remains stationary (j1(t)[j(t (2))). The magnetic
induction b(j,t) becomes frozen on the segme
j2(t),j,j0(t) for t.t (2). The pointsj2(t) and j0(t)
move towards each other to the stationary pointj1(t

(2)).
The jump of the fieldF(t) is determined by the poin
j2(t) or j0(t) which is the first to reach the poin
j1(t

(2)). If the pointsj0(t) andj1(t
(2)) merge into one, the

disappearance of two kink pointsj5j0 and j5j1 is not
accompanied by a jump in the fieldF(t), and we return to
the pattern~23!–~27! of field distribution, in whichj2(t)
plays the role of the pointj0(t). If, however, the point
j2(t) is the first to reach the pointj1(t

(2)) and if ḃs Þ 0 at
this instant, the disappearance of the two kinks leads
jump of F(t).

In the general case, the behavior of the functionbs(t)
might be such that an arbitrary numbern of the kinks ap-
pears in succession on theb(j,t) curve. In this case, only
the kink points j5jn21(t) and j5j0(t) nearest to the
boundariesj50 andj51 are mobile. TheF(t) jumps will
appear only when the left mobile pointj5jn21(t) reaches
the stationary pointj5jn22(t

(n21)) nearest to it.
Such a multiple emergence of kinks on the inducti

b(j,t) is also possible in the case of small amplitudes. Ho
ever, in the case corresponding to~16! not every disappear
ance of a pair of kinks leads toF(t) jumps, and kinks can
disappear without causing jumps due to the mobility of
point j0(t).

3. The case when the minimumbs
(1) of the field bs(t)

lies above unity, i.e.,

bs
~1!.1. ~38!

is found to be very interesting. In such a case, the evolu
of the induction distributionb(j,t) strongly depends on th
properties of the substrate, i.e., on the parametera. In order
to analyze the behavior of the magnetic inductionb(j,t), it
is very useful to analyze the function

f ~t!5ḃs~t!1
bs~t!21

a
~39!

on the time intervalt (0),t,t (1). This function assumes
positive values (bs

(0)21)/a and (bs
(1)21)/a at the ends of

this interval, andḟ (t (0)),0, while ḟ (t (1)).0. This means

FIG. 3. The functionF(t) for h151, h251.2, v2 /v154, x50, a50.5.
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pends ona. If the value ofa exceeds a certain critical valu
acr1, then fmin.0. According to~22!, this means that for

a,acr1 ~40!

the instantt5tk at which a kink on theb(j,t) distribution
appears, i.e., the plotb(j,t) is a straight line~20!, is not
contained in the entire intervalt (0),t,t (1). The boundary
value acr1 can be determined from the condition that t
function f (t) is tangent to the abscissa axis:

H ḃs~tcr!1@bs~tcr!21#/acr150,

b̈~tcr!1ḃs~tcr!/acr150.
~41!

If a.acr1, the intervalt (0),t,t (1) contains a time
interval t5tk at which the kink on the functionb(j,t) ap-
pears. This instant corresponds to the smaller of the
roots of the equationf (t)50. In the case when the param
etera exceedsacr1 only slightly, i.e.,

a2acr1

acr1
!1, ~42!

the pointj5j0(t) generated att5tk moves with time over
an insignificant distance to the bulk of the sample and th
returns to the surfacej50. This can be easily verified by
analyzing the equation forj0(t), which follows directly
from ~25! and ~26!:

2aj̇0~12j0!1aḃs~12j0!12j0212bs50 ~43!

~herej0(tk)50!. The solution of this equation for smallj0
has the form

j0~t!52
1

2 E
tk

t

f ~t8!dt8. ~44!

Under the conditions~42!, the integrand in~44! has two
close roots:t5tk and the instantt5 t̃ at which the velocity
j̇0(t) vanishes. On the intervaltk,t8, t̃, the function
f (t8),0, while in the regiont8. t̃ we have f (t8).0.
Clearly, there exists an instantt5t j close tot̃ at which the
integral ~44! vanishes, i.e., the pointj0(t) returns to the
surfacej50.

We can prove that there exists a range of the param
a,

acr1,a,acr2, ~45!

in which the pointj0(t) returns to the surfacej50 before
the instantt5t (1) comes. The upper boundary of the inte
val ~45! is determined from the condition that the solution
Eq. ~43! vanishes att5t (1):

j0~t~1!!ua5acr2
50. ~46!

The range~45! of the parametera is interesting since the
electric fieldF(t) experiences a jump of a new type at th
instantt5t j when the pointj0(t) returns to the boundary
j50. Indeed, immediately before the instantt5t j , the field
F(t j20)50, whileF(t j10)5 f (t j ) after the jump. Conse-
quently, we have
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DF5 f ~t j !5ḃs~t j !1
bs~t j !21

a
.0. ~47!

Finally, if the parametera exceeds the second critica
value, i.e.,

a.acr2, ~48!

the pointj0(t) has no time to return to the boundaryj50
before the field bs(t) attains its extremal value
bs(t

(1))5bs
(1) . In this case, the evolution of the distributio

of b(j,t) and the fieldF(t) follows the same scenario as
the case corresponding to~30!.

The curves in Figs. 4a–c, which are plotted a result
calculations of the functionF(t) for the applied field
bs(t)54 cos(t)11.5 cos(10t) for three different values o
the parametera from the intervals~40!, ~45!, and ~48! re-
spectively, illustrate the behavior of electric field under t
conditions ~38!. The values ofacr1 and acr2 are equal to
0.155 and 0.214 for the chosenbs(t).

CONCLUSION

Thus, we have proved that the nonlinear interaction
radiowaves in a plate of a hard superconductor is accom
nied with a peculiar effect, viz., jumps in the time depe
dence of electric field at the sample surface. In the cas

FIG. 4. The functionF(t) for h154, h251.5,v2 /v1510,x50 calculated
for various values of the parametera.
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unilateral excitation, the dynamics of variation in the ma
netic induction distribution differs radically from the beha
ior of B(x,t) under bilateral excitation. For this reason, t
position and the amplitude of the jumps inE(t) and the very
fact of the existence of jumps are sensitive to the conditi
of excitation and to dielectric properties of the substrate.
example, in contrast to unilateral excitation, no jumps
observed onE(t) curves7 under bilateral excitation with
v2 /v152 andx50 ~see Fig. 5!. Besides, jumps of a new
type ~47! associated with the return of the kink poin
j5j0(t) of the magnetic field distributionb(j,t) to the
boundaryj50 are observed under unilateral excitation.

Pay attention to the fact that nonlinearity of the cons
tutive equation in the critical state model is manifested in
response of the sample to the one-wave excitation also:
field E(t) contains all odd harmonics of the exciting sign
~see, for example, Refs. 10, 12–14!. However, the nonlinear-
ity in the critical state model has a singularity, viz., the jum
in the current density distribution from1 j c to 2 j c . This
singularity of the critical state model is manifested in t
nonlinear interaction of waves~jumps inE(t)!. It is not nec-
essary at all that just two waves take part in the interacti
The jumps ofE(t) emerge in the case of an arbitrary tim
dependence of the applied field: it is only necessary that
constraints imposed on extremal values of the funct
bs(t) described above are satisfied.

This research was partly supported by grant No. 300
9306 of the Mexican National Committee on Science a
Technology ~CONACyt! and the Ukrainian National Pro
gram on high-temperature superconductivity~Project ‘‘Col-
lapse’’!.
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LOW-TEMPERATURE MAGNETISM

ing
Manifestations of non-Heisenberg interactions in the temperature dependence of the
NMR frequency of a NiCl 2 crystal

V. M. Kalita and A. F. Lozenko

Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted February 26, 1996; revised November 4, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 399–401~April 1997!

A thermodynamic analysis of the influence of non-Heisenberg interionic spin-spin interactions on
the temperature dependence of the NMR frequency of a NiCl2 crystal is carried out.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00604-X#

The hypothesis on a non-Heisenberg nature of interioniccompared to the model value, which is observed start
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interactions was used in Ref. 1 for describing anomalies
the temperature dependence of lattice deformation o
NiCl2 crystal discovered in Ref. 2. It was actually stated

1 that
NiCl2 is a non-Heisenberg magnet, intrasublattice excha
interactions being non-Heisenberg interactions.

The antiferromagnet NiCl2 belongs to layered crystals
Its crystalline structure is isomorphic to CdCl2 with the spa-
tial symmetryD3d

5 . In order to verify additionally the con
clusions drawn in Ref. 1, we shall try to estimate nonHeis
berg spin-spin interactions from the temperature depende
of the nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! frequency of a
NiCl2 crystal.

The temperature dependencies of NMR frequencies
proportional to the temperature variation of the average s
of the sublattice.3 For this reason, it is expedient to compa
the temperature dependence of the NMR frequency o
NiCl2 crystal with the model calculations of the average s
of the sublattice in the case when the effective field is lin
in spin and in the case of a nonlinear non-Heisenberg de
dence of the effective field on the average spin of the s
lattice.

The experimental temperature dependence of the N
frequency of NiCl2 is shown in Fig. 1, which borrowed from
Ref. 4. The solid curve in the figure shows the temperat
dependences(T);n(T) of the spin of the sublattice in th
mean-field model with the exchange constant correspon
to the Néel temperatureTN549.6 K.5 The deviation of the
experimental values ofse from the model valuessm relative
to the values taken atT50, which is calculated, for example
at T543 K, is equal to (se2sm)/se50.14 ~in this case,
(TN2T)/TN50.13). The small difference between the e
perimental and model values ofS suggests that the mean
field approximation is applicable. The model and experim
tal curves intersect atT'37 K, i.e., the following qualitative
estimates are valid: atT.37 K, the effective field acting on
the spin is stronger than in the model with bilinear exchan
while atT,37 K the opposite situation is observed~the ef-
fective field acting on the spin is weaker than in the mo
with the bilinear exchange!. Bragin and Ryabchenko4 noted
that the contribution to magnetization due to the spin-wa
nature of the motion of the spin is effected atT<4 K. How-
ever, the decrease of the effective field in a NiCl2 crystal as
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from T537 K, is an order of magnitude higher than th
temperature associated with the antiferromagnetic reson
gap.

Thus, the discrepancy between the experimental te
perature dependence of magnetization of the sublattice
the dependence calculated in the mean-field model is
only qualitative but also quantitative by nature. The attem
made to take into account the difference betweenTN and the
Debye temperatureTQ ~which is equal to 68 K for NiCl2! do
not improve the correspondence between the calculated
the model values.

In the case of a nonlinear non-Heisenberg dependenc
the effective field on spin, we carried out a quantitati
analysis by using the thermodynamic approach. We de
free energy in the form of a function of average spins of
sublattice. According to Refs. 6, 7, the expression for f
energy in the mean-field method can be written in the fo

F~s1,s2!5E~s1,s2!2T@s~s1!1s~s2!#, ~1!

where s1 and s2 stand for the spins of the sublattice
E(s1,s2) is the interaction energy, ands(s1!1s~s2) the sum
of the entropies of the sublattices. The explicit expression
the entropy of a sublattice depends on the magnitude of
ionic spin. For Ni ions,s51, and the entropy has the form

s~s!52F usu ln
usu1A423usu2

2~12usu!
1 ln

11A423usu2

12usu2 G . ~2!

We find the temperature dependence of spin for an anti
romagnetically ordered state taking into account the equ
lence of the sublattices from the equation of state which
be written by using formulas~1! and ~2! in the form

]F

]s
5

]E

]s
1T ln

s1A423s2

2~12s!
50, ~3!

wheres5us1u5us2u.
It was found that the experimentally observed dep

dences(T) can be obtained from the solution of the equati
of state~3! if we approximate the effective field]E/]s by
the polynomial

]E

]s
52J~s10.3s320.6s5!. ~4!

293293-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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In this case, we obtain the solution depicted by the das
curve in Fig. 1. It can be seen that this solution is in a be
agreement with the experimental temperature dependenc
the spin of a sublattice of the NiCl2 crystal determined from
NMR observations than in the model with paired exchan

The magnitude and sign of the constantJ in ~4! is deter-
mined from the relationTN524/3J. The constantss3 and
s5 in ~4! are chosen so that the effect of these nonlineari
is compensated. In this case, the effective field atT.37 K is
stronger that in the model with bilinear exchange, while
T,37 K the effective field is smaller than in this model.

Expanding the expression~1! for free energy into a se
ries, we can determine the coefficient of the fourth- deg
invariant in the Landau potential. In the model with biline

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the NMR frequencyn(T) and model
dependencies of the sublattice spins(T) relative to their values atT50.
Experimental points are denoted by circles. The solid and dashed cu
correspond to the solutions with paired exchange and with a non-Heisen
interaction, respectively.
294 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (4), April 1997
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2(13/3 2 )J. Taking the nonlinear interactions~4! into ac-
count, we find that this coefficient forT5TN is also positive,
equal to2(2.19/3223)J, and is approximately 1/6 of the
value in the model with bilinear exchange. Thus, the therm
dynamic model~1!, ~2! with the effective field~4! is strongly
nonlinear. Such a nonlinearity can be associated with biq
dratic exchange typical of NiCl2.

1 As a result of biquadratic
exchange, the Landau potential is a function of not only
vector magnetic order parameter but also of the quadru
magnetic tensor order parameters. In the case of a st
biquadratic exchange, the effective Landau potential depe
ing only on the magnetization of sublattices and describ
the phase transition to a magnetically ordered state beco
a nonlinear function ofs. According to Ref. 8, the renormal
ized constant of the fourth-degree invariant in the effect
potential decreases and even changes sign.

The coefficients ofs3 and s5 in expression~4! and the
coefficient of the first power ofs are of the same order o
magnitude, and hence the dependence of effective field
spin is of essentially non-Heisenberg nature. However,
constants in~4! are phenomenological, and the proposed
scription does not provide an unambiguous answer to
question concerning the origin of nonlinear interactions.

The authors are grateful to S. M. Ryabchenko for va
able remarks and fruitful discussions.
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Ultralow-temperature relaxation of far nuclei in solids via dipole reservoir of own nuclei

rs
of paramagnetic centers
D. A. Kostarov and N. P. Fokina

I. Dzhavakhishvili State University, 380028 Tbilisi, Georgia*

~Submitted June 17, 1996; revised November 4, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 402–408~April 1997!

Abragamet al. ~PhysicaB81, 245 ~1976!! proposed a relaxation mechanism for far nuclei via
dipole–dipole reservoir~DDR! of own nuclei of paramagnetic centers which do not
‘‘freeze’’ at ultra low temperatures. In order to verify the possibility of such a process, they
proved that the matrix elements of flip-flops of own nuclei are the electron matrix elements due to
the mixing of electron and nuclear spin states as a result of superfine interaction. This is
equivalent to an increase in heat capacity~‘‘increase in weight’’! of the DDR of own nuclei. Such
a ‘‘heavier’’ DDR subsequently plays the role of a thermodynamic subsystem through
which far nuclei relax to the lattice, a narrow bottleneck being observed on the second relaxation
region. Since this mechanism can play a dominating role in low-temperature nuclear
relaxation as well as in other processes, it is important to obtain the Hamiltonian of a ‘‘heavier’’
DDR in explicit form, to calculate its heat capacity, and to estimate the effective relaxation
rate of far nuclei via DDR, which has been accomplished in the present publication. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!00704-4#
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First of all, we recall some aspects of the quasitherm
dynamic description of nuclear relaxation processes in di
paramagnetic crystals associated with superfine interac
~SFI!.

Since each paramagnetic center~PC! in such crystals
corresponds to many nuclei, and the SFI depends cons
ably on the separation between nuclear spins and PC,
extent to which electron spins affect the NMR spectrum a
nuclear spin affect the EPR spectrum is also determined
this distance. Let us introduce the concepts of close and
nuclei by using the extent to which SFI affects the elect
spectrum as a criterion. The nuclei close to a PC and c
acterized by large constants of SFI which shifts the Zeem
levels of the PC by a distance exceeding their uniform wi
will be referred to as close nuclei. In a theoretical analysis
least the diagonal component of the SFI involving close
clei should be included in the basic Hamiltonian. The nuc
separated from a PC to such an extent that the SFI involv
these nuclei shifts the electron levels by a distance sma
than the electron gap widthDe will be referred to as far
nuclei ~in this case, the SFI can be regarded as a perturba
of the basic Hamiltonian!. Since the number of far nuclei in
dilute paramagnetic crystals is much larger than the num
of close nuclei, they are sometimes called bulk nuclei.

The role of the electron dipole–dipole reservoir~EDDR!
in relaxation and dynamic polarization of far nuclei in dilu
paramagnetic crystals has been considered by m
authors.1–4 This role is determined by the fact that the co
relation function of thez-component of electron spins dete
mined by their flip-flops has a nonzero Fourier componen
the resonant frequency of nuclei which are far from PC. C
sequently, the EDDR is an agent in energy transfer from
nuclei to the lattice during their relaxation and from the m
crowave field to far nuclei during their dynamic polarizatio
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through the EDDR. The relaxation rate for the Zeeman s
system of far nuclei to the EDDR is proportional to the fac

^~dSi
z!2&S5^~Si

z!2&S2^Si
z&S
2,

where dSi
z5Si

z2^Si
z&S is the fluctuation of the

z-component of the electron spin at thei th lattice site. At
high temperatures, this factor is of the order of unity~for
S51/2, we havê (dSi

z)2&5(12pS
2)/4, wherepS is the elec-

tron polarization!, but it becomes vanishingly small at u
tralow temperatures, whenkBTL!\vS ~where vS is the
electron resonant frequency andTL the lattice temperature!,
and relaxation of far nuclei associated with the EDDR m
be ‘‘frozen’’ completely. However, alternative relaxatio
mechanisms5–8 in which relaxation is not ‘‘frozen’’ down to
microkelvin temperatures were put forth in view of the fa
that finite nuclear relaxation times are observed in exp
ments. For example, Abragamet al.8 who studied the spin–
lattice relaxation of protons in holmium ethyl sulphate o
served its ‘‘fantastically high rate as well as remarkab
weak temperature dependence.’’ They explained the res
of their experiments by introducing a new relaxation mec
nism for far nuclei~protons! via the DDR of own nuclei1! of
paramagnetic centers, i.e., via the DDR of165Ho nuclei be-
longing to Ho31 ions. ~This ‘‘interesting example of nuclea
relaxation’’ is also considered in the monograph by Abrah
and Goldman~see Ref. 13, p. 106!.!

At first glance, such a mechanism cannot be effect
since the time of correlation of thez-component of own
nuclear spins associated with their flip-flops is too long
ensure flip-flops of far nuclear spins in a strong const
magnetic field. However, it was pointed out by Abraha
with co-workers8 that the flip-flops probability of own nucle
is in fact increased significantly due to the strong superfi
interaction~SFI! of these nuclei with electron spins, contai
ing flip-flops, which is governed by their dipole–dipole~dd!
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interaction which has a much faster rate than the nuclei. The
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increase of flip-flops probability of own nuclear spins can
visualized in the following way: the nucleus of ion 1 pe
forms a flip-flop with the electron spin of its shell due to t
SFI with constantA, the electron spin 1 performs a virtua
flip-flop with the electron spin of ion 2 due to their dd inte
action with the constantU, and ion 2, in turn, accomplishe
flip-flop with its own nucleus. The results of such proces
are flip-flops of own nuclear spins caused by virtual elect
flip-flops and enhanced approximately by a factor
A2U/\2vS

2u rather than flip-flops caused by the nuclear
interaction with constantu.

Consequently, the correlation time for thez-component
of own nuclear spins is reduced significantly, and the co
sponding correlation function has a nonzero Fourier com
nent at the frequency of far nuclei. At the same time,
resonant frequency of own nuclei determined by the SFI c
stant is, as a rule, much smaller than the electron freque
vS, and the factor̂ (dI i

z)2& I appearing in the expression fo
the rate of direct relaxation of far nuclei to the DDR of ow
nuclei differs from zero even at very low temperatures. A
result, the rate of thermal mixing of the Zeeman subsys
of far nuclei and the DDR of own nuclei is so high8 that the
relaxation of this joint subsystem to the lattice is the bott
neck in the process of relaxation of far nuclei. It is we
known3 that in this case the effective relaxation rate of
nuclei is proportional to the ratioCII /CF1CII , whereCF

andCII are the heat capacities of the Zeeman subsystem
DDR, respectively. This ratio must not be too small since
experimentally observed relaxation rate for protons is qu
high. The fulfillment of such a condition is also ensured
an ‘‘increase in weight’’ of DDR taking into account th
contribution from dipole-coupled electron spins, which
transferred to nuclei via SFI.

Abragamet al.8 estimated the effective relaxation rate
far nuclei on the basis of calculation of matrix elements o
transition between two nuclear energy levels in the sec
order of perturbation theory in SFI constants and in the fi
order in the electron dipole–dipole interaction. However
would be interesting to determine explicitly the Hamiltoni
of the ‘‘heavier’’ DDR of own nuclei, to calculate its hea
capacity, and also to consider relaxation of far nuclei to
lattice via DDR and to compare the obtained results with
theoretical estimates obtained in Ref. 8. The present pap
devoted to the solution of this problem.

DERIVATION OF HAMILTONIAN OF ‘‘HEAVIER’’ DDR OF
OWN NUCLEI

Taking into account the experiments described in Ref
we consider the electron-nuclear spin system of a solid
dilute paramagnet consisting of pairs formed by the elect
spin1the spin of the own nucleus of a PC and far nucle
spins in a constant magnetic field with inductionB0izic,
wherec is the principal crystallographic axis of the crystal.
should be noted that in Ref. 8 the spinS of Ho31 ions is
equal to unity, while the spinI of the 165Ho nucleus is 7/2.
However, we can assume that the spins of pairs are equ
one half (S5I51/2) since we do not aim at quantitativ
comparison with the results obtained by Abragamet al.8
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cific experiment. The Hamiltonian of such a spin system c
be written in the form

H5\vS*S
z2\v I* I

z1Ai(
i
Si
zI i
z1

A'

2 (
i

~Si
1I i

2

1Si
2I i

1!2\vFI F
z1HSS* 1HII*1

1

2 (
ni

~Vni
1zI Fn

1

1Vni
2zI Fn

2 !I i
z1

1

2
~S1L21S2L1!, ~1!

Here the first three terms form the basic Hamiltonian
electron–nuclear pairs,Ai is the longitudinal SFI constant
the fourth term corresponds to the transverse S
vS,I5gS,IB0 , wheregS is the absolute value of the gyro
magnetic ratio for electrons,g I the gyromagnetic ratio of
own nuclei, andvF5gFB0 the Zeeman energy of far nucle
The part of dipole–dipole interaction of electron spins whi
is secular relative the first three terms of Hamiltonian~1!
forms an overdetermined EDDR with the HamiltonianHSS*
after the separation of the terms corresponding to their u
form precession. The secular dipole–dipole interaction
own nuclei after a similar operation forms an overdetermin
DDR with the HamiltonianHII* having the following explicit
form:

HSS* 5
1

2 (
i , j ~Þ!

H ~Ui j
zz2U0

zz!Si
zSj

z1
1

2
~Ui j

122U0
12!

3~Si
1Sj

21Si
2Sj

1!~ I i
z1I j

z!2J , ~2!

where

Ui j
zz522Ui j

125
\gS

2~123 cos2 u i j !

r i j
3 ;

U0
zz,125N22 (

i , j ~Þ!
Ui j
zz,12 ;

r i j being the separation between thei th and j th electron
spins,u i j the angle betweenr i j andB0 , N the number of
electron–nuclear pairs,HII* is obtained by the replacement o
the operatorsSi

a in HSS* by I i
a (a5x,y,z) and the constants

Ui j
zz,12 on ui j

zz522ui j
125@\g I

2(123 cos2 uij)#/rij
3. In con-

trast to Ref. 9, only the flip-flops of electron and nuclear s
pairs in states with identical directions of own nuclear a
electron spins will be secular since the energy levels of
electron–nuclear pair are split by the strong SFI. It w
shown in Ref. 10 that such a limitation can be taken in
account by multiplying the terms of dipole–dipole intera
tion describing flip-flops by (I i

z1I j
z)2 and (Si

z1Sj
z)2, respec-

tively. Finally, the last terms in~1! represent the part of the
dipole–dipole interaction between far and own nuclei, wh
is secular in own nuclei, and the electron spin–lattice int
action.

In order to take into account the ‘‘increase in weight’’ o
DDR of own nuclei by the contribution from electro
dipole–dipole interactions, which is transferred via SFI,
carry out the following transformations in the Hamiltonia
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~1!: we write ~1! in the system of coordinates rotating rela-
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tive to electron spins with frequencyvS and present the re
sult in the form of the Fourier serie
H*5(kHke

ivkt,where the terms withk50,61 differ from
zero ~accordingly, v050, v15vS , v2152vS , and
then go over to the effective Hamiltonian11 corresponding to
the second order perturbation theory in the small param
uA' /\vSu:

H̄5H01 (
kÞ0

1

2\vk
@Hk ,H2k#

2
1

3 (
vm1kÞ0

vmÞ0
1

\2vmvm1k
@H2m2k ,@Hm ,Hk##

2
1

2 (
vkÞ0

1

\2vk
2 @Hk@Hk ,H0##. ~3!

Using this formula and considering that the contribution
the first order inA' /\vS represented by the second term
formula ~3! is responsible only for insignificant correction
to vS and v I , we obtain the following expression for th
effective Hamiltonian of DDR of the own nuclei we are in
terested in:

HII
eff5

1

2 (
i , j ~Þ!

H 12 ~ui j
zz2u0

zz!I i
zI j
z1

1

2
~ui j

122u0
12!J

3F S 11
A'
2 ~Ui j

zz2U0
zz!

3~\vS!
2~ui j

122u0
12!

Si
2Sj

1~ I i
z1I j

z!2

1
A'
2 ~Ui j

122U0
12!

3~\vS!
2~ui j

122u0
12!

2Si
zSj

zD I i1I j2~Si
z1Sj

z!2

1H.c.G. ~4!

We assume that the high-temperature approximation
the DDR temperature is valid. In this case, its mean energ
given approximately by

HII
eff52

1

kBTII
^~HII

eff!2& I ,

where TII is the temperature of DDR of own nuclei, an
^ . . . & I denotes averaging with the Zeeman Boltzman’s f
tor of own nuclei. The quantity\2(v I

eff)25^(HII
eff)2&I /(N/4)

has the meaning of the square of the mean quantum
‘‘heavier’’ DDR. The calculations based on Hamiltonian~4!
give the following value of this quantity:

~v II
eff!25

2

3
~12pI

2!S 11
11pS

2

4
2pI

2Dv II
2

1
1

12 S A'
2

3~\vS!
2D 2~12pS

4!~12pI
4!vSS

2

1
1

96 S A'
2

3~\vS!
2D 2~11pS

2!~12pI
2!vSS

2 , ~5!

where pI5tanh(\vI /2kBTI) is the polarization of own
nuclei, pS52tanh(\vS/2kBTS) the polarization of
electron spins, (\vSS)

25(3/16)( j (Ui j
zz)2 and (\v II )

2
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of electron and nuclear spins, respectively, at an infinit
high temperature in the case when they do not form pair

Since upSu.1 at very low temperatures, expression~5!
can be written in the form2!

~v II
eff!2'~12pI

2!~12~2/3!pI
2!v II

2 H 11
1

432

3S A'

\v I
D 4 1

12~2/3!pI
2J . ~6!

RELAXATION OF FAR NUCLEI THROUGH DDR OF OWN
NUCLEI

SinceA'@\v I for own nuclei, the second term in th
braces of formula~6! is greater than the first term, i.e., th
contribution from the electron dipole–dipole interaction
DDR is larger than from a similar nuclear interaction. Owin
to this contribution, the effective dipole–dipole interaction
own nuclei can be so strong~according to estimates obtaine
in Ref. 8! that the fluctuating field produced by own nuclei
far nuclei can cause a flip-flop of a far nucleus. This proc
is described by the last but one term in~1! and is responsible
for relaxation of far nuclei to DDR, which is completel
similar to the well-known direct relaxation of far nuclei t
EDDR.1–4 The corresponding relaxation rate has the form

1

TFII
5

p~12pI
2!

4\2 uV1zu2w II
zz~vF!, ~7!

where uV1zu25(1/NF)( inuVni
1zu2; NF is the number of far

nuclei, andw II
zz(vF) is the Fourier component of the tim

correlation function of fluctuations of thez-component of
own nuclear spins at the frequency of far nuclei:

w II
zz~ t !5

^dI i
z~ t !dI i

z& I
^~dI i

z!2& I
, ~8!

where^(dI i
z)2& I5(12pI

2)/4, and the time dependence in~8!
is determined by the effective secular dipole–dipole Ham
tonian of own nuclei~4!. In contrast to relaxation of far
nuclei to EDDR, their relaxation to DDR is not ‘‘frozen’’ a
very low temperatures, i.e., own nuclei possessing m
lower polarization than electron spins are now playing
role of electron spins. Following Abragamet al.,8 we assume
that far nuclei reach equilibrium with DDR of own nuclei s
rapidly that the effective relaxation rate is determined
relaxation of the combined (Zeeman1DDR) subsystem to
the lattice. This rate has the form

S 1TFD eff5
CII

CII1CF

1

TIIL
5

x2/33

11x2/33

1

TIIL
, ~9!

wherex25(v II
eff/vF)

2, and we take into account the fact th
N:NF51:33, TIIL

21 being the relaxation rate of DDR of ow
nuclei to the lattice.

Let us now consider the mechanism of thermal cont
between the DDR and the lattice. It should be noted t
nuclear dipole relaxation at high temperatures is determi
by an SFI of the formVii

zzI i
zSi

z . In this case, the ‘‘light’’
nuclear DDR is, as a rule, short-circuited to the electr
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relaxation! is determined, among other things, by the cor
lation function of thez-component of electron spin, the fac
tor ^(dSi

z)2&S appearing in the relaxation rate at low tempe
tures tends to zero, and nuclear dipole relaxation to ED
which is already in equilibrium with the lattice on the tim
scale under investigation must be ‘‘frozen.’’ For this reas
Abragamet al.8 proposed a mechanism for relaxation of t
Zeeman subsystem of own nuclei as well as for their DDR
which the flip-flop of the intrinsic nuclear spin is accomp
nied by the flip-flop of the electron spin. The latter returns
the initial state after exchanging energy with the lattice, a
as a result, the nuclear spin exchanges energy with the
tice. Such an exchange is responsible for relaxation of
Zeeman subsystem of own nuclei and their DDR to the
tice. The corresponding indirect interaction is described
the following effective Hamiltonian which can be obtaine
from the terms in~1! describing transverse SFI and the ele
tron spin–lattice interaction in a rotating system of coor
nate, by using the first two terms of formula~3! ~see also
Ref. 7!:

HII
eff5

A'

2\vS
(
i
Si
z~L1I i

21L2I i
1!, ~10!

whereL6 are the lattice operators. The equation for the
laxation of the Zeeman subsystem of own nuclei control
by Hamiltonian~10!, in which fluctuations of operatorSi

z are
regarded as ‘‘frozen,’’ has the form

dpI
dt

52
1

TIL
~pI2pIL !, ~11!

where

1

TIL
5

K

TSL
,

K5
1

4 S Ai

2\vS
D 3 tanh~\vS/2kBTL!

tanh~Ai/2kBTL!

A'
2

~\vS!
2 ;

TSL
21 is the rate of one-phonon electron spin–lattice rel

ation, and the indexL marks polarization at the lattice tem
perature. In order to derive the corresponding equation
DDR relaxation, we take into account the fact that inter
tion ~10! is formally the same as the conventional spin
lattice interaction. Consequently, we can use the result
tained in Refs. 12, 13, in which the following equations f
relaxation of the electron polarizationpS and reciprocal
EDDR temperaturebd that hold for kBTS!\vS were de-
rived on the basis of general expressions from Ref. 9
experimentally confirmed for small deviations of EDD
from equilibrium:

dpS
dt

52
1

TSL
~pS2pSL!,

~12!

dbd

dt
52

M2*

~vSS* !2
~12pS

2!~12pSL
2 !

12pSpSL

1

TSL
~bd2bL!.
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the following equation for reciprocal temperatureb II of
DDR of own nuclei:

db II

dt
52

KM2I*

TSL~v II
eff!2

~12pI
2!~12pII

2 !

12pIpIL
~b II2bL!, ~13!

whereM2I* is the second moment of the spin–phonon cor
lation function, in which spin operators of own nuclei a
taken instead of electron spin operators~cf. formula~4! from
Ref. 9!:

w Iph~ t !5
^I1~ t !I2& I exp~\v I /kBTL!1^I2~ t !I1& I

^I1I2& I exp~\v I /kBTL!1^I2I1& I
;

~14!

the time dependence in~14! is determined by the interactio
HII
eff . A comparison of~13! with ~11! leads to the conclusion

that the relaxation rate for the DDR of own nuclei is low
than for the Zeeman subsystem. Consequently, we can m
the substitutionpI→pIL in ~13! to obtain

db II

dt
52

K

TSL

~M2I* !L

~v II
eff!L

2 ~12pIL
2 !~b II2bL!. ~15!

At very low temperatures, the polarization of own nuclei
so high that we can use the asymptotic form

~12pII
2 !'4 exp~2Ai/2kBTL!.

Thus, the rate of relaxation for far nuclei through the DDR
own nuclei can be written in the following final form:

S 1TFD eff5
4x2/33

11x2/33

K

TSL

~M2I*
eff!L

~v II
eff!L

2 exp~2Ai/2kBTL!.

~16!

It should be noted that since our calculations were made
I5S51/2, while I57/2, S51 in the experimental situation
of Ref. 8, we cannot carry out a quantitative comparison w
the results obtained by Abragamet al.8 It should be ob-
served, however, that in spite of a significant ‘‘increase in
weight’’ of DDR ~formula ~5! with the results obtained in
Ref. 8 predicts that (v II

eff)2/vII
2}109 exp(2Ai/2kBTL), we can

expect that the following inequalities hold:

x2'x2upI50~12pI
2!'4x2upI50 exp~2Ai/2kBTL!!1,

as predicted in Ref. 8. The effective relaxation rate for
nuclei, expressed in terms of relaxation rate for own nuc
taking ~18! into account, has a form similar to expressio
~41! from Ref. 8, but it also takes into account the tempe
ture dependence ofx2:

S 1TFD eff5
16

11

1

TIL
x2U

pI50

exp~2Ai /kBTL!.

The exponential temperature dependence with the SFI c
stant in the exponent is in accord with the results
experiments.8

CONCLUSION

Thus, we have obtained an explicit expression for
Hamiltonian of the DDR of own nuclei whose ‘‘weight’’ is
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The heat capacity of the ‘‘heavier DDR’’ of own nuclei
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Metamagnetism in perovskites RMnO 31x (R5Gd, Tb, Dy)
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A magnetic study of perovskites RMnO31x ~R 5 Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy! is reported. The
compounds NdMnO2.99and EuMnO2.99are weak ferromagnets withTN588 and 49 K respectively.
It is shown that GdMnO3 undergoes a transition from antiferromagnetic to weak
ferromagnetic state upon cooling. The antiferromagnetic ordering of the magnetic moments in
the Gd sublattice is observed below 6 K. The magnetic moments of TbMnO3.01 and
DyMnO3.01 are ordered below 7 K. The external field induces an antiferromagnet–ferromagnet
transition in the rare-earth sublattice. The critical fields for GdMnO3,TbMnO3.01, and
DyMnO3.01 are 5, 10, and 7 kOe, respectively. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00804-9#
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Compounds based on orthomanganites of rare-earth
~REI! are interesting objects of fundamental and appl
studies owing to a clearly manifested relation between th
magnetic and electrical parameters. The properties of th
compounds are usually explained by using the ‘‘double
change’’ theory.1,2 However, a number of effects do not fi
this concept.3,4 The compounds LaMnO31x and PrMnO31x

doped with alkali-earth ions have been studied most ex
sively. It was found that these compounds exhibit sponta
ous magnetization over a wide range of oxygen concen
tions. It is assumed that spontaneous magnetization
associated with the formation of ferromagnetic clusters in
antiferromagnetic matrix due to the presence of Mn41 impu-
rity ions2 or with weak ferromagnetism.5 The properties of
NdMnO3,EuMnO3, as well as compounds based on hea
REI are studied insufficiently. Spontaneous magnetiza
detected in GdMnO31x at temperatures below 20 K in Ref.
was attributed to weak ferromagnetism. Neutron diffract
studies on TbMnO31x revealed

6 that the magnetic moment
of Mn31 ions are ordered below 40 K, while the magne
moments of Tb31 are ordered below 7 K. Both types of o
dering have the form of antiferromagnetic spirals. This
search aims at the analysis of magnetic properties of o
omanganites of Nd, Eu, and heavy rare-earth ions taking
account stoichiometry and at the establishment of the or
of spontaneous magnetization in these compounds.

EXPERIMENT

Polycrystalline samples of orthomanganites RMnO31x

~R 5 Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy! were obtained from a mixture o
simple oxides taken in the stoichiometric ratio. The tempe
ture of synthesis in air was 1680 K. After the synthes
RMnO31x samples were annealed in vacuum in order to
duce the oxygen concentration, which was determined w
the help of iodometric titration. According to the results
x-ray diffraction analysis, the samples were characterized
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unit cell parameters close to the values obtained in Ref
No alien phases were detected. The porosity of the sam
did not exceed 7%.

The magnetization was measured on a vibrational m
netometer.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of resi
magnetization for the compounds NdMnO2.99,EuMnO2.99,
and GdMnO3. The residual magnetization decreases abrup
near 88 K(NdMnO2.99) and 49 K(EuMnO2.99), indicating a
phase transition. On the other hand, the residual magne
tion in GdMnO3 decreases smoothly upon an increase
temperature. The residual magnetization of EuMnO2.99at 4.2
K is 2 G•cm3/g ~or 0.91mB per structural unit!, which is
typical of weak ferromagnets. The spontaneous magnet
tion of this compound cannot be associated with the adm
ture of Mn41 ions since oxygen concentration is smaller th
the stoichiometric value. The sharp increase in spontane
magnetization in NdMnO2.99 upon cooling is in all probabil-
ity due to the contribution of the neodymium sublattice. T
ground state of the Eu31 ion is characterized by the tota
angular momentumJ50 and makes no contribution to mag
netization. The temperature dependences of magnetiza
s(T) after cooling to 4.2 K forH50 exhibit magnetization
peaks near 88 K (NdMnO2.99) and 49 K(EuMnO2.99) ~Fig.
2!. The magnetization in GdMnO3 does not exhibit a peak
under these conditions of measurements~Fig. 3!. Magnetiza-
tion peak for GdMnO3 was observed at 6 K in the case whe
measurements were made during cooling in external fi
~Fig. 3!. The magnetic susceptibility and the hysteresis o
served at 2 K in fields above 5 K increase~Fig. 4!, which is
typical of a first-order metamagnetic phase transformati
This effect is pronounced much more weakly at 4.2 K and
absent at 6 K.

According to the results of neutron diffraction analys
the temperature of ordering of the magnetic moments
Mn31 ions in TbMnO3 is 40 K.

6 In the case of GdMnO3, this

300300-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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temperature cannot be lower than 40 K since the Ne´el tem-
perature for rare-earth orthoferrites, vanadites, titanites,
chromites increases rigorously with the REI radius. In
probability, GdMnO3 experiences a blurred~in temperature!
phase transition from an antiferromagnetic spiral to we
ferromagnetism upon cooling. Further investigations are
quired in order to determine the origin of this transition mo
precisely.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of residual magnetization of NdMn2.99

and EuMnO2.99 samples obtained after cooling in an external field to 4.2
and of GdMnO3 samples after cooling in a magnetic field to 6 K. The arro
indicate the direction of temperature variation for GdMnO3.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of magnetization of NdMnO2.99 recorded
during heating in a field of 30 Oe: after cooling in zero field~curve1! and
after cooling in the fieldH530 Oe ~curve 2! The inset shows thes(T)
dependence at temperatures near 90 K on magnified scale.
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We believe that the magnetic moments of Gd31 ions
above 6 K are oriented antiparallel to the magnetic mome
of Mn31 ions due to a negativef –d exchange interaction
Antiferromagnetic ordering in the rare-earth sublattice sta
below 6 K. This leads to a decrease in residual magnetiza
since the magnetic moments of Gd31 ions are much higher

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of magnetization of GdMnO3 recorded
during cooling and subsequent heating in the fieldH5100 Oe~curve1; the
direction of temperature variation is shown by arrows! and during heating in
the field 100 Oe after zero-field cooling~curve2!.

FIG. 4. Field dependence of magnetization of GdMnO3 at 2 K.
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than the moments of Mn31. The external magnetic field in
duces a transition to the ferromagnetic state in the rare-e
sublattice since thef –f exchange interaction is insignifican
It can be noted for the sake of comparison that a sim
transition in GdFeO3 is observed in the field 5 kOe at 1 K8

The rare-earth sublattice in gadolinium orthoferrite is
dered atT51.5 K.

FIG. 5. Field dependence of magnetization of EuMnO3.01 ~curve 1!,
GdMnO3.01 ~curve2!, TbMnO3.01 ~curve3!, and DyMnO3.01 ~curve4!. The
curves1–3 were obtained at 4.2K, while curve4 was recorded at 2 K.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependences (s/H)(T) for TbMnO3.01 in the field
40 Oe and for DyMnO3.01 in the fields 300 Oe and 8 kOe.
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of REI leads to a decrease in the temperature of transitio
the magnetically ordered state. The Ne´el temperature is
40 K for EuMnO3.02 and 83 K for NdMnO3.04.

Investigation of Dy and Tb manganites in the tempe
ture range 2–300 K did not reveal any residual magnet
tion. The magnetic properties of these materials do not
pend on their past history. Thes(H) dependences wer
measured for DyMnO3.01 at temperatures 2 and 4.2 K i
magnetic fields up to 120 kOe~Fig. 5!. In fields exceeding
7 kOe, a sharp increase in magnetization was observe
T52 K, indicating a metamagnetic behavior. Figure 6 sho
the s/H(T) dependences obtained in fields of 300 Oe a
8 kOe. AtT57 K, the curves have a peak. At low temper
tures (T<7 K), the ratio s/H is constant in fields up to
20 kOe and then decreases with increasing field. No p
was observed atT57 K in the case when thes(T) measure-
ments were made in the field 120 kOe. In this case,
(s/H)21(T) dependence below 130 K is nonlinear, but do
not exhibit any clearly manifested anomalies.

According to measurements of thes(H) dependence a
4.2 K, the TbMnO3.01sample is metamagnetic in fields stro
ger than 10 kOe~Fig. 5!. The magnetization of this com
pound in strong fields is smaller than for DyMnO3.01. Figure
6 shows the (s/H)(T) dependence for TbMnO3.01 obtained
in the field 40 Oe. The results of measurements made du
heating and cooling coincide. A broad peak was observed
the curves at 7 K.

According to the results of neutron diffraction analys
on a TbMnO3 sample,

6 the magnetic moments of Mn31 ions
are ordered at 40 K, while the magnetic moments of Tb31

ions are ordered at 7 K. Our results are in accord with th
values. Since no metamagnetic transition was obser
above 7 K, we can conclude that this transition is associa
with a change in the magnetic order of rare-earth sublatt
The field-induced orientational transition~see Fig. 5! occurs
over a wide range of magnetic fields. The peak on
(s/H)(T) dependences is also blurred~Fig. 6!. This is prob-
ably associated with a certain disorder in the orientation
the magnetic moments of Tb31 and Dy31 ions due to a de-
viation from the stoichiometric composition.
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ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF METALS AND ALLOYS

he
Peculiarities in the electron properties of d^Sb&-layers in epitaxial silicon. III.
Electron–phonon relaxation

V. Yu. Kashirin, Yu. F. Komnik, and A. S. Anopchenko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*

O. A. Mironov

Institute of Radio Physics and Electronics, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 310085 Kharkov,
Ukraine

C. J. Emelius and T. E. Whall

Department of Physics, University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL, UK
~Submitted September 23, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 413–419~April 1997!

Complex studies of weak electron localization, electron–electron interaction, and electron
overheating in Si crystals containing ad^Sb&-layer with various concentrations of Sb atoms are
carried out in order to obtain information on the characteristic times of inelastic electron
relaxation. The temperature dependence of the electron–phonon relaxation timetep derived from
the electron overheating effect can be described by the dependencetep } T2p, where
p>3.760.3, which corresponds to the caseqTl,1 ~qT is the wave vector of the thermal phonon
and l the electron mean free path!. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!00904-3#
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In our previous publications,1,2 the electric properties
~conductivity, magnetoresistance, and Hall’s emf! of
d^Sb&-layers in epitaxial silicon with various concentratio
of Sb atoms~from 5•1012 to 3•1014 cm22! were studied
over a wide temperature range. The delta-layer is the t
applied to a conducting layer formed by impurity atoms
the matrix of a pure semiconducting crystal, which are
cated in the same crystal plane. Such a layer can be rega
as a two-dimensional conductor.

In Ref. 1, it was shown that above 30–50 K, the co
ductivity of a silicon crystal with ad^Sb&-layer is accom-
plished not only by electrons in thed^Sb&-layer, i.e., located
on quantum energy levels in the potential well formed
impurity atoms, but also by electrons activated to the c
duction band of silicon. As the temperature decreases~below
;20 K!, the contribution of the last conductivity chann
decreases exponentially, and the transport properties o
d^Sb&-layer itself are manifested. For a low concentration
impurity atoms (3•1013 cm22), the two-dimensional elec
tron gas in thed^Sb&-layer possesses the hopping conduct
mechanism with a varying length of the jump. For a high
concentration of impurity atoms (>3•1013 cm22), the
metal-type conductivity of thed^Sb&-layer is manifested. In
Ref. 2, it was shown that the temperature variation of c
ductivity of such crystals and the complex transformation
magnetoresistance curves are described to a high degr
accuracy by quantum corrections to conductivity associa
with the effects of electron weak localization~WL! and the
electron–electron interaction~EEI! in the two-dimensional
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WL and EEI effects made it possible to determine the m
nitude and temperature dependence of the electron phas
laxation timetw as well as the timetso of spin–orbit elastic
scattering and the electron–electron interaction param
lD.

It was found2 that the temperature dependence of t
electron phase relaxation time for samples of epitaxial s
con with ad^Sb&-layer, having the concentration of Sb a
oms in the range 3•1013–3•1014 cm22 and manifesting the
WL and EEI effects in the temperature range 1.6–16 K h
the formtw

21 } Tp, wherep>1. Such a dependence is typic
of EEI processes in a disordered two-dimensional elect
system.4 In other words, the timetw in this temperature in-
terval is identical to the electron–electron scattering ti
tee. The electron–phonon scattering apparently domina
in phase relaxation processes at higher temperatures, b
could not be detected in the objects under investigation
using quantum corrections to conductivity since the activa
conductivity of the matrix Si crystal starts being manifest
upon heating.

The electron–phonon relaxation timetep for the objects
under investigation can be determined by using the elec
overheating effect.5 Under the conditions of electron ove
heating by an electric field, the transfer of excess ene
from electrons to the lattice is determined just by the time
electron–phonon energy relaxation. The advantage of
method is that the value oftep can be determined in the
temperature interval in which the electron–electron scat

303303-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Characteristic parameters of samples.
ing plays the dominating role in inelastic relaxation pr
cesses.

This research aims at obtaining information on the te
perature dependence of the electron–phonon relaxation
tep in d^Sb&-layers in Si by using the WL and EEI effects a
well as the electron overheating effect.

2. OBJECTS OF INVESTIGATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUE

Measurements were made on the samples which are
plicates of samples A, B, and C from Ref. 2. The samp
were prepared at the Advance Semiconductor Group, W
wick University, Coventry, UK.

The samples were in the form of silicon single cryst
~with the size 63430.5 mm! obtained by molecular-beam
epitaxy with a d^Sb&-layer made in the~100! crystallo-
graphic plane in the form of a double cross. The current
voltage leads were fixed at the crystal surface and had
minum contact areas. Table I contains information on
concentrationNSb of Sb impurity atoms~which is pro-
grammed during sample preparation!, the resistanceRh , and
the Hall concentrationn of mobile charge carriers at 4.2 K
According to Ref. 6, the ‘‘structural’’ width of
d^Sb&-layers for NSb52•1014 cm22, determined by using
precision x-ray diffractometry, amounts to<20 Å.

The galvanomagnetic measuring technique was
scribed in Refs. 1, 2. The measurements were made in
temperature range 1.6–20 K on direct currentI varying from
1 to 600mA in magnetic fields up to 50 kOe.

The method of obtaining information on the temperatu
dependence of the timetep from the electron overheatin
effect is described in detail in Ref. 7 and is as follows. In
electric field of strengthE, electrons acquire the additiona
energyD«5eE(Dtep)

1/2,8 where (Dtep)
1/2 is the diffusion

length andD the diffusion coefficient for electrons. Th
transport of excess energy from the electron to the pho
system is controlled by the timetep . If the condition
tee,tesc,tep holds ~tesc is the time of escape of therma
phonons!, the electron temperatureTe is higher than the pho
non temperatureTph, and the relation between these quan
ties has the form9

~kTe!
25~kTph!

21
6

p2 ~eE!2Dtep . ~1!

Relation~1! makes it possible to obtain the required te
perature dependence of the timetep from the known value of
electron gas overheatingDT5Te2Tph. It was proved in

Sample

Parameter A B C

NSb, cm
22 331014 131014 331013

n4.2, cm
22 9.531013 7.831013 3.131013

Rh
4.2, kV 1.17 1.53 4.81

l , Å 93~98! 91 43
qTl 0.57~0.6! 0.56 0.26
D, cm2

• s21 128~86! 117 32
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Ref. 7 that the information about the value ofDT can be
obtained from a comparison of the dependencestw(T) and
tw(E) of the electron phase breaking time, which were o
tained at different temperatures and minimum current~equi-
librium dependence, respectively! and at a certain tempera
ture, but for different values of current. The dependen
tw(T) and tw(E) can be obtained from the magnetic-fie
variation of the localization correction, which has followin
form for a two-dimensional system in a transverse magn
field:10

Ds~H !5
e2

2p2\ F32 f 2S 4eHD\c
tw* D

2
1

2
f 2S 4eHD\c

twD G , ~2!

wheref 2(X) 5 ln X1 C(1/21 1/X), C is the logarithmic de-
rivative of theG-function, and (tw* )

21 5 tw
21 1 (4/3)tso

21

1 (2/3)ts
21, ts being the time of spin-orbit scattering at ma

netic impurities~which can be disregarded for the sampl
under investigation!.

Thus, the information ontep can be obtained from a
complex study of WL and EEI effects as well as the effect
electron overheating; the electron temperatureTe is deter-
mined by using the dependencestw(T) andtw(E), while the
phonon temperature is assumed to be equal to the temp
ture of the crystal. The advantage of Eq.~1! is that, like the
expression~2! for localization correction, it contains th
electron diffusion coefficientD as the only characteristic o
the system under investigation. The results of solution
Eqs.~1! and ~2! can be represented by products of the fo
Dtw , Dtso , andDtep .

3. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

Figure 1 shows the variation of the shape in magne
conductivity curves for a sample withNSb53•1013 cm22 in
two cases: during heating with a constant current 10mA
(a) and atT51.67 K with increasing current (b). The figure

FIG. 1. Magnetoresistance curves~in normalized coordinates! for sample C
recorded upon a change in temperature for current 10mA ~a! and at
1.67 K for a current varying from 10 to 120mA ~b!.

304Kashirin et al.
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the sample leads to a variation of the quantum correct
which is similar to the effect of heating.

The curves in Fig. 1 illustrating the magnetic-field vari
tion of the quantum correction to conductivity1! are described
correctly by the theoretical formulas for WL and EEI effec

In the temperature range 5–15 K, the change in mag
toconductivity includes only the localization quantum co
rection~2!. At lower temperatures, the contribution from th
quantum correction associated with the EEI~Coulomb cor-
rection! is manifested.2 In weak fields, this correction is ap
proximated by a dependence of the formAH2 whose ampli-
tude increases with decreasing temperature asT2. The
quantum corrections associated with the EEI in the diffus
and Cooper channels of interaction possess precisely
properties~the corresponding formulas are given in Ref.!.
Solid curves in Fig. 1 show the dependences calculated
the basis of formula~2! taking into account the termAH2

associated with the EEI.
The similarity in the variation of the shape of MR curv

with a change in temperature and current~Fig. 1! is pre-
served for values of current up to;120mA, which corre-
sponds to the value of electric field<20 V•cm21. As the
current increases further, the shape of the MR cur
changes slightly; in weak magnetic fields, they acquire a
gion with a positive MR which increases rapidly in absolu
amplitude and expands upon an increase in the electric fi
These changes can be associated with a violation of the
ditions for realization of the electron overheating effect, u
der which the temperature of the lattice can be regarde
constant. It cannot be ruled out, however, that the contri
tion of the Coulomb correction to the MR increases al
since its magnitude can be affected by the electric field.11,12

Hence we disregarded the data obtained for currents exc
ing 120mA. Moreover, we confined the measurements to
temperature interval 1.6–3.5 K in which the magnetic fie
variation of the resistance is quite large.

The light and dark circles in Fig. 2 respectively show t
equilibrium dependenceDtw(T) and the values ofDtw ob-
tained for three temperatures and different values of the
rent ~electric field! for the sample C.

The Dtw(T) dependence is described by the lawtw
21

} T and is therefore determined by the electron–elect
scattering processes, which is in accord with Ref. 2. A co
parison of the values ofDtw for different currents with the
equilibrium curveDtw(T) leads to the electron temperatu
Te and hence the electron overheatingDT. The value of
Dtep is then determined from Eq.~1!. Figure 3 shows the
results of construction of the dependencesDtep(T) for three
investigated samples. In all cases, these dependences c
approximated by a power function of the type (Dtep)

21

} Tp, wherep is of the order of 3.760.3.

4. DISCUSSION

The electron–phonon relaxation in pure metallic syste
are known to obey the dependencetep

21 } T3 which is also
preserved in the case weak disorder13 under the conditions
qTl@1, whereqT is the wave vector of the thermal phono
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and l the electron mean free path. Such atep
21(T) depen-

dence is determined by the increase in the number of ther
phonons with temperature. In the case of strong disorder,
temperature dependence of the electron–phonon relaxa
time for qTl!1 assumes the formtep

21 } lT4.14,15 The in-
crease in the power ofT and the emergence of the linea
dependence between the electron–phonon relaxation
quency and the electron mean free path indicates the w
ening of the electron–phonon interaction in disordered m
tallic systems.

While analyzing a two-dimensional (2D) electron gas,
we must bear in mind that electrons occupy one or sev
quantum levels in a certain potential well and have a m
mentum vector lying in plane cross sections in the recipro
space. In the case of electron–phonon interaction, the cha

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the quantityDtw obtained from mag-
netoresistance curves for sample C with current 10mA ~s! and at
T51.67, 1.9, and 2.12 K and the values of current increasing from 10
120mA ~d! the current increses from top to bottom.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence ofDtep for samples A, B, and C.
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in the momentum of 2D electrons is determined by the pho-
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non wave vector componentqi lying in this cross section.
The transverse componentq' of the phonon wave vector
which is determined, as well asqi , by the lattice temperature
~qi ,q''qT5kT/\s, s being the velocity of sound!, can lead
to electron transitions between subbands of size quantiza
In this case, it must have a value determined by the condi
of electron momentum quantization or must have an a
trary value for a transition of electrons from the initial statek
to the final statek8 within the same subband of size quan
zation. At low temperatures, an electron exchanges energ
the order ofkT with the lattice during an interaction ac
which is accompanied by a small change in the moment
Karpus16 noted that in an analysis of the transition probab
ity for 2D electrons, it should be borne in mind that th
kinetic characteristics of 2D electrons differ from corre-
sponding characteristics for 3D electrons only in numerica
factors since the value ofq at low temperatures is smalle
than the electron wave vectork, while qi is of the order of
q, although the momentum conservation law containsqi and
not the total valueq as in the 3D case. For example, th
momentum relaxation time in a 2D electron system is longe
than in a 3D system since electrons in the 2D system have
poorer opportunities for changing their momentum. We c
assume that the form of the functional dependences of
electron–phonon relaxation frequency on the temperatur
disordered 2D systems is similar to thetep

21(T) dependence
for three-dimensional systems. Such a result was reporte
theoretical works devoted to phonon relaxation of electr
in heterojunctions16,17 and in thin films exhibiting the
quantum-mechanical size effect,18 as well as in experimenta
works devoted to heterojunctions~see, for example, Ref. 19!.
It should be noted that according to the conception de
oped in the theory of 2D electron systems,20 the constraints
imposed on the interaction of phonons with 2D electrons
lead to qualitative differences between these processes
similar processes in a 3D conductor. It is assumed that in
teracting 2D electrons and phonons are split into isolat
groups exchanging momenta through slow processes of
ing ~superdiffusion!, which may lead not only to numerica
but also to functional variations of their kinetic paramete
However, this model corresponds to pure limit and is ina
plicable to the object under investigation.

On the basis of the above considerations, we can ass
that the emergence of a power ofT close to 4 for
(Dtep)

21(T) for the objects under investigation~see Fig. 3!
is associated with disordering in thed-layer with a small
electron mean free path. This assumption will be confirm
below by corresponding estimates ofqTl . In order to evalu-
ate this quantity and to obtain thetep(T) dependences, we
must know the dimensionality of the electron system and
effective mass of electrons. Following Ref. 2, we assu
thatm50.1m0 ~wherem0 is the mass of a free electron!. The
formulas for 2D electrons are applicable only to truly two
dimensional system in which electrons occupy a single qu
tum level in a potential well. In this case, the localizati
quantum correction in a parallel magnetic field must be ze
and only the Coulomb quantum correction is preserved.~The
localization correction in a parallel magnetic field exists
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the case when electrons in the real space occupy a laye
thicknessL@l, wherel is the de Broglie wave length fo
the electron; in this case, the system remains tw
dimensional as regards the weak localization effect up
L<Lw5(Dtw)

1/2!.! The measurements of magnetoresistan
of the samples under investigation in a parallel magne
field ~Fig. 4! led to the conclusion that electrons in samp
B and C behave as truly two-dimensional particles: the m
netoresistance in a parallel field is successfully described~in
fields up to;20 kOe! by the quantum correction in the dif
fusion channel of interaction. The magnetoresistance
sample A also contains the localization quantum correct
determining the emergence of a magnetoresistance peak
component. For this reason, we estimated the values of
quantitiesl andD by using the formulas for a 2D electron
gas~see Table I! for samples B and C and by formulas fo
2D as well as 3D electrons for sample A~the latter values
are given in Table I in the parentheses!. The obtained values
of qTl were smaller than unity. This is also in accord wi
the estimate of the temperatureT25\s/kl, at which a tran-
sition from the caseqTl,1 to qTl.1 must take place. The
value of this temperature is;8 and 4 K for longitudinal and
transverse phonons respectively.

The tep(T) dependences obtained for the investiga
samples are shown in Fig. 5. Like the difference in the val
of Dtep ~Fig. 3!, the difference in the values oftep at given
temperatures is determined by the difference in the conc
tration of electrons ind-layers. The relative position of the
tep(T) curves for B and C samples is in accord with form
las for disordered conductors.13,15 If we take the functional
dependence oftep on parameters containingn in the rela-
tions for tep in the caseqTl,1,13,15 it turns out that

1

tep
}

«Fn l

pF
2 }

«F
2n

pFnRh

~n is the density of states!, and the relation

FIG. 4. Magnetoresistance curves for samples A, B, and C in a par
magnetic field.
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~tep!1
~tep!2

5S n2n1D
1/2SRh1

Rh2
D . ~3!

is observed for 2D electrons. A similar relation is observe
for tep samples B and C, which indicates that the elect
mean free path affectstep for qTl,1 in accordance with the
theoretical results obtained in Refs. 13, 15. Sample A d
not follow this pattern due to the fact that it cannot be trea
as a carrier of truly 2D electrons. For 3D electrons, we
consider the ratio of the quantitiesDtep that do not contain
the mean free path:

~Dtep!1
~Dtep!2

5S L1L2D
2/3S n2n1D

2/3

. ~4!

This relation contains the thicknessL of the layer with elec-
trons, which appears as a result of transition from a thr
dimensional to a two-dimensional concentrationn. Using the
ratio of the quantitiesDtep obtained for samples A and B
we can evaluate the ratioLA /LB'6. Hence, as the electro
concentration increases in thed-layer, a moment come
when the range of existence of electrons increases sig
cantly, and the electron gas in thed-layer can no longer be
treated as two-dimensional.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the electron–phonon relaxation
tep for samples A, B, and C.
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1!These curves correspond to experimental recording of magnetoresis

~MR! curves for the samples since2Ds5DR/(RRh), whereRh is the
resistance of a square area element of a two-dimensional electron sy
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LOW-DIMENSIONAL AND DISORDERED SYSTEMS

t be
Contact conductivity oscillations of a 2 D electron system in a magnetic field

V. B. Shikin

Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow distr.*
~Submitted July 1, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23 420–424~April 1997!

Peculiar conductivity oscillations of a 2D Corbino disk in a magnetic field in a magnetic field,
which have been observed in recent experiments~V. T. Dolgopolovet al., Pis’ma Zh.
Éksp. Teor. Fiz.63b, 55 ~1996! @JETP Lett.63, 63 ~1996!#!, are considered on the basis of
existing concepts concerning specific properties of contacts of a two-dimensional electron system
with ‘‘external’’ metallic electrodes, which lead to violation of spatial uniformity of the 2D
electron density. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01004-9#

An interesting experiment made by Dolgopolovet al.1 the contacts be taken into account, i.e., the problem mus
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revealed that the conductance of a low-density 2D electron
system (2DEG) with a filling factor smaller than unity ex
periences oscillations in a magnetic field normal to the s
face. The oscillation amplitude increases upon a decreas
the mean density of the 2D electron system in the centra
region of the Corbino disk on which the experiments we
made.1 These effects cannot be explained on the basis
standard concepts on the conductivity of an infinitely lar
2D electron system in a magnetic field. In this communic
tion, we propose an interpretation of the effects observe
Ref. 1 by using contact phenomena occurring in syste
containing low-dimensional conducting systems and ‘‘ext
nal’’ metallic electrodes. Such systems include the Corb
disk used in Ref. 1.~Corbino disk is the term applied to
cylindrically symmetric device consisting of a two
dimensional conducting ring and metallic contacts adjoin
its edges along the entire perimeter; such a geometry of
system does not prevent the passage of azimuthal and
currents in experiments on the radial conductivity of a tw
dimensional system in a magnetic field normal to the pla
of the ring.!

Contact phenomena~Coulomb proximity effects! violat-
ing the spatial uniformity of the electron density in the r
gion of contact between two metals with different work fun
tions are well known in the classical three-dimensio
electrostatics~see, for example, Ref. 2!. Similar phenomena
take place in low-dimensional conducting systems in wh
they are manifested much more clearly. The recent review
Shik3 can serve as a good introduction to physics of 2D
contact phenomena. It should be emphasized, however,
virtually all low-dimensional contact phenomena conside
in Ref. 3 involve depletion of the low-dimensional syste
and the formation of various Schottky depletion layers in
contact region itself. The most important problem in t
theory is the accurate description of an individual conta
Technically, we are speaking of the problem on a se
infinite coordinate interval. The oscillations we are interes
in develop under nonuniform enrichment of the 2D system
and are mainly determined by the characteristics of the e
tron system in the bulk, at a large distance from the conta
This circumstance requires that the mutual arrangemen
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solved on a bounded coordinate interval.
In the absence of contact phenomena, the total resista

of the Corbino disk from Ref. 1 should not oscillate wi
magnetic field~the resistance is mainly determined by t
central part of the disk, where the filling factor is small
than unity, and hence oscillations are absent!. If, however,
Coulomb proximity effects are significant, the oscillations
total resistance can emerge due to the oscillating behavio
the chemical potential in metallic banks having an elect
density higher than in the central part of the disk, and he
a semiclassically large filling factor. The influence of su
oscillations on the equilibrium electron density in the cent
part of the disk is transferred from the metallic banks owi
to Coulomb proximity effects.

1.We shall analyze the proposed mechanism of spec
conductivity oscillations of the Corbino disk with the ma
netic field by using a simplified model of the structu
metal–2DEG–metal. The model contains only qualitative
important details of the contact problem under investigati
which allows us to claim a quantitative explanation of t
results obtained in Ref. 1. Nevertheless, the problem rem
essentially the same.

We are dealing with a specially prepared unscreened
generate heterostructure with a step distribution of do
density nd(x). The donors are distributed in the plan
z52d according to the law

nd~x!5Nd , uxu.w;
~1!

nd~x!5nd , uxu,w.

Here 2w is the width of a step in the donor distribution alon
the x-axis. This step plays the role of the central part of t
Corbino sample in the one-dimensional approximation. T
regions with elevated donor densityNd play the role of me-
tallic contacts.

The Corbino disk becomes quasi-one-dimensio
~which allows us to interpret the results obtained in Ref. 1
the basis of our model! under the conditions

R22R1!~R21R1!/2, ~2!

308308-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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whereR2 andR1 are the outer and inner radii of the two
dimensional Corbino region. Naturally, the main property
the Corbino geometry, viz., closed current lines in the H
direction, is preserved in the quasi-one-dimensional appr
mation also~all the functions in the problem are independe
of the coordinatey coinciding with the direction of the Hal
current!.

In the general case, electrons occupy the planez51d,
i.e., are separated from donors by a spacer of thicknessd.
Our model must take into account the spatial separation
electrons and donors, which is typical of real heterostr
tures. Subsequent analysis shows, however, that conduc
oscillations are not very sensitive to this separation
d!w. The structure under consideration is shown schem
cally in Fig. 1.

Model ~1! is convenient from the formal point of view
due to its simplicity. It contains the singularities of the ele
tron density in the contact regions which are known fro
Ref. 2 ~the definition~17! of dn0(x) will be given below!
and permits their regularization by the methods describe
Ref. 3. A comparison of the properties of model~1! with the
results from Ref. 3 shows that the behavior of the pertur
electron density at large distances from contact regions is
very sensitive to their geometry. Finally, model~1! permits a
self-consistent description of a two-dimensional electron s
tem bounded on both sides. This solves the problem on
integral divergence of the total effective charge in the vic
ity of contact regions, which exists in the one-contact a
proximation and which leads to a reasonable definition of
perturbed electron density in the central region of the sys
at large distances from metallic bands, which is important
the conductivity problem in question. Taking the above co
siderations into account, we think that the proposed Corb
model is admissible for a qualitative description of oscil
tory magneto-Coulomb proximity effects in bounded 2D
systems with metallic contacts.

2. The finiteness of the spacer thickness 2d considerably
complicates the solution of the problem on equilibrium in t
electron system. For this reason, it is important to determ
the role of equilibrium at least under simplified condition
e.g., in the case of purely electrostatic equilibrium in a h
erostructure with a nonuniform doping, for which the eq
librium condition has the form

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a heterostructure with a modulated densi
donors. The crosses show the distribution of donors occupying the p
z52d. Donor density jumps are observed at the pointsx56w. Dashed
line indicates the planez51d filled with electrons. The magnetic field i
directed along thez-axis. All spatial quantities are independent of th
y-coordinate.
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Herew(x,z) andwd(x,z) are the electric potentials assoc
ated with the distributions of electronsn(x) and donors
nd(x) along the heterostructure.

The electron densityn(x) can be presented in the form

n~x!5Nd1dn~x!, ~4!

where the correctiondn(x) must vanish at6`.
Taking into account~4!, we can reduce requirement~3!

to the following equation indn(x):

ewd8~x!1
2e2

k E
2`

1`

dsdn~s!/~x2s!50, ~5!

ewd8~x!5
2e2

k
~Nd2nd!lnS ~w1x!214d2

~w2x!214d2D
1/2

, ~6!

wherek is the dielectric constant.
The solution of~5!, ~6! has the following asymptotic

forms. In the regionuxu@w, the value ofdn(x) is of the
order of

dn~x!;4gdw/x2, g5~nd2Nd!/p, ~7!

i.e., perturbation~7! is integrable.
If, however,x→0 andd/w!1, we have

dn~0!>pgS 12
4d

pwD . ~8!

Consequently, the additional density in the central part of
2D system is proportional tod/w, and we can neglect the
effect of finiteness ofd/w on the conductivity of the system
in the regiond/w!1, the more so that this channel of no
uniformity of dn(x) is insensitive to magnetic field.

3. Let us now suppose thatd/w→0, i.e., the spacer
thickness is zero, and

Nd@nd . ~9!

Among other things, this means that the resistance of
structure is mainly determined by its central part. Let
suppose further than a magnetic field normal to the plane
the system is applied, so that the magnetic filling factorna
becomes semiclassically large (na@1) in regions with the
electron densityn(x);Nd , and small (nb,1) in the central
part of the system:

na5p l h
2Nd@1, nb5p l h

2nd,1, l h
25

c\

eH
, ~10!

whereH is the magnetic field strength. What will be th
behavior of the total resistance of the heterostructure a
function of magnetic field?

It was noted above that, on account of Coulomb proxi
ity effects, the total resistance of the system can oscillate
to the oscillatory behavior of the chemical potential in m
tallic banks and the effect of these oscillations on the eq
librium density of electrons in the central part of the dis
This idea was implemented in the experiments1 in which the
electron density modulation in the disk was carried out w
the help of auxiliary control electrodes. The quantitative e
perimental result is that the total resistance of a disk with

of
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indeed with the magnetic field at a semiclassical freque
typical of the ‘‘banks’’ having a higher electron density. Th
oscillation amplitude increases upon a decrease in the e
tron density in the central part of the disk. However, detai
interpretation of the results obtained in Ref. 1 is complica
by the large number of auxiliary electrodes. The Corb
model makes it possible to clarify the details of this effec

The equilibrium condition for a modulated electron sy
temn(x) in a magnetic field and for a zero-width spacer h
the form ~instead of~3!!

m5ew~x,z50!1z@n~x!#5const, ~11!

where

za~n!5« f1
4T cos~2p« f /\vc!

sinh~2pT/\vc!
, « f@\vc , ~12!

or

zb~n!5
1

2
\vc2T lnS 1n21D , « f!\vc , ~13!

where

« f.\2n~x!/m* ; n~x!5p l h
2n~x!;

vc is the cyclotron frequency andm* the effective electron
mass. We do not give here the general definition ofz(n) in
the form of a series in the electron energy eigenvalues
magnetic field, confining our analysis to the asympto
forms~12! and~13!. It is presumed that the equilibrium prob
lem will be solved approximately.

The idea of approximation is prompted by the structu
of definition ~11!. In this formula, the ‘‘chemical’’ compo-
nent of z(n) is sensitive to the total electron densityn(x),
while its Coulomb component contains onlydn(x). Let us
now assume that the electron densityn(x) appearing in the
definition of z(n) in the zeroth approximation repeats th
donor distribution~1!, i.e.,

n0~x!5nd~x!, ~14!

wherend(x) is determined from~1!. In this case, the condi
tion ~11! of equilibrium along the system has the form

ewa1za~Nd!5ewb1zb~nd!, ~15!

or, which is the same,

ewab[~ewb2ewa!5za~Nd!2zb~nd!,

2w<x<1w. ~16!

If the distributionn(x) ~14! were the equilibrium solution o
~11!, the electric component of the problem would be ze
In actual practice, relation~15! leads to a jump inwab deter-
mined by the asymptotic forms~12! and ~13! of z(n). Such
a behavior ofw(x) is possible only when the equilibrium
density deviates fromnd(x) ~14! by dn(x). Denoting such a
deviation in the zeroth approximation bydn0(x) and taking
into account~16!, we obtain

dn0~x!5
kwwab

p2e~w22x2!
, ~17!
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ends of the interval 2w are similar to the divergence of th
normal electric field component at the joint of free faces
the metals in contact in the problem on contact poten
difference from Ref. 2. The presence of these singularitie
not significant for the effective conductance of the system
question since the region with the minimum electron dens
i.e., the central part of the 2D system, is critical. This also
leads to the following criterion of applicability of the pertu
bation theory:

dn0~0!!nd , ~18!

or, taking into account~17!,

l!w, l5
kwab

p2end
. ~19!

Clearly, the requirement~19! can always be met by a prope
choice ofw.

4. Let us introduce the correctiondn(x) to Ohm’s law
for current between the metallic ‘‘banks’’ of the system u
der investigation. In this case, we confine the analysis to
simplest model, viz., the Drude approximation

j5
n~x!e2t

m*

df

dx
, n~x!5nd1dn0~x!, ~20!

where t is the momentum relaxation time anddn0(x) is
defined by~17!. Assuming now that the current densityj is
constant along thex-axis, we can determine the effectiv
relation betweenj and the potential differenceV across the
banks of the high-resistance part of the system:

V5E
2w

1w

dsdf/ds5
m* j
e2t E

2w

1w ds

nd1dn0~s!
. ~21!

Among other things, this definition indicates that the singu
points of the functiondn0(x) from ~17! make zero contribu-
tion to the integral.

Expression~21! can be ultimately reduced to the follow
ing effective Ohm’s law:

j5s
V

2w
, s5s0f ~«!, s05e2tnd /m* , ~22!

f ~«!.
1

12« ln~2/«!
, «50.5l /w!1, ~23!

l5
kefab

p2e2nd
.

These formulas~22!, and~23! contain the main qualita-
tive peculiarities of the experiment1: the effective conduc-
tance of the system in the region of small« has a contribu-
tion oscillating with the magnetic field, the period of the
oscillations being determined by the densityNd , and the
amplitude is inversely proportional tond . Taking into ac-
count definitions~22! of s and~16! of wab , we can naturally
introduce the definition of the oscillating component ofds in
the form

ds/s05d« ln~2/«0!,
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«0.k\Nd /~pe2ndw!, ~24!

where the quantity« from ~23! consists of the monotonic
(«0) and the oscillating~d«! components. Fork . 10, w
> 1022 cm,H > 1 T, Nd > 1011 cm22, nd < 109 cm22 the
amplitudeds/s0>1022.

This estimate is approximately an order of magnitu
smaller than the experimental result from Ref. 1. It should
borne in mind, however, that the Corbino conductivity in t
density interval we are interested in is of a clearly manifes
percolation nature~see, for example, Ref. 4!, i.e., is mainly
determined by local saddle points with a lower electron d
sity, while capacitive measurements from Ref. 1 only give
idea of the mean density of electrons along the central reg
of the Corbino disk. Besides, a direct comparison of the
merical results from Ref. 1 and our results is not quite corr
in view of the presence of an additional control electrode
Ref. 1.

Thus, we have paid attention to the existence of spec
conductivity oscillations in the magnetic field in bound
311 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (4), April 1997
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case when the chemical potential oscillations in the lo
resistance part of the system, whose contribution to the t
resistance is negligibly small, affect the electron density
its high-resistance part, thus ensuring oscillations of the t
resistance. The relation between the low- and high-resista
parts of the problem emerges due to Coulomb proximity
fects.
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Magnetic and electrostatic Aharonov–Bohm effects in a pure mesoscopic ring

M. V. Moskalets
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The effect of weak scalar potential on a persistent current in a one-dimensional ballistic ring is
considered. It is shown that the current amplitude oscillates with a change in the potential.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01104-3#
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the electron phase coherence lengthLF at low temperatures
makes it possible to study phenomena sensitive to the p
of the electron wave function, including the Aharonov
Bohm ~AB! effect3 in solids. This effect lies in the influenc
of the electromagnetic potentialAm5(w,A) on the phase of
the electron wave function in the case when the forces ac
on the electron can be neglected. This effect is manifeste
the kinetic as well as thermodynamic properties of nonsup
conducting, doubly-connected mesoscopic samples.

The AB effect is manifested in kinetics, for example,
the form of oscillations of magnetoresistance of conduct
rings in weak magnetic fields4–6 with the magnetic flux pe-
riod F05h/e.

In thermodynamics, the AB effect leads, among oth
things, to the existence of a persistent~thermodynamically
equilibrium! current in mesoscopic rings at low temper
tures, which is periodic in the magnetic flux with a perio
F0 .

7 The existence of such a current in real nonsuperc
ducting metallic one-dimensional rings was predicted th
retically by Buttikeret al.8 The effect was observed exper
mentally in the ensemble of mesoscopic rings9 as well as in
solitary rings.10,11 It should be noted that Maillyet al.11 ob-
served a good agreement of the magnitude of the effect
the predictions of the theory for a ballistic multichannel rin

The influence of the scalar potential~electrostatic AB
effect! on the properties of mesoscopic samples has b
studied to a smaller extent than the effect of magnetic fi
~the ‘‘magnetic’’ AB effect!. The electrostatic AB effect wa
investigated on individual conducting rings.12,13 The pres-
ence of the scalar potentialw leads to the additional phas
leadDu.2pewtF /h of the elecreon wave~tF is the time
during which a Fermi electron stays in the region with p
tentialw!. It is assumed that a change in the value ofw must
lead to a change in the phase of oscillations~e.g., of magne-
toresistance! in the magnetic field byDu. However, no such
systematic phase shift was observed in Refs. 12 and 1
should be noted that the existence of such a phase shift
ring-shaped sample with two current contacts would con
dict the parity requirements in the case of magnetic field s
reversal.14–16

This research aims at an analysis of the AB oscillatio
of thermodynamic parameters of a ballistic one-dimensio
ring, associated with a change in the magnitude of the ve
and scalar potentials.

By way of a model, we consider a one-dimensional b
listic ring of length L52pR(L!LF) whose segment o
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netic fluxF is inserted in the ring. We direct thex-axis along
the perimeter of the ring. Solving the one-dimension
Schrödinger equation for noninteracting electrons with t
potential energy

V~x!5 Hew,
0,

0,x,a
a,x,L ~1!

and with the cyclic boundary conditions

C~0!5C~L !;
dC

dx
~0!5

dC

dx
~L !,

we obtain the following equation for the eigenvalues of t
electron momentump5\k:

cosS 2p
F

F0
D2cos~k~L2a!1k8a!1

~k2k8!2

2kk8
sin@k~L

2a!#sin~k8a!50, ~2!

where\k 5 (2mE)1/2, \k8 5 @2m(E 2 ew)#1/2. We shall
henceforth assume that the potential is weak: (ew/E)2!1. In
this case, the reflection of electrons from the potential s
can be neglected, and the electron spectrumE5p2/2m can
be determined easily:

E6n5
h2

2mL2 S n6
F

F0
2

dn
2p D 2, n50,1,2... ~3!

Here dn is the phase of the ‘‘forward’’ scattering for elec
trons at thenth energy level. For the weak potential~1!, we
have

dn522p
ew

Dn

a

L
, ~4!

whereDn5hvn /L is the separation between the electron e
ergy levels ~for F50,w50! in the vicinity of level
n(n@1) andvn5\kn /m is the electron velocity.

It should be noted that spectrum~3! is observed not only
for a ring with potential~1!, but also for a ring with an
arbitrary potential scattering only in the ‘‘forward’’ direc
tion: the scattering amplitudet5exp@id (p)#. This can be eas-
ily verified by the method of transfer matrix~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 17!.

Using spectrum~3!, we can calculate the oscillatin
component of the thermodynamic potentialṼ of a ring in
contact with the electron reservoir~the electron spin is no
taken into account;L@lF!:

312312-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Ṽ52T(
q51

`

cos~2pqF/F0!
cos@2pq~L/lF1dF/2p!#

q sinh~qT/T* !
.

~5!

HereT* 5 DF /(2p2); lF 5 h/(2mm)1/2, andm is the
chemical potential of the electron reservoir. The subsc
F indicates that the value of the quantity is determined on
Fermi level. Differentiating expression~5! with respect to
magnetic fluxF and taking into account expression~4!, we
obtain the following expression for the experimentally me
sured quantity, viz., the persistent currentI52]Ṽ/]F:

I5
2

p
I 0

T

T* (
q51

`

sinS 2pqF

F0
D cos@2pq~L/lF2w/w0!#

sinh~qT/T* !
.

~6!

HereI 0 5 evF /L andew0 5 DnL/a. Expressions similar
to ~6! for w50 were obtained for a thin-walled cylinder i
Ref. 18 and for a one-dimensional ring in Ref. 17.

Thus, the persistent current in the ring oscillates upo
change in magnetic flux as well as electrostatic poten
The existence of these oscillations is associated wit
change in the position of quantization levelsEn relative to
the level of chemical potentialm.

It should be noted that the presence of the poten

FIG. 1. Model of a one-dimensional ring pierced by the magnetic fluxF.
The metal plateVadd induces the local potentialw.
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the magnetic fluxF can be actually taken into account b
introducing the corresponding changes in the bound
conditions.19 This can be clearly seen from the eigenval
equation for the electron momentum in the ring, i.e.,

knL52pn12pF/F02d~kn!.

However, in contrast to the magnetic contribution, t
electrostatic correction depends on the electron momen
and changes sign upon the sign reversal ofkn . The latter
circumstance explains why the oscillating component
thermodynamic potential contains two factors describing
magnetic and electrostatic oscillations, respectively.

It has been shown that the oscillations of thermodynam
parameters of a one-dimensional ballistic ring associa
with the electrostatic and magnetic Aharonov–Bohm effe
are independent: modulating the amplitudes of each ot
they do not affect the phase. Such a behavior is due t
qualitative difference in the effects of the vector and sca
potentials on the electron spectrum~3! in the ring.
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Nonlinear resonant tunneling through doubly degenerate state of quantum well

e

V. N. Ermakov and E. A. Ponezha

N. N. Bogoliubov Institute of Theoretical Physics, 252143 Kiev, Ukraine*
~Submitted October 4, 1996!
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Tunneling of electrons through a double-barrier system is considered in the approximation of low-
transparency barriers taking into account the Coulomb interaction of electrons in the
interbarrier space~quantum well!. The state of the electrons in the quantum well is supposed to
be doubly degenerate. It is shown that the dependence of the tunneling current on the
applied voltage has a step-like form at low temperatures and has a threshold in the low-voltage
region. The system under consideration also exhibits bistability. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01204-8#
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Nonlinear resonant tunneling of particles through a s
tem of two potential barriers presumes their accumulation
the interbarrier space~quantum well!.1–3 In the case of elec-
trons, this is observed when the quantum well contain
large number of states. In actual practice, such a condi
requires that the system have a macroscopic size for w
the concept of electric capacitance can be introduced.4 How-
ever, the situation changes radically in the case of degene
or closely spaced energy levels in the quantum well. It w
be shown below that in this case even a microscopic sys
can exhibit nonlinear tunneling. Henceforth, we shall confi
our analysis to consideration of electron tunneling throug
system of two barriers with a doubly-degenerate state of
quantum well which can accumulate up to four electro
The inclusion of interaction between these electrons can
to some regularities typical of nonlinear tunneling, e.g.,
the step form of current-voltage characteristics and tunne
bistability. A characteristic feature of such a system is t
these phenomena are possible in the one dimensional
also since fluctuations are virtually suppressed. This is ty
cal of two-level systems.5

1. HAMILTONIAN OF THE SYSTEM

We consider the model of a two-barrier tunnel system
the form of a structure with the energy profile shown in F
1. The Hamiltonian describing the passage of electr
through such a system can be chosen in the form

H5H01HW1HT . ~1!

The first term of this Hamiltonian, i.e.,

H05(
ks

«L~k!aks
1 aks1(

ps
«R~p!aps

1 aps ~2!

describes electrons in the left~first term! and right ~second
term! electrodes~regions1 and3 in Fig. 1!. Hereaks

1 (aks)
and aps

1 (aps) are the creation~annihilation! operators for
electrons in the left and right electrodes respectively,«L(k)
5 «L 1 \2k2/2mL is the electron energy in the left electrod
\k andmL are their quasimomentum and effective mass
spectively, ands is the electron spin. Taking into accou
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we have«R(k) 5 \k/2mR 1 «R 2 V, \p being the quasimo-
mentum andmR the effective mass.

The HamiltonianHW describes the states of electrons
the quantum well~region2 in Fig. 1!. We consider the case
when the quantum well has a doubly degenerate state. In
case,HW can be written in the form

HW5(
a

Esaa
1aa1

1

2 (
a1a2

Va1a2
aa1

1 aa2
1 aa2

aa1
, ~3!

wherea5(n,s), s being the spin number andn the number
of the quantum state assuming the value 1 or 2. Taking
account the applied voltage, we can write the energy of
degenerate state in the well in the formE05«02gV, where
«0 is the energy of the resonant state in the quantum weg
the coefficient depending on the potential barrier profiles~g
50.5 for identical barriers!, andVa1 ,a2

is the matrix element
of the electron–electron interaction in the interbarrier spa
For simplicity, we approximate this element by a positi
constantVa1 ,a2

5U corresponding to repulsion.
The HamiltonianHT describing the tunnelling transition

of electrons though the barriers has the conventional for6

HT5(
kas

Tkaaks
1 aa1(

aps
Tpaaps

1 aa1c.c., ~4!

where Tka and Tpa are the matrix elements of tunnelin
through the left and right barriers, respectively. In the ge
eral case, they depend on the applied voltage.

2. DENSITY OF STATES

The density of statesr(E) in the quantum well can be
defined by using the retarded Green’s functionG(a,a,E):

r~E!52
1

p (
a

Im G~a,a,E!, ~5!

whereG(a,a,E) is the Fourier transform of the retarde
Green’s function

G~a,a,t !52 iQ~ t !^@aa
1~ t !,aa~0!#&, ~6!

andQ(t) is the unit Heaviside function.

314314-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Using the Hamiltonian~3!, we can calculate Green’
function exactly. For example, for the staten51 we obtain

G~1s,1s,E!

5
1

~E82E0!
H 11U

n1s1n2s1n22s

E82E02U

12U2
n2sn12s1n22sn2s1n12sn2s

~E82E022U !~E82E02U !

1
6U3n12sn2sn22s

~E82E02U !~E82E022U !~E82E023U !J , ~7!

E85E5 ih for h→10. Herena 5 ^aa
1aa& are the mean val-

ues of the occupation numbers of the statea. Green’s func-
tion has poles forEm5E01mU, wherem50,1,2,3. Thus,
the electron–electron interaction leads to splitting of state
the quantum well. The new states are separated by the
U. By cyclical permutation of indices in formula~7!, we can
obtain Green’s functionsG(a,a,E) for all the states in the
quantum well. Using formula~7!, we can calculate the den
sity of states in the interbarrier space. It depends on the
cupation numbers of statesna which are functions of the
applied voltage, and hence depend on its value. This is
reason behind the nonlinearity of tunneling.

3. OCCUPATION NUMBERS FOR QUANTUM STATES IN
THE WELL

If we apply a constant voltage to the system, a noneq
librium steady-state distribution of electrons sets in. We
sume that the electron distribution functions in the electro
are equilibrium function by virtue of their large volumes, b
their chemical potentials change. The latter are conne
through the relationmL2mR5V ~wheremL andmR are the
chemical potentials of the left and right electrodes, resp
tively!. The electron distribution functiong(E) in the quan-
tum well is essentially nonequilibrium. It can be determin
from the condition of equality of the tunnel current throu
the left and right barriers6,7 and has the form

FIG. 1. Energy profile of a two-barrier system with the applied voltageV.
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G~E! L L R R

where

G~E!5GL~E!1GR~E!;

GL~E!5(
k

uTkau2d@E2«L~k!#;

GR~E!5(
p

uTpau2d@E2«R~k!#; ~9!

f L(E) and f R(E) are the electron distribution functions i
the left and right electrodes, respectively. The occupancy
states in the quantum well can be determined with the hel
the expression8

na52
1

p E dEg~E!Im G~a,a,E!. ~10!

It follows from formula ~7! that the expression forna

does not depend on the indexa. For this reason, the mea
values of occupancies are also independent of the numb
the quantum state, and we can assume thatna5n. Thus, we
finally obtain

n5 (
m50

3

C3
mgm~12n!32mnm, C3

m5
3!

m! ~32m!!
. ~11!

The functionsgm5g(Em) determine the occupancy of ne
states. In the general case, Eq.~11! has three solutions in the
interval 0,n,1. An analysis shows that this is possible f
g05g150, i.e., when the two lower states are vacant. Th
solutions have the form

n150,

n2,352
3

2

g2
g353g2

6F9g2214~g323g2!

4~g323g2!
2 G1/2. ~12!

According to the condition 0,n,1, expression~12! leads to

0,
3g2

3g22g3
,2,

9g2
224~3g22g3!.0. ~13!

These inequalities are compatible when

g2>
2

3
~11A12g3!, g3.3/4. ~14!

Thus, Eq.~11! has three solutions when the values ofg2 and
g3 are close to unity. The two solutionsn1 andn3 are stable,
while the third solutionn2 is unstable. The stable states co
respond to the cases when the well either does not con
electrons, or contains two electrons occupying the two up
layers. The latter is possible since the system is essent
nonequilibrium.

In the one-dimensional case, when the matrix eleme
of tunneling are independent of momentum, the functio
GL(E) andGR(E) can be approximated by the values9

GL,R5aL,RAE2«L,R~0!. ~15!
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HereaL andaR are the proportionality factors for the le
and right electrodes respectively. Substituting~15! into ~8!
and considering that

f L,R5FexpSE2mL,R

kBT
D11G21

, ~16!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant andT the temperature
we obtain an expression for the electron distribution funct
gm . Figure 2 shows the dependence ofg0 on the applied
voltage for various values of the ratioaL /aR and
kBT/m50.001. The functionsgm have the same form, bu
are displaced bymU on the energy scale.

The curve describing the dependence of the occupa
of the quantum well on the applied voltage (V/mL), obtained
as a result of solution of Eq.~11! at a low temperature
(kBT/m50.01) and the values of the parametersaL /aR

5 33.3;g 5 0.5; «0 /mL 5 1.2;U 5 0, is shown in Fig. 3. It
can be seen that as the applied voltage increases, the o
pancy of the quantum well increases step-wise due to c
secutive occupation of split states. After the attainment o

FIG. 2. Dependence of the electron energy distribution functiong in the
quantum well on the applied voltageV for various values of the ratio
aL /aR : 30 ~curve1!, 3 ~curve2!, and 1~curve3!.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the population densityn of the quantum well on the
applied voltageV for kBT/m50.01.
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certain critical valueVcr of voltage, the occupancy drop
abruptly to zero due to the departure of the states in
quantum well from resonance. With decreasing volta
~from the value attained above!, the jump of occupancy will
be observed at a lower value of voltageV1cr. Thus, the volt-
age range fromV1cr to Vcr contains a bistability region
which is connected with the removal of electrons from t
lower levels and with their attachment to the upper sp
states. In the region of low values of applied voltage at l
temperatures, the filling of the quantum well starts from
certain threshold value of voltage. Figure 4 shows the dep
dence of the occupancyn of the quantum well on voltage in
the region of the threshold value at various values of te
perature. The shape of the step is very sensitive to temp
ture and is smoothed considerably upon heating, which
due to the blurring of the Fermi level. The bistability o
tunneling is less sensitive to temperature in view of the te
perature spread of electrons at the bottom of the elec
band, but this effect is significant when the value ofkBT is of
the order of the band width.

4. TUNNELING CURRENT

In the case of a constant applied voltage, the tunne
current through the two-barrier structure can be calculate
various ways~see, for example, Refs. 7 and 9!. The follow-
ing simple expression was obtained for this quantity:

Jcd5
e

\ E dE
GL~E!GR~E!

G~E!
@ f L~E!2 f R~E!#r~E!, ~17!

wheree is the electron charge. For a low barrier transparen
(G!U), the density of states can be calculated by us
formula ~5!. Taking into account~8!, ~11!, and~15!, we can
transform formula~17! to

Jcd5
e

\ (
m50

3
GR~Em!GL~Em!

G~Em!
$ f L~Em!2 f r~Em!%~1

2n!32mnmC3
m . ~18!

FIG. 4. Dependence of the population densityn of the quantum well on the
applied voltageV for various temperatureskT/m: 0.01 ~curve 1!, 0.03
~curve2!, and 0.05~curve3!.
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The numerical calculation ofJcd for the same parameters a
those used for constructing the curves in Fig. 3 is illustra
in Fig. 5 for various values of temperature. The step dep
dence of current on the applied voltage is due to the split
of the degenerate level. A bistability region observed at h
voltages is due to attachment of two electrons to the up
energy levels.

CONCLUSION

The inclusion of interaction between the electrons in
quantum well affects the resonant tunneling significantl
leading to qualitatively new dependences. The step struc
of the current–voltage characteristic and its threshold na
resemble the effect of one-electron tunneling to a cer
extent.9 The analogy becomes even stronger if we model
quantum well by a sphere of radiusb and the matrix elemen
U of interaction by the averaged Coulomb potential

U5
3

2

e2

«0b
. ~19!

Here«0 is the permittivity of the sphere. If we use the cla
sical definitionC5«0b of electric capacitance for a spher
expression~19! can be written in the form

FIG. 5. Dependence of the tunnel currentJcd /J0(J05e/\) on the applied
voltageV for various temperatureskT/m: 0.01~curve1!, 0.03~curve2!, and
0.05 ~curve3!.
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This expression, which determines the magnitude of the c
rent step, is well known in the theory of one-electron tunn
ing. In our approach, however, expression~20! is interpreted
as the capacitance of the well rather than as the total cap
tance at the barriers.

An important feature of the model under investigation
its stability to fluctuations. Indeed, a simple analysis of flu
tuations of the occupancies of the state of the well leads

^dn2&5^~ n̂2n!2&5n~12n!. ~21!

In the bistability region,n assumes values close to unity
zero. For these values,A^dn2&!n. However, in the current
steps region, the fluctuations are comparable with the cha
This conclusion is confirmed experimentally.10 As the tem-
perature increase, the steps are blurred rapidly due to b
ring of the Fermi level. The region of their existence
bounded by the temperaturekT!U. The temperature depen
dence of bistability is associated with variations of the fun
tions gm . The latter are less sensitive to temperature. Bis
bility disappears when maxg(E)<3/4. This is attained even
at high temperatures comparable withm. In this temperature
range, the dependence on spin can be neglected, and
situation becomes similar to that analyzed in Ref. 2.
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QUANTUM EFFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS AND DIELECTRICS

the
Anyon exciton: Spherical geometry
V. M. Apalkov

National Science Center ‘‘Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute,’’ 310108 Kharkov, Ukraine*

D. M. Apalkov

Kharkov State University, 310077 Kharkov, Ukraine
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An anyon exciton formed by a valence hole and three quasielectrons of the Laughlin
incompressible liquid of the fractional quantum Hall effect with the filling factorn51/3 is
investigated numerically in a spherical geometry. The quasielectrons ar treated as Bose particles
with hard cores and the Coulomb interaction. The energy spectrum of the system and the
quasielectron density distribution around the hole are obtained. The energy spectrum of the system
has branches which can be classified according to intrinsic angular momentum of an anyon
exciton; the absence of branches with an angular momentum below three and a branch with an
angular momentum equal to four is a consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle for
quasielectrons. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01304-2#
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A noncompressible two-dimensional electron liquid1

forming the basis of the fractional quantum Hall effect,2 be-
longs to the most remarkable low-temperature objects in
modern solid-state physics. A fundamental property of t
liquid is the absence of gapless branches in the elemen
excitation spectrum.1 Elementary charged excitations in su
a system are quasielectrons and quasiholes possessing
tional charges and fractional statistics.3 The entire body of
experimental data on the fractional Hall effect was first ba
on magnetotransport results only. Later, spectroscopic m
ods of studying an interacting two-dimensional (2D) elec-
tron gas, including an analysis of radiation emitted as a re
of recombination of 2D electrons with free holes, wer
developed.4 In this connection, it is interesting to study th
behavior of an exciton~electron–hole pair! against the back-
ground of an incompressible Laughlin liquid. This proble
can be studied by using the following two approaches.

1. Exact numerical analysis in the spherical geometry of
exciton–incompressible liquid system consisting of a
nite number of particles.5 This approach is limited by
small separationsd between the electron and hole plane
sinced cannot be larger than the radius of the sphere.

2. Analysis of an anyon exciton, i.e., the system consisting
a positively charged hole with a charge1e~2e is the
electron charge! and q quasielectrons~anyons! with a
charge2e/q each.6 An anyon exciton correctly describe
the exciton-incompressible liquid system in the case w
a valence hole is separated by a large distance from
electron plane, when the entire effect of presence o
Laughlin liquid lies in the decay of an additional electro
into q quasielectrons. An anyon exciton withq53 was
considered in Ref. 6 in a plane geometry. Since a sphe
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anyon exciton considered in approach 2 in the spher
geometry also.

2. THEORY

Let us consider an anyon exciton consisting of a vale
hole with a charge1e and three quasielectrons with a char
2e/3 each, which corresponds to the exciton-incompress
liquid system from the fractional quantum Hall effects wi
the filling factorn51/3, wheren5N/N0 , N being the num-
ber of electrons in the system andN0 the number of states a
the lower Landau level. An interesting property of quasiele
tron is that they possess fractional statistics,3 i.e., are anyons
with the statistical parameteru521/3, which means that the
transposition of two quasielectrons leads to the emergenc
the phase factor eipu in the wave function. The analysis o
the anyon system is complicated by the fact that the mu
anyon wave function cannot be presented in the form of
product of one-particle functions even in a system witho
interaction~a statistical interaction always takes place!. For
this reason, we will use the Bose approximation for anyo
~quasiparticles! in order to simplify calculations, i.e., will
assume that anyons are Bose particles with a hard co7

Henceforth, we will consider this system in the spheric
geometry.

In this geometry, the motion of particles is confined to
sphere with a magnetic monopole at the center.8 It follows
from the Dirac quantization condition9 that the magnetic flux
through the surface of the sphere is equal to the inte
number 2S of flux quantah/ec. It follows hence that the
radius of the sphere isR5 lS1/2, where l is the magnetic
length,l 25c\/eH. The convenience of the spherical geom
etry is due to the absence of boundaries and the presen
angular momentum. The states of the system on the sp
can be classified according to the total angular momen

318318-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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wave functions of a particle with a charge2e at the lower
Landau level in the plane geometry are monop
harmonics10

eS,m5F2S11

4p
CS1m
2S G1/2uS1mvS2m,

m52S,...,S, ~1!

where CS1m
2S are the binomial coefficients, u

5 cos(u/2)exp(iw/2), v 5 sin(u/2)exp(2 iw/2); andu,ware
the spherical coordinates.

The wave function of a positively charged particle~va-
lence hole! can be obtained from~1! though time inversion:

gS,m5~21!S2meS,2m* ,

where the asterisk indicates complex conjugation.
Let us find the effective magnetic flux corresponding

quasiparticles with a charge2e/3 in our problem. We as-
sume thatN electrons form an incompressible liquid with th
filling factor 1/3; in this case, the number of magnetic fl
quanta through the surface of the sphere
2S053(N21).11 In order to obtain three quasiparticles
such a system, we must reduce the number of flux quant
three: 2S52S023.8 In this case, each quasielectron ‘‘pe
ceives’’ initial electrons as effective magnetic flux quant8

i.e., 2Sq5N for quasiparticles. This givesS53(Sq21).
Thus, the wave function of quasielectrons has the fo
eSq ,m , whereSq511S/3 ~see Eq.~1!!.

We assume that the magnetic field is strong so that
the particles are at the lower Landau level; then the sys
Hamiltonian can be reduced to the interaction Hamilton
alone. The interaction between quasielectrons will be
proximated by the paired potentialVq(uRi2Rj u). In this
case, it can be described completely by the reduced ma
elementsVq,J(J50,...,2Sq):

^eSq,m1
,eSq,m2

uVqueSq,m3
,eSq,m4

&

5(
J

(
M

^Sqm1 ,Sqm2uJM&^Sqm3 ,Sqm4uJM&Vq,J ,

where^uVqu& is the matrix element of the interaction betwe
the corresponding states:

^eSq,m1
,eSq,m2

uVqueSq,m3
,eSq,m4

&

5E E dVW 1dVW 2eSq,m1
* ~VW 1!eSq,m2

* ~VW 2!Vq

3~ uR12R2u!eSq,m3
~VW 1!eSq,m4

~VW 2!.

HereVW i are the elements of the solid angle,Ri defines the
position of a particle on the sphere,^Sqm1 ,Sqm2uJM& are
the Clebsh–Gordan coefficients, andVq,J has the meaning o
the interaction energy for two quasielectrons with the re
tive angular momentum 2Sq2J. Henceforth, we will con-
sider only the Coulomb interactionVq(r )51/(9r ) between
quasielectrons, where the energy is expressed in the C
lomb unitse2/(k l ) ~k is the permittivity! and the length are
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count the Pauli exclusion principle by assuming thatVq,2Sq
is

equal to infinity.
Similarly, we can introduce the reduced matrix eleme

for quasielectron–hole interaction according to the followi
rule:

^eSq,m1
,gS,m2

uVehueSq,m3
,gS,m4

&

5~21!m22m4^eSq,m1
,eS,2m4

uVehueSq,m3
,eS,2m2

&

5~21!m22m4(
J

(
M

^Sqm1 ,S2m4uJM&

3^Sqm3 ,S2m2uJM&Vh,J .

In order to findVh,J , we will use the expression

Veh~ uRi2Rhu!5
1

3
~ uRi2Rhu21d2!21/2,

whered is the distance between the quasielectron and h
planes in the plane geometry. Henceforth, we will used as
the quasielectron-hole interaction parameter. In this ca
Vh,J can be found from the formula

Vh,J5^JJuVehuJJ&,

where

uJJ&5N0u1
S2Squ2

S2Sq~u1v22v1u2!
S1Sq2J;

N0 being the normalization factor.
In order to find the eigenfunctions of the interactio

Hamiltonian, we will use the condition of angular mome
tum conservation in the system and diagonalize the Ham
tonian in the subspace of functions with fixedL and
Lz5M . The set of such functions can be easily obtained
using the angular momenta summation rule:

CM~L,J1 ,J2!

5Â(
m1

(
m2

(
m3

(
m4

(
M1

(
M2

^J1M1 ,J2M2uLM &

3^Sqm1 ,Sqm2uJ1M1&^Sqm3 ,Sm4uJ2M2&

3eSqm1
eSqm2

eSqm3
gSm4, ~2!

whereÂ is the symmetrization operator taking into accou
the Bose statistics for quasiparticles,J1 5 0,..., 2Sq , andJ2
5 S2 Sq ,..., S1 Sq . The functions~2! form an overfilled
basis. Choosing a linearly independent set of functions fr
~2! and calculating the matrix elements of the Hamiltoni
on these functions, we determine~after the diagonalization o
the obtained matrix! the energy eigenvalues and the corr
sponding eigenfunctions which simultaneously possess fi
values of angular momentumL and its componentLz5M .
This procedure allows us to reduce significantly~approxi-
mately by a factor of 40! the size of the matrix which has t
be diagonalized if we do not single out the subspace wit
fixed value ofL.
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3. COMPUTER CALCULATIONS

Basic calculations were made forS518 (Sq57), i.e.,
the magnetic flux through the surface of the sphere in
units of magnetic flux quantum is 2S536, the radius of the
sphere beingR5S1/254.2. This is the maximum size of th
sphere for which the Hamiltonian could be diagonalized. T
quasielectron-hole interaction parameterd varied in the in-
terval 0,d,2. Figure 1 shows the energy spectrum of t
system as a function of the total angular momentumL for
d51 and 2. In the plane geometry,6 the energy spectrum o
the system consists of a large number of branches«(k) ~the
dependence of energy on the momentumk which is con-
served for a neutral system!, thez-component of the intrinsic
angular momentumM0 of an anyon exciton being a quantu
number which makes it possible to distinguish the branc
~in the plane geometry, onlyLz is defined, and thez-axis is
perpendicular to the plane!. It can be seen from Fig. 1 tha
branches are observed in the spherical geometry also,
branch starting from a certain value ofL5Lm5m. An algo-
rithm of transfer of such a structure to the plane geome
was proposed in Ref. 5: the branch starting from the ang
momentum Lm in the spherical geometry has th
z-component of the intrinsic angular momentumM05Lm in
the plane geometry, while the momentum is connected w
L through the relationkR5L2Lm .

The following features of the energy spectrum in t
spherical geometry are worth noting~see Fig. 1!.

1. The absence of branches withLm,3 andLm54, which is
a consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle

FIG. 1. The energy spectrum«(L) of the system for two values ofd: 1 ~a!
and 2~b!. Only the states withL,19 are presented. The curves are dra
for better visualization.
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quasielectrons. This peculiarity of the energy spectrum
the system, which was noted in calculations for a fin
system,5 is not manifested in the results obtained in Ref.
where all the values of thez-component of the intrinsic
angular momentumM05Lm were obtained for an anyon
exciton in the plane geometry. This is due to the fact t
no condition of a hard core~Pauli principle! for anyons
was imposed in Ref. 6.

2. For small values ofd.1, the band structure of the spe
trum was observed, the angular momentum of the bra
corresponding to the lowest energy in each band bein
multiple of 3. The gap between the bands heals upon
increase in the size of the sphere.

3. Ford,2, the branch with the minimum energy posses
the angular momentumLm53. This is in accord with the
results obtained from an exact analysis of a finite electr
hole system.5 Taking into account the results of calcula
tions in the plane geometry,6 we can expect that branche
with values ofLm multiple to three will go over to the
ground state upon an increase ind.

4. We determined the quasielectron density around the h
for the states presented in Fig. 1:

FIG. 2. Quasielectron density distributiondL(r ) around the hole for the
initial points of branches marked in Fig. 1b;L5Lm ~a,b! and for theL3
branch ~Fig. 1b! for various values ofL indicated on the corresponding
curve ~c!.
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L (
M

1 2 3

3uCLM~VW 1V
W
2V

W
3uVW h!u2(

j51

3

d~VW 2VW j !,

whereVW 5 (sinu cosw,sinu sinw,cosu) and CLM is the
wave function of a system with a definite total angular m
mentumL and its componentLz5M . The hole lies at the
north pole:VW 5(0,0,1) andr52R sin(u/2) is the distance
along the chord.

Figures 2a and b show the functiondL(r ) for the initial
points (L5Lm) of several branches presented in Figs.
The branchesL3 , L6 , and L9 ~corresponding to lower
branches on the energy scale for the first, second, and
bands respectively; see Fig. 1b! exhibit a clearly manifested
minimum at zero and a clearly manifested maximum a
certain distance from the hole, whose position is displa
towards higher values ofr upon an increase in the angul
momentum of the branch. Such a distribution of quasiel
tron density can be explained by the classical arrangeme
quasielectrons at the vortices of a regular triangle whose
increases with the intrinsic angular momentum.6 It is as-
sumed that as the value ofd increases, the ground state
described precisely by these branches.

Figure 2c shows the quasielectron density distribut
around the hole for theL3 branch for various values ofL. It
can be seen that as the value ofL increases~which corre-
sponds to an increase in the system momentum!, the quasi-
electron density is ‘‘drawn up’’ to the hole, which can b
associated with the separation of a quasielectron from
anyon exciton and with the formation of a hole-quasielect
complex.5
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with the Coulomb interaction. In spite of these approxim
tions, the obtained results are in agreement with exact res
for a finite electron-hole system, and we can conclude t
the model of an anyon exciton correctly describes the ene
spectrum of the exciton-incompressible liquid system w
n51/3 even at relatively smalld;2.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CRYOCRYSTALS
Relaxation and recombination channels of formation of luminescent states in a neon
crystal: Evidence of electron self-trapping

A. G. Belov, G. M. Gorbulin, I. Ya. Fugol’, and E. M. Yurtaeva

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted July 30, 1996; revised November 4, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 439–447~April 1997!

The relation between the temperature and the intensity distribution in luminescence bands in
VUV and VIS spectral regions of Ne crystals is investigated. The measurements are made by using
cathodoluminescent spectroscopy with steady-state excitation and are supplemented by
observations of luminescence decay in perfect pure crystals, in samples with defects, and in solid
solutions with electronegative~oxygen! and electropositive~xenon! impurities. The
contribution of the recombination channel to the formation of the spectrum of self-trapped states
in solid neon is determined. It is shown that this channel plays a decisive role in the
population of 3p(3p8) luminescence centers and makes a relatively small contribution to the
population of the lowermost 3s(3s8) excitations. The recombination channel efficiency
strongly depends on temperature, increasing abruptly with the temperature value. An analysis of
experimental data leads to the conclusion on the possibility of electron self-trapping in Ne
cryocrystals, followed by the formation of shallow self-trapped states. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01404-7#

Neon crystals are unique objects for studying electron
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excitations in solids. Solid neon is characterized by a rel
tively strong electron-phonon interaction, very low barrie
for self-trapping of electron excitations, and a high latti
plasticity. This is the only inert crystal in which the effect
coexistence of free and self-trapped excitons is
observed.1,2 The luminescence spectrum of Ne displays tra
sitions only from the states of self-trapped excitons~STE!; in
contrast to the spectra of heavier inert elements, it ma
contains the emission bands of quasiatomic one-center e
tations ~a-STE!. Neon does not form molecular excime
complexes with impurity centers. The luminescence of
impurity in the Ne matrix, as well as intrinsic luminescenc
is mainly formed by quasiatomic transitions.1–6

The spectral parameters and the processes of forma
of excitations in Ne crystals were considered by ma
authors.1–12 The quasiatomic luminescence spectrum c
tains a series of bands close to the emission of atoms in
gaseous phase. These bands lie in two different ene
ranges~Fig. 1!. The luminescence near 17 eV in the vacuu
ultraviolet ~VUV ! spectral region corresponds to transitio
from the lowermost excites states1P1 ,

3P1 , and
3P2(3s,3s8) to the ground levels1S0 .

8–10 These states hav
the clearly manifested Rydberg form and thes-symmetry of
the outer electron. They correspond to the transitio
3p(3p8) –3s(3s8) lying in the region 1.4–2 eV of the vis
ible ~VIS! spectral range.11,12

The population of 3s(3s8)- and 3p(3p8)-states in Ne
cryocrystals was studied in the experiments
photoexcitation.10,12 It was shown that localized 3s(3s8)
centers are mainly populated from the neutral exciton ba
G(ns,ns8) with the s-symmetry. The contribution from the
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mainly populated during excitation by quanta with an ene
E.Eg to the conduction band and only partly to the excit
bandsX(3p,3p8) with the p-symmetry. Obviously, the sub
sequent ways of formation of 3p(3p8) and 3s(3s8) lumi-
nescence states are completely different. The populatio
3s-centers is associated with rapid energy relaxation in
exciton statesG(ns,ns8) to the lowermost levels. A furthe
deformation relaxation of the surroundings leads to the f
mation of local states 3s(3s8) ~Fig. 2!. On the contrary, the
population of 3p(3p8) centers involves the formation of lo
calized hole Ne2

1 centers from the conduction band even
the first stage. The high efficiency of this process and
stability of Ne2

1 are demonstrated in Refs. 11, 12. The fo
lowing two routes of populating 3p(3p8)-states are associ
ated with dissociative recombination of a localized hole w
an electron:

Ne2
11eH→X~3p,3p8!→Ne* ~3p,3p8!

→Ne* ~3p,3p8!.

It should be noted that the radiative transitio
3p(3p8)-3s(3s8) virtually make no contribution to lumines
cence from the 3s(3s8)-states in view of conservation of
nonspherical deformation around ap-excited atom after
emission of optical radiation. The latter leads to the form
tion of the quasimolecular state1,3Su with the same defor-
mation symmetry~Fig. 2!. The experimental evidence o
such a relaxation channel forp-states are presented in pu
lications on nonstationary photoexcitation~see, for example,
Ref. 13!.

322322-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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Thus, we must assume that Ne crystals have two co
isting and separated channels of populating one-center st
the relaxation channel for 3s(3s8)-centers and the recomb
nation channel for 3p(3p8). The ratio of intensities of emis
sion from 3s(3s8) ~VUV ! and 3p(3p8) ~VIS! states corre-
sponds to the contribution from each channel to the to
energy relaxation process in the crystal. Obviously, in c
trast to the photon excitation, the electron excitation
hances the recombination channel due to a high probab
of formation of electron-hole pairs during irradiation. Th
allows us to use this method for determining the main fact
affecting the efficiency of population of the luminescen
3p(3p8)-states to a high confidence level. The crystal te
perature also plays an important role in this process. It
fects~with different effectiveness! the phonon relaxation rat
for excited states as well as the rate of recombination p
cesses. The effect of temperature on the localization of e
tron excitation is weak in view of the smallness of the b
riers for self-trapping. Relaxation processes in the exci
subsystem also depend on temperature only slightly s
they are mainly of superthermal type in the case of hi

FIG. 1. Characteristic segments of spectrograms of luminescence o
crystal in the visible and VUV ranges at temperatures of 2.5, 5.3, and

FIG. 2. General diagram of energy relaxation in Ne cryocrystals.
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perature on recombination processes must be very stron
view of the high sensitivity of charge mobility to the cryst
temperature.

In Secs. 1 and 2 of this publication, we describe t
method of investigation and the main results on the temp
ture dependence of cathodoluminescence spectra of neo
well as the persistence spectra of the samples recorded
the cessation of excitation. Section 3 is devoted to an an
sis of the obtained results. The contributions of the recom
nation and relaxation channels to the population of
3p(3p8)- and 3s(3s8)-states are determined. It is show
that the efficiency of the recombination channel increa
with temperature, which is associated with an increase in
mobility of negative charges. An analysis of persisten
damping leads to the conclusion on the possibility of elect
self-trapping in Ne cryocrystals, which is accompanied
the formation of shallow self-trapped states.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The experiments were made on high-purity Ne cryst
as well as the crystals containing small oxygen impuriti
The samples were prepared by gas condensation to a
strate in an optical He cryostat at a temperature close to
neon sublimation temperature. After thermal annealing,
samples were cooled slowly to the preset temperature.
fore condensation, optically pure neon was purified additi
ally by passing the gas through a column with liquid lithiu
at T5200 °C. Small concentrations of oxygen impurity
neon were obtained by consecutive dilution of gaseous m
tures. We used the setup intended for studying the lumin
cence parameters of cryocrystals and their solid solution
a wide temperature range.5,6

The excitation of the samples was effected by mon
chromatic electrons with energyEe52.3 keV and current
density i e50.03 mA/cm2, when luminescence from bulk
centers dominates over luminescence from the surface st
In this case, the sample does not experience a notice
sputtering for several hours, which was controlled visually
well as from the stability of the spectrum during isotherm
holding.

The VUV and VIS spectra were recorded simultaneou
at an angle of 45° to the substrate plane. Vacuum ultravi
luminescence was studied by using a vacuum norm
incidence monochromator VMR-2 with a grating having 6
lines/mm. The intrinsic luminescence of neon was detec
in the third order with a resolution of 0.2 Å. The resolution
oxygen impurity bands reached 0.5 Å. In the visible and n
IR regions, the radiation was detected with the help o
double monochromator DFS-24 with the spectral resolut
not lower than 0.2 Å.

Neon crystals were investigated in the temperature ra
from 2.5 to 8 K with an interval of 0.5 K to within 0.01 K.
The lower temperature limit was attained by evacuating
uid helium vapor from the inner cavity of the substrate. T
upper temperature limit was determined by the deteriora
of vacuum in the working chamber to 1026 Torr as the sub-
limation temperature was approached. Sample prepara

e
.
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excitation and radiation recording were carried out under
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identical conditions.
The presence of effective recombination processes

plies the possibility of accumulation of charges in t
sample, which is manifested in the existence of a period
time required for attaining dynamic equilibrium: the lum
nescence initiation timet and the luminescence afterglo
time taft . The luminescence initiation and afterglow~persis-
tence! were studied during 30 min atT54.5 K. In view of a
low intensity of afterglow, the spectral resolution in the
experiments was 5 Å in VUV and 4 Å in VISregions. The
persistence curves were recorded in pure neon as well a
Ne with admixtures of electronegative~oxygen! and elec-
tropositive ~xenon! impurities with concentration
c'1022 mol.%. The temperature dependencies were stud
after the luminescence intensity attained saturation.

A comparison of integral intensities of transitions in t
VUV and VIS ranges was carried out by matching the sp
tra in the range from 200 to 300 nm. The well-known syst
of Wegard-Kaplan bands in the nitrogen luminescence in
solid solution Ne–0.1%N2, which was recorded simulta
neously by the monochromators BMR-2 and DFS-8, w
used as the reference system for comparing their intensi
The total integral intensity of all energy bands of t
3p(3p8) –3s(3s8) transitions were taken into account by u
ing the spectral sensitivity of a photomultiplier in the ran
from 200 to 750 nm. The radiation intensity of th
1,3P–1S0 transition was determined by comparing this tra
sition in the fourth order (l>296 nm) with the reference
bands.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The luminescence spectra of a Ne crystal and of
oxygen impurity in it lie in two different energy ranges in th
VUV and VIS spectral regions. Figure 1 shows typical sp
trograms for pure Ne at 2.5, 5.3, and 8 K. Each quasiato
transition in Ne in the VUV region corresponds to a mul
component structure including the bands 2, 1, andd that
correspond to luminescence of the bulk centers with differ
degrees of deformation of the surroundings.5 Besides, lumi-
nescence of surface excitations (s) and desorbed atoms~0! is
observed. Each band in the VIS range has a similar struc
but all the bulk components overlap considerably.11,12 The
ration of integral intensities of VIS and VUV luminescen
is approximately 1:12 atT54.5 K.

The oxygen impurity radiation for concentratio
c'1022% contains only quasiatomic luminescence. In t
VUV range, transitions from the lowest Rydberg states5S
and 3S are observed. The structure of these transitions
similar to the structure of Ne luminescence and includes
1-, d-, s-, and 0-components. In the visible range, the m
radiation intensity corresponds to transitions1S–1D between
the valence states near 2.2 eV. The ratio of integral inte
ties of VIS and VUV luminescence of oxygen atT54.5 K is
approximately equal to 1:5.5. Detailed spectral characte
tics of impurity centers of oxygen in neon were given by
earlier.5,6

Let us first consider high-purity Ne crystals. The chan
in the sample temperature affects significantly the integ
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intensity of the entire spectrum as well as the intensity d
tribution among individual components~Fig. 1!. The spectral
composition of radiation remains unchanged. The tempe
ture dependencies of integral intensities of the bulk com
nents (2111d) of the transitions 3s(3s8) –1S0 and
3p(3p8) –3s(3s8) are shown in Fig. 3. The total integra
intensity of both spectra taking into account the obtain
ratio of the components is also presented in the figure. Fig
3 shows that the intensity of VUV as well as VIS lumine
cence increases with temperature, leading to nonconserva
of the light sum of the crystal as a whole. The total integ
intensity increases by a factor of 1.4 in the temperature
terval from 2.5 to 6 K and then attains saturation. The tem
perature variations of the VUV and VIS luminescence a
completely different. The intensity of VIS transitions in
creases approximately by an order of magnitude in the in
val from 2.5 to 8 K, while the intensity of VUV lumines
cence increases only by 10% to 4.5 K and then decrea
insignificantly. ~A similar small decrease in the intensity i
the temperature range 7–10 K was also observed in the
of pulsed electron excitation of VUV luminescence
neon.9!

It should be noted that the contribution from the spe
trum of desorbed atoms to the integral intensity under
chosen experimental conditions does not exceed a
percent.5,6,11,12Thus, these spectra do not alter the behav
of the integral intensity significantly. However, an analys
of the temperature dependence of the behavior of deso
components is required for understanding the relaxation
electron excitations. The intensity of 0-components in VU
luminescence increases linearly with temperature by 10
of the initial value. On the contrary, the number of desorb
3p(3p8)-atoms decreases linearly by 25% with increas
temperature. The relative changes on the desorbed and
componentsI 0 /I bulk for VUV nd VIS luminescence are pre
sented in Fig. 4.

The addition of a small amount of oxyge
(c>1022%) does not change significantly the spectral co
position of the matrix and its intensity. The temperature d
pendence in the range 2.5–6 K is similar to that of a p
crystal ~Fig. 5a!. However, atT.6 K the bulk components
of VUV as well as VIS luminescence decrease noticeab

FIG. 3. Temperature dependencies of integral intensities of luminesce
total (I tot), in the VUV (IVUV) and visible (IVIS) ranges in pure Ne cryo-
crystals.
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The integral intensity of the bulk components of oxygen i
purity luminescence as a function of temperature is show
Fig. 5b. This dependence is similar to that for intrinsic lum
nescence of neon. The temperature dependencies of V
and VIS luminescence of an impurity center differ consid
ably. The intensity of Rydberg VUV transitions increas
approximately by a factor of 1.5 and then decreases by 2

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of luminescence intensity of desorbe
oms relative to the bulk luminescence intensity.

FIG. 5. Dependence of integral intensities of intrinsic~a! and impurity~b!
luminescence on the temperature of solid solution of oxygen in n
(c>1022%): total intensity (I total), in the VUV (IVUV) and visible (IVIS)
ranges.
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The intensity of the1S–1D transition is virtually constant in
the low-temperature region, but increases more than two
starting from 5 K. As a result, the total integral intensity
the entire impurity luminescence increases significantly
the temperature range 2.5–6.5 K and then decreases i
nificantly in the region of higher temperatures.

After the cessation of sample irradiation, the prolong
decay of intrinsic as well as impurity luminescence~persis-
tent afterglow! is observed. The typical decay curves for t
transitions1.3P–1S0, 3p(3p8) –3s(3s8)Ne, 5S–3P in oxy-
gen and3P1–

1S0 transitions in xenon atT.4.5 K are shown
in Fig. 6. It can be seen that all the curves are similar. T
initial afterglow region~1–2 min! is correctly described by
the decay lawI } 1/t ~the inset to Fig. 6a!. Defective crystals
are characterized by a more prolonged luminescence de
An increase in temperature above 9 K leads to a very intens
thermoluminescence and is accompanied by thermal bu
observed for the transitions 3p(3p8) –3s(38) and
3s(3s8)—1S0, in neon as well as in impurity bands.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1. Recombination and relaxation channels of formation of
luminescent states in neon

It was shown in the previous section that the main eff
observed during the change in the crystal temperature is
nonconservation of the light sum of luminescence. It is ma
fested most strongly upon the transition 3p(3p8) –3s(3s8)

at-

n

FIG. 6. ~a! Attenuation of the intensity of intrinsic and impurity lumines
cence normalized to the values fort50 in Ne cryocrystals:3P1–

1S0 ~curve
1!, 3p01–3s12(

3P2) transitions in Ne~curve 2!, 1P1–
1S0Xe* ~curve 3!,

5S–3PO* ~curve4!. ~b! Spectral composition of afterglow of the1P–1S0
transition of Xe in Ne (c>1022%), recorded with the resolution 8 Å~curve
1!. The intensity in the cathodoluminescence spectrum of the same tr
tion, obtained with the resolution 1 Å~curve2!, is shown for comparison.
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intensity with temperature can be due to two processe
decrease in the probability of nonradiative decay of th
excitations and/or an increase in the efficiency of the form
tion of intrinsic excitations with increasingT. The former
includes the emergence of excitations at the surface, lea
to desorption of excited atoms, as well as the energy tran
to the impurity. ~The effect of nonradiative phonon relax
ation to the ground state1S0 can be neglected in view o
large forbidden energy gaps>16 eV and low energies o
acoustic phonons\vD>6•1023 eV.1–4,7! The effect of non-
radiative annihilation is determined by the efficiency of t
energy transfer associated directly with the mobilitymex of
intrinsic excitations. It was shown above that the nature
temperature dependence of mobility of intrinsic excitatio
in inert cryocrystals depends on the degree of their local
tion. A decrease inmex with increasingT is typical only of
delocalized band particles scattered by lattice phonons.
the contrary, the mobility of self-trapped particles increa
with T. The energy transport by free band excitations in
crystals has a low probability first of all due to a very sh
lifetime of these particles relative to self-trapping.1,4,7,10–12

The experimental evidence of this phenomenon is the w
effect of impurities on the intensity of intrinsic luminescen
of the matrix up to the concentrationc50.1%, i.e., the total
lengthLdiff of diffusion displacement of excitations carryin
energy to an impurity amounts to less than 50 Å, which
too small for delocalized particles. Such a low mobility
typical of self-trapped rather than band excitations, wh
possess an increasing dependencemex(T). For low impurity
concentrations in the crystal, the intrinsic as well as impu
luminescence is intensified simultaneously in the tempe
ture range up to 6.5 K. This also speaks in favor of
absence~or a very small contribution! of the energy transfe
to an impurity.

Another factor contradicting the assumption about
suppression of nonradiative perishing of excitons with
creasingT is the enhancement of desorbed 0-componen
the transition 3s(3s8) –1S0 . This component is directly con
nected with the trapping of exciton excitations at the sam
surface. Consequently, the enhancement of the 0-band
cates an intensification of the motion of dislocations w
increasing temperature, which is typical of thermally ac
vated mobility of self-trapped excitons. It is interesting
note that the intensity of desorbed component of the tra
tion 3p(3p8) –3s(3s8) decreases with increasingT, which
can correspond to a decrease in the mobility of excitati
responsible for this luminescence. However, a decreas
the number of excitations that do not emerge at the surfac
too small to compensate a considerable increase in the
component of the transition 3p(3p8) –3s(3s8) even in this
case~see Fig. 5a!.

Let us consider the second version presuming an
crease in the efficiency of population of luminescent sta
with temperature. The energy-level diagram for main po
lating processes is presented in Fig. 2. The formation of
citon statesG(3/2,1/2) can be effected in two ways: eith
directly during the interaction of high-energy exciting ele
trons with the crystal, or after recombination of electron-h
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excitation of excitons depends directly on the oscillator fo
which is rather large for 2p6–2p5ns transitions and very
small for 2p6–2p5np transitions.11,12Thus, direct excitation
can make the main contribution to the formation of on
G(ns,ns8) excitons. The efficiency of excitations and th
relaxation rate for exciton states are virtually independen
the crystal temperature, and hence must make zero cont
tion to the temperature dependence of luminescence in
sity.

Let us now consider the second channel associated
the recombination of electron-hole pairs. The recombinat
of free holes and conduction electrons leads to the forma
only of free G-excitons relaxing in the way considere
above. However, the contribution of this process is insign
cant since the concentration of free holes in the Ne crysta
very low due to a high rate of their self-trapping accomp
nied by the formation of Ne2

1-centers. The efficiency of hole
self-trapping in neon is high owing to the strong excito
phonon coupling and the absence of barriers
selftrapping.1–4 The experimental evidence of self-trappin
of hole centers was obtained from the measurements
charge mobility.14 Subsequent relaxation of Ne2

1-centers oc-
curs through dissociative recombination. In our previo
publications, we considered the formation
3p(3p8)-states caused by dissociative recombination
Ne2

1 with an electron.11,12 It was proved that this process
the main population channel for 3p(3p8)-states~see Fig. 2!.
Direct excitation of these states has a much lower proba
ity, which is confirmed by excitation spectra.12 It should be
noted that the probability of population of1,3P-states during
recombination of vibrationally excited Ne2

1-centers differs
from zero also~see Fig. 2!. It should be taken into accoun
that the time of relaxation in the upper vibrational levels
Ne2

1 can be comparable with the recombination time~espe-
cially at high pumping densities!.11,12However, with increas-
ing temperature, the rate of relaxation in the vibrational le
els of Ne2

1 must increase, and hence the efficiency
recombination accompanied by the formation
G(ns,ns8)-states decreases. The latter process must ant
relate with the formation of 3p(3p8)-states. This contradicts
the simultaneous increase of emission from 3s(3s8) and
3p(3p8) states observed in the range 2.5–5 K. Similar var
tions of the integral intensities of VUV and VIS lumines
cence in this temperature interval suggests that the efficie
of recombination is independent of relaxation rate in the
brational subsystem of energy levels in Ne2

1 , but is deter-
mined by another factor. This can be the concentration
charged particles, which depends on their mobility. At lo
temperatures, only particles with a high mobility can parti
pate in recombination. The mobility of positive ions is ve
low as compared to the electron mobility since the depth
the potential of Ne2

1 participating in this process is
'1.2 eV, and the diffusion activation energy for Ne2

1 is
much higher than the energy of thermal phonons. Indeed,
mobility of holes is more than three orders of magnitu
lower than the mobility of negative charges even in the p
melting temperature range.14 Consequently, the decisive fac
tor determining the temperature dependence of recomb
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conclude that an increase in the efficiency of the recomb
tion channel with temperature is mainly due to an increas
electron mobility. These ideas explain the observed regu
ties in the variation of the total intensity upon an increase
temperature.

The intensity of 3p(3p8) –3s(3s8) transitions increase
considerably with temperature since the 3p(3p8)-states de-
termining luminescence in the visible range are mainly po
lated in recombination processes. On the contrary, the c
tribution of recombination to the population o
3s(3s8)-states is much smaller~see Fig. 3!. The increase in
intensity is not very strong and is manifested clearly only
the range of low temperatures~up to 5 K!. The weak sensi-
tivity to temperature variations is determined, on one ha
by the independence of the main relaxation channel of po
lation of the 3s(3s8)-states of temperature. On the oth
hand, nonradiative annihilation associated with the tran
of energy to an impurity and to the emergence of excitati
at the surface is significant for these centers in the hi
temperature region. This process is activated with increa
temperature since it is due to the motion of localized cent
In pure Ne, this is manifested in an increase in the contri
tion of desorbed components to the total intensity of VU
luminescence~see Fig. 5!. In crystals with oxygen impurity,
the intensity of O* luminescence increases more strong
starting from T>5 K. The decrease in intrinsic lumines
cence as compared to a pure crystal is enhanced accordi
which confirms the assumption on the effect of energy tra
fer to the impurity on the form of the temperature depe
dence in this temperature range.

3.2. Electron self-trapping in Ne crystals

Let us consider the peculiarities in the motion of char
carriers in Ne crystals. The increase in the recombina
efficiency by more than an order of magnitude upon an
crease in temperature from 2.5 to 8 K indicates the partici-
pation of localized charge centers of both polarities in t
process. On the other hand, it indicates that the activa
energy of diffusion motion of at least one of the types
charge states participating in this process is essentially sm
The presence of persistent afterglow observed in the intri
as well as in impurity luminescence bands speaks in favo
the activation nature of the motion of charge carriers~includ-
ing electrons!. The decay time of afterglow proved to b
several orders of magnitude longer than the radiation lifet
for corresponding transitions. Thermoluminescence fla
observed during sample heating to the sublimation temp
ture also indicate the presence of charges in the sam
which remain after the cessation of irradiation also. Th
facts lead to the conclusion that charges are accumulate
the sample during irradiation. The main disputable poin
the nature of localization of charge carriers: is it self-trapp
or localization at structural distortional of crystal lattice, im
purities, etc.?

Self-trapping of positive charges~holes! in Ne crystals
was considered in the previous section. It was proved
self-trapping of holes is accompanied by the formation
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temperature only slightly. The observed persistent afterg
not only of intrinsic, but also of impurity centers of xeno
which show no affinity to electrons and form deep station
traps for hole carriers also points to a small contribution
the mobility of self-trapped hole carriers to the recombin
tion process. The data on localization of electrons in liqu
Ne are given in Ref. 15. The possibility of electron se
trapping in Ne cryocrystals was considered theoretically
Ref. 16. Edwards17 predicted the possibility of self-trappin
of an excess electron in the lattice on the basis of analysi
the electron-spin resonance data for hydrogen impurity
oms in the Ne matrix. However, no experimental evidence
electron self-trapping in solid neon in the helium temperat
range has been obtained so far. It was assumed that elec
can be trapped only by electronegative impurities and by
free surface of the crystal in view of the negative affinity
neon to electron.1,3 In the present paper, we studied afte
glow on three types of the samples: crystals with most p
fect structure and concentration composition, on samp
with a large number of defects, and on samples with el
tropositive and electronegative impurities. It was proved t
the decay curves for perfect crystals and for defect
samples have an identical initial segment of the main
crease in intensity, which is described by the lawI } 1/t. The
influence of defects is manifested mainly for tim
t>2 min in the form of persistent afterglow. The deca
curves for intrinsic and impurity luminescence in samp
with electronegative and electropositive impurities are sim
lar ~see Fig. 6! irrespective of the affinity of the impurity to
electron. These facts suggest that high-quality crystals
play a mechanism of electron localization, which is not a
sociated with the violations of the sample structure or w
the presence of impurity.

Electrons that can be localized at the sample surface
not make any contribution to the increase in the intensity
bulk components. This is primarily due to the fact that t
vacuum energy level in a Ne crystal lies at 1.2 eV lower th
the bottom of the conduction band, and hence the surfac
a deep trap from which an electron cannot escape as
crystal temperature varies from 2 to 8 K. Indeed, the spec
composition of afterglow~although it was obtained with a
worse resolution! describes the unified contour of the bu
component 1 and 2 rather than surface excitations~Fig. 6b!.

Thus, the above analysis of the effect of various fact
on the recombination process leads to the conclusion tha
have obtained the first experimental evidence of the poss
ity of electron self-trapping in Ne cryocrystals at tempe
tures below 5 K. Electrons form shallow self-trapped sta
and effectively increase their mobility with temperature.
strong increase in the electron mobility with temperature i
comparatively narrow temperature interval 2–8 K indica
that the formed states must have a minimum of several
of degrees or have a barrier for self-trapped states, wh
does not exceed 100 K. This result contradicts the calc
tions made by using the Rashba continual theory
self-trapping,2 which lead to a small radius of the sel
trapped state for an excess electron in neon, and accordi
to its large depth. This suggests the existence of an additi
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theory and which permits electron self-trapping with the f
mation of shallow states. It should be noted that inadequ
of the approach based on traditional models and the nece
of inclusion of additional mechanisms of the electro
phonon interaction for describing the exciton absorpt
spectra of solid neon were noted in a recent publication
Fugol’.18 On the other hand, the effect observed by us can
associated with manifestations of quantum peculiarities
neon. Indeed, the de Boer factor for neon is not small
compared to He or H2. In liquid neon, as well as in helium
the formation of electron bubbles is observed.15 This prob-
lem requires an additional analysis and will be considere
subsequent publications.

Along with self-trapping in crystals containing a consi
erable fraction of defects and impurities, improper localiz
tion of electrons at structural imperfections of the lattice
observed. This effect will be considered by us in grea
detail in the following publication on the basis of concent
tion and temperature dependencies of intrinsic and impu
luminescence of solid Ne-O solutions.

CONCLUSION

In this publication, the contributions from the relaxatio
and recombination channels of the formation of lumin
cence centers in Ne cryocrystals are separated on the ba
analysis of temperature dependence of integral intensitie
luminescence from the lower excited 3s(3s8)- and high-
energy 3p(3p8)-states. It is shown that the lowest 3s(3s8)
self-trapped centers are mainly formed in the processe
relaxation in the exciton subsystem. On the contrary, hi
energy 3p(3p8) luminescent centers are populated mainly
a result of recombination of charge carriers and make a r
tively small contribution to the population of the lowe
3s(3s8)-excitations. The efficiency of recombination cha
328 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (4), April 1997
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increases significantly with the crystal temperature.
analysis of experimental data leads to the conclusion
self-trapping of electron carriers, which is accompanied
the formation of shallow self-trapped negatively charg
centers is possible in Ne cryocrystals.
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Low-temperature plasticity of dilute solid solutions of Ne in n -H2

and
L. A. Alekseeva, M. A. Strzhemechny, and Yu. V. Butenko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
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Samples of strongly dilute solid solutions of Ne inn-H2 are tested under step-wise axial
extension at temperatures 1.8–4.2 K. A clearly manifested plasticization effect of neon impurities
has been observed: smaller loads are required for crystals with a higher neon concentration
to obtain the same strain at a fixed temperature. The ultimate strength of neon-doped crystals is
noticeably lower than for pure samples of normal hydrogen. The creep of such solid
solutions has also been studied. The decrease in the strength ofn-H2 can be due to a specific
mechanism of overcoming by dislocations of the barrier formed near impurities which
probably form Van der Waals complexes with the crystal environment. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01504-1#
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Dislocations in quantum crystals of He isotopes~3He
and4He!1 and hydrogen isotopes2 exhibit a number of prop-
erties which can be explained by proceeding from the
sumption that dislocation dynamics is of tunneling origin to
considerable extent. We have all the grounds to expect3 that
the dynamics of dislocation inflections in quantum crystals
of clearly manifested tunnel type. One of the most import
problems in the plasticity of quantum crystals is extract
information on dislocation dynamics at the microscopic le
~the mobility of individual dislocations and their inflection!
from macroscopic parameters and their dependence on
experimental parameters being varied. In this respect,
convenient to introduce impurities with low controllable co
centrations and to analyze plasticity effects under the co
tions when barriers of impurity origin, whose nature and
tensity can be determined reliably, play a noticeable role
this case, the perturbations introduced by impurities
known, which helps to reconstruct the details of quant
motion of dislocations in the simultaneously acting fields
the Peierls relief and impurity drag centers.

The study of the effect of impurities on plastic properti
of normal solid hydrogen has its own history.4,5 Neon can be
included in the group of isotopic impurities. Experimen
with neon have certain advantages since, first, it produces
strongest pinning effect among all ‘‘isotopic’’ impurities
and second, it is possible to obtain a homogeneous solu
with a low but nonvanishing equilibrium concentration. A
cording to the results obtained by different authors, the l
iting solubility of neon in solid parahydrogen varies fro
0.05 to 0.2%.6,7We discovered a strong plasticizing effect
Ne impurity with extremely low concentrations just in sol
tions of hydrogen with neon.5 In the present communication
we provide a more complete description of the plastic pr
erties of this system by using creep data.

This paper has the following contents. In Sec. 2,
parameters related directly to the problem of plasticity
solid hydrogen~including that doped with isotopic and othe
impurities! are estimated. Section 3 contains a brief desc
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data processing. The experimental data are mainly descr
in Sec. 4. Section 5 is devoted to an analysis of the obtai
results; conclusions are also formulated in this section.

2. PLASTICITY PARAMETERS OF SOLID HYDROGEN

In order to clarify the nature of plastic phenomena o
served in solid hydrogen, we estimate the parameters of
location dynamics. It should be noted that the values of m
quantities pertaining to plasticity of pure solid hydrog
strongly depend on the ortho–para composition of
sample. We shall consider in detail the two limiting cas
parahydrogen~with the orthomodification concentrationx of
the order of and less than 0.21%! and normal hydrogen for
which x is close to 75%. It is well known that fo
x.55%, solid hydrogen at a certain temperatureTc ~which
is a function ofx! goes over to an orientationally ordere
state in which plastic properties can experience consider
changes. However, we shall not discuss these effects s
the experimental technique used by us does not permit
attainment of temperatures below the value ofTc which is
close to 1.7 K forn-H2.

The values of the elastic modulim and l required for
subsequent calculations, as well as the values of Yo
modulusE and the Poisson ration can be obtained from the
elastic constantsci j , reconstructed from dispersion curve
plotted according to neutron diffraction data8 and measured
by the ultrasonic method9 ~see Table I which also contains
for completeness, elastic moduli obtained in the premelt
temperature range!.10 The effective values of all the above
mentioned elastic parameters for hydrogen-based crys
with a high-temperature hexagonal symmetry have
form11

l5~1/15!~c111c3315c1218c1324c44!, ~1!

m5~1/30!~7c1112c3325c1224c13112c44!, ~2!

n5~l/2!~m1l!21, ~3!

E52m~11n!. ~4!

329329-08$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



TABLE I. Elastic parameters of solid hydrogen

1
15
23
References c11 c33 c44 c12 c13 m l E B n

109 dyne/cm2 kbar

8* 4.2 5.1 1.1 1.8 0.5 1.39 1.19 3.42 2.1 0.23
9** 3.22 3.94 0.72 1.05 0.34 1.08 0.82 2.63 1.54 0.2
10*** 3.34 4.08 1.04 1.3 0.56 1.18 0.95 2.88 1.73 0.2

*Elastic scattering of neutrons;T 5 5.4 K, parahydrogen (x . 2%o-H2).
** Extrapolation toP 5 0 of the values of elements of tensorci j obtained by the acoustic method for two values of pressureP 5 37 and 200 bar;T

5 4.2 K; normal hydrogen.
*** Brillouin scattering;T5 13.2 K, parahydrogen (x5 1%o-H2).
The values of all the quantities appearing in formulas
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~1!–~4! are given in Table I.
In our calculations, we shall neglect the temperature

pendence of the molar volumeV ~as well as the volumev0
per regular particle! and assume thatV0523.06 cm3/mole12

(v05V/N538.29 Å3, N being the Avogadro number! for
p-H2 and V522.82 cm3/mole13 (v0537.89 Å3) for n-H2,
DV[V2V050.24 cm3/mole (Dv050.40 Å3). It follows
from these data that the difference between the volume
p-H2 andn-H2 is insignificant~slightly larger than 1%! and
cannot be regarded as a factor affecting plasticity sign
cantly.

Let us estimate the contribution of orthomodification
the value ofE for normal hydrogen as compared to parah
drogen. Young’s modulus can serve as a measure of in
molecular interaction in the crystal and hence can be
sumed to be proportional to the binding energy. T
contribution of quadrupole interaction to the binding ener
~and to the so-called quadrupole pressure! depends notice-
ably on temperature. This contribution can be assesse
follows. Additional components of the crystal energy, whi
are due to the presence of orthomodification, include the
rect electrostatic quadrupole–quadrupole~EQQ! interaction
EQ and the elastic energyEel of crystal compression accom
panying it. The energyEel per mole has the form (B/2V0)
3(V2V0)

2, where B is the bulk compression modulu
whose dependence on volume can be neglected for no
hydrogen. The quadrupole energy per mole can be writte
the formEQ5«QV

2g0, where«Q is the corresponding nor
malization factor~depending on temperature, concentrati
of orthomodification, and lattice symmetry! and g055/3 is
the Grüneisen constant for quadrupole interaction. By va
ing V, we find that the excess energy per mole of the cry
can be estimated from the expressionEel.BDV/g0 . Know-
ing the difference in volumesDV50.24 cm3/mole and the
compressibility B215x554.1•10210 Pa21 for solid
parahydrogen14 ~cf. the data contained in Table I!, we can
find the quadrupole correctionDU to the binding energy pe
particle in normal hydrogen for T→0:
DU5EQNA

215BDv0 /g0.3.2 K.
An important parameter of crystal plasticity is the Peie

stresssP . For want of something better, we estimate th
quantity by using the classical expression11 which usually
leads to reasonable values ofsP :

sP5
2m

12n
exp~24pz/b!, ~5!
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planes andb the length of the Burgers vector. It is we
known11,15 that the basal plane~0001! and prismatic planes
of the type~1010! are predominant slip planes in hexagon
closely packed crystals. In this case, the value ofb for most
common slip systems coincides with the distancea to the
nearest neighbor, whiled5a)/2 in the former case and
aA2/3 in the latter case. It follows from~5! that the Peierls
stress in this case is 30–40 gf/mm2 or 3–4•106 dyne/cm2,
i.e., prismatic slip is preferred according to this estimate
should be noted that these values of the Peierls stress
hydrogen will decrease considerably on account of quant
crystal renormalizations.

Let us estimate the value of the energy of interaction
an edge dislocation with solitary impurities of HD, D2 , and
Ne. In the approximation of the theory of elasticity, whic
normally leads to a good semiquantitative agreement w
experimental data, the energyU of interaction of an edge
dislocation with an impurity~dilatation center! is described
by the formula16

U5U0~a/R!sin C. ~6!

HereR is the distance between the dislocation and the po
defect,C the angle between the direction of the Burge
vector and the direction to the defect, and

U05
Dv
v0

1

3p&

2m13l

2m1l
mb3, ~7!

whereDv is the change in volume as a result of introducti
of an impurity. The amplitude of the ‘‘impurity–
dislocation’’ interactionU0 can be used for estimating th
drag force of the defect. Henceforth, we will be interested
the excess volume for the impurities of D2 , HD, and Ne. It
follows from electron-diffraction data17 that the additivity
rule for the volume of mixtures is observed in th
n-H2–n-D2 system. We can assume that a similar rule ho
for the mixtures of other isotopes and modifications of h
drogen. Using the x-ray data for molar volumes of vario
modifications of hydrogen~see, for example, Ref. 17!, we
find that the excess volumeDv(D2) per D2 impurity in hy-
drogen is equal tov0(D2)2v0(H2), where v0(D2) is the
volume per particle in solid orthodeuterium. Thu
Dv(D2)/v0(H2).20.138 for parahydrogen and20.127 for
n-H2. Similarly, using the results

18 obtained for HD, we find
that Dv(HD)/v0(H2).20.068 for p-H2 and 20.055 for
n-H2. Direct experimental data obtained for Ne impurities19

330Alekseeva et al.
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TABLE II. AmplitudesU0 ~in K! of interaction of an edge dislocation with
solitary impurities in normal parahydrogen.
give Dv(Ne)/v0(H2).0.60 forp-H2. The calculated values
of the amplitude of interaction between an edge disloca
and solitary substitution impurities inn-H2 and p-H2 are
given in Table II.

Since the results under consideration correspond to
mal hydrogen, we shall require for complete analysis
estimates for the energy of interaction between an edge
location and the rotational subsystem of the modificat
with J51. We are dealing with normal hydrogen with a hig
(75%) concentration of orthomodification in an orientatio
ally disordered state. For this reason, the problem on in
action between a moving dislocation and the rotational s
system is quite similar to the problem of plasticity
magnetically disordered systems. The form of interaction
a dislocation with the ensemble of interacting quadrupo
depends on the velocity of the dislocation. If the dislocat
moves rapidly, i.e., if the time during which the dislocatio
passes by the group of quadrupoles is so short that t
orientation has no time to change, we are dealing with
dislocation moving in a continuously distributed quasi-sta
field. In the case of a slow motion of a dislocation, its drag
determined by local-order relaxation perturbed by the dis
cation. The solution of such a theoretical problem has
been obtained in the general case. We can hope tha
relaxation mechanism can be described qualitatively by
ing an approach20 applied for calculating the dislocation dra
in orientationally ordered fullerene C60. In the case of quasi
static distribution of orientations, dislocation drag should
associated with an activated reorientation of quadrupole
the regions of short-range orientation order. The role of
tivation energy in this case will be played by the charact
istic energy of the EQQ interaction 4G.3.2 K.

3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The samples were grown from the liquid phase of m
tures containing 0.01% Ne and 0.001% Ne.5 At first, a
rougher mixture 0.1%Ne–n-H2 was prepared; the compos
tion of this mixture was controlled to a high degree of acc
racy (0.005–0.01%) with the help of mass-spectrome
and chromatographic methods of analysis. Subsequent
tion of this mixture with the required amount of gaseo
hydrogen allowed us to obtain a finer mixtu
0.01%Ne–n-H2. In all, we prepared 600 liters of this mix
ture. The accuracy of its preparation was determined by
sensitivity of the standard manometer. About one third

Impurity

Matrix

p-H2* n-H2**

HD 4.45 2.68
D2 9.04 6.20
Ne 39.3 29.3

*Elastic scattering of neutrons;T 5 5.4 K, x . 2%o-H2.
** Extrapolation toP 5 0 of the values of elements of tensorci j obtained by
the acoustic method for two values of pressureP 5 37 and 200 bar;T
54.2 K.
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again in order to obtain a less concentrated mixture with
rated Ne concentrationcNe50.001%. Considering that th
equilibrium concentration of neon in hydrogen varied fro
0.05 to 0.2% according to different authors,6,7 we had all
grounds to assume that the solid solutions were virtually
mogeneous after freezing.

The samples were grown in a glass ampule surroun
by a casing made of the same glass with an opening at
bottom. The casing and the ampule formed a system of c
municating vessels. The fine control of the level of liqu
helium in the casing with the help of a branch pipe at its t
as well as of the power supplied to heating wires at
lateral surface of the ampule made it possible to attain
temperature required for crystal growth at the center of
ampule. Evacuation of vapor over liquid helium made it po
sible to lower the temperature to 1.75 K. The samples
solid solutions Ne–n-H2 were obtained in accordance wit
the procedure of preparation of polycrystalline hydrog
samples adopted by us earlier.21 The grown polycrystals~of
length 3 cm and diameter;0.6 cm! were separated from th
ampule walls by pumping out the vapor over the sample
by simultaneous heating of ampule walls and were ‘‘s
pended’’ freely from two clamps frozen at the top and at t
bottom of the ampule. The samples were subsequently
nealed at temperatures near 11–12 K, cooled slowly,
held for 40–50 min at the experimental temperature. T
samples contained coarse~up to 1.5 mm! grains. The poly-
crystalline nature of the samples was confirmed by obse
tions in crossed polaroids.

The samples were tested at helium temperatu
(1.8–4.2 K) under step-wise axial extension with small a
ditional loadsDs i (0.2–0.6 gf/mm

2) in equal time intervals
(2 min).5 The load was applied to the samples through
quartz rod connected to the arm of fine-adjustment be
balance introduced to the vacuum chamber of the cryos
After each additional loading, the samples were under
conditions of short-term creep~i.e., under the action of a
constant applied stress!. The elongationD« i obtained by the
end of time intervalt i was added to all the previous values
D« i and was regarded as the resultant strain correspondin
the given total stress. The absolute values of elongation
the crystals were recorded continuously with the help of
electronic potentiometer KSP-4; the transformed and am
fied signal from an inductive displacement transducer w
supplied to the input of the potentiometer. The error in d
termining the crystal elongation was61024 cm, and the er-
ror in the value ofs did not exceed65•1022 gf/mm2. The
temperature of the end faces of the crystals was meas
with the help of two semiconducting transducers to with
62•1022 K.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The load applied to the samples was increased mo
tonically in stepsDs i and was maintained constant durin
the corresponding time intervalsDt i . Such a step-wise load
ing was carried out right to the breakdown of the crystals.
a result, we obtained strain-hardening curves, i.e., the de
dences of the strain of the crystals on the stresss at various

331Alekseeva et al.
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temperatures and for two above-mentioned Ne concen
tions~here« 5 (

j
D« j ands 5 (

j
Ds j !. While calculating the

acting stress, we assumed that the sample volume rema
unchanged. In addition, creep curves were also recorded
some values of stress. The variation of all the experime
parameters~including the time intervalDt i corresponding to
a constant load, whose value determined the attainmen
steady state conditions for creep! made it possible to obtain
set of creep data sufficient for estimating the activation v
umes and activation energy.

Typical loading curves are presented in Fig. 1, where
displacement of the recorder pointer along the vertical a
corresponds to strain, and along the horizontal axis to ti
Figure 2 shows typical strain-hardening curves for the t
Ne concentrations under investigation at two temperatu
~near 2 and 4.2 K!. It can be seen that these are comp
curves containing, as a rule, three stages differing in the
crease in the strain rate with the stress. The same figure
shows the strain-hardening curve obtained earlier by us
the same method22 for puren-H2 atT52 K. Thes~«! curves
in Fig. 2 are sensitive to the small concentrations of ne
The slope of the initial segments of thes~«! curves is obvi-

FIG. 1. Typical extension curve for a sample recorded as a function of
~the displacement of the recorded pointer proportional to time is plotted
the horizontal axes!; the scales on the axes are indicated on the figure. L
increments are the same and equal to 0.46 gf/mm2.

FIG. 2. Strain-hardening curves5 for dilute solutions of Ne inn-H2 with the
Ne concentration 1022% ~h,j! and 1023% ~s,d! at temperatures nea
2 K ~light symbols! and 4.2 K~dark symbols!. The strain-hardening curve
for puren-H2

22 at T52 K ~n! is shown for comparison.
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As the temperature increases, the samples with both Ne
centrations become more plastic. Thes~«! curves differ in
some respects from those for puren-H2

22 andp-H2
23 in their

polycrystalline form. First, the curves contain, in addition
the conventional inflection associated with the transition
plastic flow, an inflection at comparatively low
(5–8 gf/mm2) stresses. The ultimate strengths fr for impu-
rity samples is lower than the corresponding value for so
normal hydrogen approximately by a factor of 1.5. The to
strain « fr of Ne–n-H2 solutions is higher than the corre
sponding parameter forn-H2 by a factor of several units
~mainly due to the stages on which the dependences of c
tal elongation on the load is extremely suppressed!. The
strain-hardening coefficientsds/d« for impurity samples are
also much smaller than those typical of puren-H2. A num-
ber of other peculiarities are also worth noting. In spite o
more complex form of strain-hardening curves for impur
samples, the limiting stress corresponding to a transition
loss of strength~see Fig. 2! is found to be virtually indepen-
dent of the concentration of impurity~and temperature!. A
clearly manifested plasticizing effect of the Ne impurity
observed, i.e., lower loads are required for attaining the sa
strain in the crystal with a higher Ne concentration at a fix
temperature. All the stress–strain curves for solid solutio
contained segments on which the increase in the strain
with the stress was large.

The nature of transient creep in the samples
Ne–n-H2 solutions was analyzed at each of three stages
the s~«! curves, observed during extension.5 Creep curves
~describing the dependence of strain« on timet! obtained at
a constant temperature were compared with the known~see,
for example, Ref. 11! empirical dependences which descri
correctly the creep of solids in the region of lo
(«5a ln(bt11)) and high («5Atm) temperatures. The con
stantsa, b, A, andm appearing in these expressions we
determined by the least squares method. The processin
experimental curves revealed that at low stresses all of th
are approximated successfully by a logarithmic function w
constantsa varying from 1025 to 1023. The value ofb in
this case was determined less accurately and varied from
to 10 s21. At high stresses (s*20 gf/mm2), experimental
curves were approximated better by a power function
both Ne concentrations at both temperatures. The valu
the power creep constant was be of the order
1024–1023, while the value of exponentm was close to
0.3–0.5 as a rule. Thus, an analysis revealed that the cre
dilute Ne–n-H2 solutions is mainly of the logarithmic type
for low Ne concentrations at helium temperatur
(1.8–4.2 K).

Figure 3 shows the dependencea(s* ) of logarithmic
creep constant obtained as a result of analysis of all exp
mental curves«(t). Along the abscissa axis, we plot not th
actual values of applies stress, but its reduced values nor
ized to the limiting stresss fr which the sample can withstan
before fracture:s*5(s/s fr)Ds. Thea(s* ) curves allowed
us to compare the data for different values ofs andDs. An
analysis showed that the logarithmic form of creep is p
served for both Ne concentrations only up to a certain va

e
n
d
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of stresss* . The dependence presented in Fig. 3 has a c
plex form: a tendency fora to decrease with increasing loa
is observed in the region of low stresses for all temperatu
and concentrations, while the temperature dependence ofa is
absent~stage I!. In the region of comparatively high stresse
the value ofa increases strongly with stress~stage II!. Fi-
nally, an abrupt decrease –a associated with the onset o
power creep is observed after attaining the critical values
load.

Thus, the standard logarithmic form of«(t) curves for
dilute solid solutions of Ne–n-He2 was established for stage
I and II. For larger loads, the logarithmic creep is replaced
a power dependence. For small values ofs, the «(t) curve
has a logarithmic form, and its characteristic parameters
complex functions ofT ands.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 2 shows that thes~«! curves contain segments o
which the nature of deformation changes considerably
abruptly. The complex behavior of the logarithmic cre
constant~see Fig. 3! also indicates a change in the mech
nism controlling the evolution of deformation. The represe
tation of thes~«! curves on the log–log scale~Fig. 4! re-
vealed that all the stages ofk are correctly described by th
dependencess5s0

(k)1Kk«k
n(k) ~Kk is the constant characte

izing each stage!. At the earliest stage,n(I).1; at the
middle stage, the value ofn increases to 1.8–2.8, while a
the stage preceding fracture, the value ofn decreases
abruptly approximately to 0.3.

The deformation mechanism at the third stage has
most obvious explanation. This is the stage of a we
developed plastic flow, when all the crystallites irrespect
of their orientation relative to the applied load are ‘‘act
ated.’’ At this stage, the most intense barriers~of the type of
grain boundaries! usually play the role of a control factor
Assuming that grain boundaries have approximately
same transparency to dislocations in puren-H2 and in its
solutions with Ne, we can explain the difference in the v
ues of strain for a fixeds by the difference in the mobility of
vacancies~and not dislocations! whose flows usually ensur
the transition of dislocations from one crystallographic pla

FIG. 3. Logarithmic creep constanta as a function of reduced stresss* .
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to another~see, for example, Ref. 24!. The power nature of
transient creep of solutions, which is typical of creep-ov
mechanism, can serve as a proof of active participation
vacancies in the process at this stage. The resistance o
lutions to plastic deformation in this case must in fact
determined by the difference in the energies of vacancie
neighboring lattice sites, which is apparently lower than
n-H2. It can be seen from Figs. 2 and 3 that thermal acti
tion undoubtedly makes a significant contribution at th
stage.

The upper critical stress corresponding to the chang
deformation mechanism can be naturally interpreted as
analog of the yield stresssy . Such a peculiar interpretatio
is used for solid hydrogen for which the standard determi
tion of the yield stress is complicated. It should be noted t
the crossover from the logarithmic creep to the power cr
occurs in the same region. It is interesting to note thatsy for
solutions proved to be virtually the same as for puren-H2

~slightly smaller than 20 gf/mm2!.
The form of the creep proved to be logarithmic up to t

second inflection, which is typical of slip for dislocation
overcoming existing obstacles in the crystal with the help
thermal fluctuations or with the participation of quantu
fluctuations.25 Such a form of creep was also observed
n-H2,

26 for which the value ofa had the same order o
magnitude. An analysis of the behavior of samples under
action of a constant applied stress makes it possible to de
mine a number of the most important parameters such
effective activation energyQ and activation volumeg. A
comparison of the rates of steady-state creep in a sam
with 0.001% Ne under a stress of 2.3 gf/mm2 at 1.8 and
4.2 K ~Fig. 5! led to the estimateQ.2 K, which is obviously

FIG. 4. Strain-hardening curves in log–log coordinates for dilute soluti
of Ne in n-H2. The symbols and notation are the same as in Fig. 2.
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lower than the value ofQ5(4.060.2) K for pure normal
hydrogen.21 On the other hand, a comparison of the values
a obtained for the same sample under a fixed load, bu
different temperatures, made it possible to determine the
lowing value of activation volume:g5(250–300)b3 irre-
spective ofcNe. It is interesting to note that this value wa
preserved at stage II also. Assuming that Ne impurity ato
are distributed at random in then-H2 crystal and form a solid
solution, we can use the general expression for activa
volumeg 5 b3q21/3cNe

2p ~q5 (8U0 /mb
3)1/2is thedimension-

less intensity of a barrier!,27 which is directly involved when
a dislocation segment is separated from an impurity at
According to the geometrical interpretation~see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 11 and 27!, the value ofp must vary from 1/2 to
2/3 in the case of a low concentration of barriers. Accord
to our estimates, the intensityq which is determined by the
energy of interaction of a dislocation with an impurity ato
amounts to 0.75 for the Ne impurity inn-H2 if we take the
shear modulus to be 1.08•109 dyne/cm2. Thus, according to
the Natsik classification,27 the interaction of a dislocation
with barriers in solutions is strong. The choice of the va
of p52/3 proved to be incorrect since it leads to unreas
ably high values ofg ~511b3 for cNe51024 and 2372b3 for
cNe51025!. For this reason, the value ofp51/2 appears as
more realistic, which is confirmed by the logarithmic form
creep observed in experiments.

The presence of steeper power dependences with
value of n(II) of the order of 1.8–2.8 at the intermedia

FIG. 5. Time dependence of strain in the sample withcNe51025 for
s52.3 gf/mm2. The curves correspond to standard approximation of lo
rithmic creep, carried out for experimental points by the least squ
method.
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i.e., a stronger power dependences } « for solutions, indi-
cates that higher-intensity barriers appeared in place of h
density small obstacles, the density of the former being
viously lower~on account of strength-loss effect!. A smooth
displacement of the experimental stress–strain curves
tained for dilute solid solutions of Ne–n-H2 towards lower
stresses and the small difference in the values of yield st
in the samples and inn-H2 allow us to interpret these depen
dences by using the same mechanism which determines
dislocation mobility inn-H2.

The dislocation dynamics for the Ne–n-H2 system is
determined by two factors, which can strongly affect ea
other, namely, the neon impurity and the rotational su
system of orthomolecules.

Let us first consider the role of Ne impurity. In crysta
with a relatively low concentration of defects~including
those investigated by us!, such impurities must be dislocatio
drag centers. For low concentrations of impurity barriers,
theory11,28 gives the following expression for the stress co
responding to separation of a dislocation from a barrier in
ensemble of identical barriers:

sc5~U0 /b
3!cNe

1/2. ~8!

The value ofsc is equal to 2.4 gf/mm2 for cNe51025 and
7.7 gf/mm2 for cNe51024 if we take the value ofU0 equal to
29.3 K ~see Table II!.

Another important factor for solid hydrogen is the sho
range orientation order in the ensemble of orthomolecule
was mentioned above that it is impossible to calculate
actly the energy of interaction of a dislocation with th
orthosubsystem for normal hydrogen as it was done in
case of low concentrations of orthomodification.16 Neverthe-
less, the characteristic energy 4G of pair EQQ interaction
must remain a quantity characterizing the change in the
ergy of interaction with the orthosubsystem in the case
passage of the local region of an impurity crystal by a dis
cation. Therefore, we can expect that the characteristic a
vation energy associated with the orthosubsystem alone m
amount to several kelvins.

The joint effect of an impurity and of the orthosub
system, which can in principle be responsible for the pecu
behavior of plastic parameters of the system under invest
tion ~see below!, is investigated and discussed less th
oughly.

The most important problem arising in connection w
the effect of strong plasticization of solid normal hydrog
as a result of introduction of Ne impurity in low concentr
tions, which was discovered earlier5 and analyzed in the
present publication, is the mechanism of this plasticizati
At the moment, we cannot claim to complete explanation
this effect. However, there exist several factors each
which can explain~separately of in a combination! the ob-
served anomalies.

The strain rate«̇ can be presented as the product of t
mean velocityv of a dislocation and the densityr of active
dislocations. The simple explanation of the effect can
sought in a strong variation of the concentrationr of dislo-
cations. Admitting the fact that an increase in the impur

-
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ters of dislocation formation during crystallization from th
liquid, we are not inclined to explain the entire effect by th
factor only in view of the following considerations. First, th
impurity concentration is so low that impurities can hard
be a decisive factor in the formation of the dislocation str
ture, the more so that we are speaking here of normal hy
gen whose rotational subsystem is a powerful factor de
mining the morphology of the sample growing from th
melt. Among other things, this follows from a sharp diffe
ence in the growth and in the plastic properties of pure n
mal hydrogen and parahydrogen. Second, the very growt
well as the morphological properties~such as the appearanc
the transparency, and the size of crystallites! of crystals with
a Ne impurity differ insignificantly from those for pur
n-Ne2 crystals. For this reason, we must ascribe a consi
able part of the plasticizing effect to the change in the av
age mobility of dislocations, which is associated with t
introduction of neon impurity.

Another important quantity, viz., the average velocity
dislocations, depends on many factors including, am
other things, the probability of generation of a double infle
tion far away and near a barrier, the mobility of the infle
tion, and the probability~purely of activation type or with the
participation of quantum effects! of overcoming the barrier
by a dislocation.

The influence of low-concentration doping on the plas
properties of crystals has been an object of investigations
many years. The well-known fact of strengthening of clas
cal crystals as a result of their doping should be supp
mented with numerous examples of the reciprocal effec
impurities, especially for low concentrations of a ligand
low temperatures. The theory29 explains the low-temperatur
plasticization of materials with high Peierls barriers by im
purities as the result of an increase in the probability of g
eration of double inflections bear dilatation drag centers. A
other possible explanations of plasticizing effect
impurities is the specific form of the energy of interaction
a dislocation with a barrier as a function of distance~see, for
example, Ref. 30!. The fact that the orthosubsystem itse
can ensure this specific form~especially for low concentra
tions of orthomodification! is remarkable in this respect.16

In order to compare the efficiency of possible deform
tion mechanism, we go over to the energy scale. The valu
activation volumeg is an important factor in this case. Th
experimentally obtained values ofg indicate the existence o
a combination mechanism since the values ofg are notice-
ably higher than for a purely Peierls mechanism, but mu
lower than for the motion of extended dislocation segme
as a single whole. Multiplying the value ofg by the charac-
teristic stresses corresponding to inflections, we obtain
energies of 48 K and;200 K for the lower and upper in
flections, respectively. The former energy value is close
the theoretical estimate ofU0 for Ne impurity, while the
second is close to the self-diffusion energy. This is anot
argument in favor of our interpretation of inflections o
strain-hardening curves as indicators of a change in cr
mechanisms. As regards the purely Peierls mechanism
which the activation volume is (1–10)b3, its characteristic
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smaller than the typical value of the local change in ene
of the rotational subsystem as a result of the passage
dislocation. Thus, the purely Peierls mechanism of dislo
tion drag in not realized in Ne–n-H2 even under low
stresses.

We believe that the mechanisms associated with
quantum nature of the impurity crystal make a significa
contribution to the plastic deformation of Ne–n-H2 solu-
tions. In addition to quantum effects inherent in pure so
hydrogen, we must mention anomalous morphological pr
erties of the Ne impurity in hydrogen observed during stru
tural changes.19 Apparently, Ne impurity atoms form Van
der Waals complexes with the nearest hydrogen molec
surrounding them, while the remaining part of the crys
environment undergoes strong softening, which can exe
positive effect on the probability of overcoming of the im
purity barrier by a dislocation.

Another mechanism facilitating the overcoming of th
impurity barrier can be associated with the presence of
orthosubsystem. The orientations of hydrogen molecule
the short-range regions are subject to changes caused b
processes of absorption and emission of phonons, which
cur at a high frequency.31 Consequently, the energy of inte
action of a dislocation with the surroundings~including the
impurity as a barrier! changes with time. Thus, the frequenc
of attempts facilitating the separation of a dislocation is co
nected not only with the vibration of the dislocation strin
but also with the frequency of strong fluctuation lowering
the barrier as a result of the above-mentioned reorientati

The value of yield strength the same as for puren-H2

also indicates a weak influence of tunnel effects which co
be suppressed as phonons become involved in the defo
tion process. The absence of a temperature dependence
yield stress of solutions also points to a quantum-fluctuat
nature of motion of inflections. Taking into account the pr
sumed large height of the energy barrier formed by a
impurity atom for dislocations inn-H2 ~see above!,19 as well
as a noticeably higher strain of impurity samples w
s,s0 for s5const, we can assume that the probability
the formation of a double inflection in solutions increas
due to renormalization of the height of the Peierls barrier a
due to a decrease in its height near the comp
Ne– (n-H2)n . The increase in the final strain with temper
ture indicates the participation of thermal activation in ad
tion to quantum fluctuations. The higher sensitivity of t
parameters of thes~«! curves to temperature established e
perimentally for Ne–n-H2 solutions withs.s0 indicates a
significant role of thermal activation in the interaction
dislocations with high-energy barriers.

The authors are grateful to L. A. Vashchenko and T.
Lemzyakova for preparation and analysis of dilute neo
hydrogen mixtures and to G. N. Shcherbakov and A.
Prokhvatilov who took part in obtaining and processing
experimental data. Thanks are also due to Julia Didenko w
helped us in processing the experimental results.
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LATTICE DYNAMICS

ow-
The role of La atoms in the formation of a low-temperature heat-capacity anomaly
in cuprates La 2CuO4 ,La22xMxCuO4(M5 Sr, Ba) and Nd 22xLaxCuO4

K. A. Kvavadze, M. M. Nadareishvili, G. G. Basilia, D. D. Igitkhanishvili,
L. A. Tarkhnishvili, and Sh. V. Dvali

Institute of Physics, Georgian Academy of Sciences, 380077 Tbilisi, Georgia*
~Submitted August 13, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 458–464~April 1997!

The low-temperature heat capacity of cuprates(La2CuO4,La22xMxCuO4(M 5 Sr, Ba) and
Nd22xLaxCuO4) is studied in the temperature range 2–45 K by using pulsed differential
calorimetry. It is found that the coefficient of the linear term of heat capacity remains
unchanged over the entire temperature interval under investigation. The special role of La atoms
in the formation of the anomaly in the acoustic region of the phonon spectrum of these
compounds near 6 meV is demonstrated. This anomaly is connected with peculiarities in the
interaction of these atoms with the environment. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!01604-6#

It has been noted in some theoretical1,2 and
3–6
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experimental publications that the low-frequency regio
of the phonon spectrum of high-temperature superconduc
~HTS! La22xMxCuO4 is characterized by a high density o
states. An analysis of the peculiarities in the phonon sp
trum of HTS materials is very important since the role of t
phonon in the new class of superconductors is of spe
interest for establishing the superconductivity mechanism
such systems~in traditional superconductors, the superco
ducting transition is known to be associated with t
electron–phonon interaction!. Zhernov2 attributed the high
density of states in the low-frequency region of the phon
spectrum to anharmonic vibrations of weakly coupled ato
forming soft modes. He proposed that the interaction of
perconducting charge carriers with atoms responsible for
formation of soft anharmonic modes affects directly the pa
ing of charge carriers and the superconducting transi
temperatureTc .

Calorimetric studied of lanthanum-based systems
vealed that the departure from the lawT3 becomes signifi-
cant above 7 K, and a stronger increase in the heat cap
is observed.6–10 It was proposed that the phonon density
states has an additional Einstein-type peak. The results
tained by Loramet al.5 also point to a peculiar form of the
phonon spectrum of these objects. A line with energy n
6 meV, whose intensity decreased upon the introduction
Sr impurity and increased upon a decrease in tempera
was observed in the inelastic scattering and neutron diff
tion spectra of La2CuO42d .

3 On the basis of the temperatu
dependence of the intensity of this line, the authors of Re
attribute this peculiarity to the magnetic nature of the cor
sponding excitation. However, a different point of view o
the origin of the band at 50 cm21(;6 meV) was proposed in
Ref. 4 on the basis of an analysis of the Raman spectr
La22xSrxCuO4. A comparison of these spectra and the R
man spectra of the system K2MnF4 which has a structure
similar to that of La2CuO4 led the authors of Ref. 4 to th
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intensity band at 50 cm , associated with the vibrationa
mode of La atoms of symmetryEg .

This publication aims at an analysis of the peculiarit
in the low-frequency region of the phonon spectrum of L
based HTS compounds. For this purpose, it is expedien
use differential calorimetry, which is the most effective to
for studying changes in the low-temperature heat capa
caused by these peculiarities in view of the high sensitiv
of this physical parameter to deformations of the phon
spectrum in the acoustic range. Only detailed studies of
nature of these peculiarities can make it possible to sin
out and analyze to a high degree of accuracy the heat ca
ity of superconducting charge carriers, which constitute
small fraction of the total heat capacity of these material

Measurements were made in the temperature range
45 K on a specially developed high-sensitivity adiaba
pulsed differential calorimeter11 which, in contrast to the ex-
isting continuous-heating differential calorimeters, makes
possible to determine the difference in the heat capacitie
the samples in equilibrium conditions. The objects of inve
tigations were La2CuO4, La22xSrxCuO4 ~x50.05; 0,1!,
La22xBaxCuO4 ~x50.13; 0.15! and Nd22xLaxCuO4
(x50.2; 0.4; 0.7!. The samples of La2CuO4,
La22xMxCuO4, and Nd22xLaxCuO4 were prepared accord
ing to the standard technique of solid-phase fritting of oxid
of the corresponding materials. The method of x-ray diffra
tion analysis did not reveal the presence of any other ph
in the objects under investigation.

The compound La2CuO4, which does not possess supe
conducting properties, becomes a superconductor as a r
of the introduction of a certain amount of Sr or Ba impuri
(0.05,x,0.25). Forx,0.05, the compound is an insulato
while for x.0.25 it possesses metallic properties. The
placement of trivalent La by bivalent Sr~Ba! leads to the
emergence of holes in the compound, and superconduct
of La22xMxCuO4(M 5 Sr, Ba) is of the hole type.12 The

337337-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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family of superconductors based on Nd2CuO4 forms a class
of high-Tc superconductors in which charge carriers are e
trons and not holes. These compounds have aT8-structure
differing from theT-structure of La2CuO4 in the arrange-
ment of oxygen atoms~around Cu!, which are at the vertices
of octahedrons in aT-structure, while in aT8-structure they
lie in the same plane at the vertices of squares.

Figure 1a shows the temperature dependences of the
ference between the heat capacities of La22xSrxCuO4 and
La2CuO4, while Fig. 1b shows similar dependences in t
case of Ba impurity.~In this case, as well as in all exper
ments carried out by us, the differenceDC(T) of heat ca-
pacities was measured for samples containing the same n
ber of atoms.! It can be seen from the figures that th
observed anomalies in the heat capacity difference hav
complex form: peaks ofDC(T) are observed at low tempera

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the difference in the heat capacit
La22xMxCuO4 and La2CuO4: M5Sr, x50.05(n) and 0.10~* ! ~a! and
M5Ba, x50.13(n) and 0.15~* ! ~b!.
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impurity.
According to the generally accepted procedure of ana

sis of experimental data, we represent the heat capacit
La2CuO4 in the form of the sumC0(T)5g0T1C0ph(T) and
the heat capacity of a compound with the Sr~Ba! impurity in
the form C(T)5gT1Cph(T). In this case,
DC(T)5(g2g0)T1DCph(T) (g0 andg are the coefficients
of residual linear terms of the heat capacity of La2CuO4 and
La22xMxCuO4 respectively!. In our experiments, the hea
capacity of superconducting charge carriers
La22xMxCuO4 below 25 K is insignificant as compared t
the observed effects and hence can be neglected. Sinc
accuracy of our measurements is the same as in the clas
pulsed method, we could not detect the linear term in
heat capacity of La2CuO4. Apparently, the coefficientg0 of
the linear term is so small that it is within the experimen
error. To a high degree of accuracy, we can assume
g0.0, and the quantityDC(T) at temperatures below 7 K
can be presented in the formDC(T)5gT1DbT3. In the
low-temperature region ~2–7 K), the dependence
DC/T5 f (T2) are close to linear, and their extrapolation
the intersection with the ordinate axis gives the followi
values of the coefficient of the residual linear term in he
capacity in mJ/(mole•K2): g0.05

Sr 54.3, g0.1
Sr 52.0,

g0.13
Ba 53.2, g0.15

Ba 54.4.6 These values ofg exactly fit to the
concentration dependenceg(x) obtained in Refs. 13 and 14
In both cases, the dependencesDC/T5 f (T2) have a nega-
tive slope (Db,0) indicating a decrease in the phonon co
ponent of low-temperature heat capacity as a result of in
duction of substitutional impurities Sr and Ba into th
matrix.

As a result of subtraction of the termgT from the heat
capacity differenceDC(T), the low-temperature peaks a
T'8–10 K disappear~Fig. 2! ~i.e., these peaks are due
the presence of the residual linear term in the heat capa
of impurity samples!, while ‘‘negative’’ peaks of the phonon
components of the heat capacity difference are seen cle
at T'22 K for all concentrations of impurity of both types

In order to explain the reason behind the emergence
narrow ‘‘negative’’ peak on the temperature dependence
the difference between the phonon components of heat
pacities, i.e., a considerable decrease in the phonon com
nent of the heat capacity of La22xSrxCuO4 as compared to
the heat capacity of La2CuO4 in the temperature range 2
40 K, we shall use the results obtained by us earlier in
study of model solids, viz., ionic crystals.

Kagan and Iosilevskii15 predicted theoretically that the
introduction of heavy impurities in a crystal must lead to t
emergence of resonant oscillations in the acoustic regio
the phonon spectrum, and hence to a considerable increa
the low-temperature heat capacity. According to this theo
the heat capacity differenceDC(T) between the impurity
and pure crystals must have a broad peak extending f
helium to Debye temperatures. Experiments made on me
demonstrated a good agreement with the theoret
predictions.16,17 However, the resonant increase in the de
sity of states in the low-frequency region of the phonon sp
trum upon the introduction of heavy impurities into the lig

of
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matrix of KCl18–20 led to the emergence of an unexpected
narrow peak on theDC(T) dependences. The formation o
this peak was explained in the theoretical work by Gupta
Singh.21 The ionic masses and short-term interactions
tween ions were taken into account in these calculations

The opposite situation is observed in La-based syste
the introduction of Sr impurities causes a decrease of
sharp peak in the density of states of the phonon spectr
which already exists in pure~initial! La2CuO4 sample near
6 meV(50 cm21), which leads to the formation of a narro
‘‘negative’’ peak on the temperature dependence of the
ference in the phonon components of heat capacity of
impurity and pure samples. The introduction of Ba impurit
to the La2CuO4 matrix, as well as the introduction of S
impurities, leads to the formation of a narrow ‘‘negative
peak in the difference of the phonon components of h
capacity, i.e., to a decrease in the height of the peak exis

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the phonon componentsDC2gT of
the heat capacities of La22xMxCuO4 and La2CuO4: M 5 Sr, x50.05(n)
and 0.10~* ! ~a! and M5 Ba, x50.13(n) and 0.15~b!.
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at;6 meV in the acoustic region of the phonon spectrum
the initial material (La2CuO4).

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependences of the f
tions DC2gT normalized to the concentration of Sr~Fig.
3a! and Ba~Fig. 3b!. It can be seen that the curves corr
sponding to different concentrations coincide for each ty
of impurity. It should be emphasized that such a coincide
of the curves takes place only when the contribution of
linear term of heat capacity is subtracted from the exp
mental dependencesDC(T) ~see Fig. 1! in the entire tem-
perature interval for each concentration of impurity~the cor-
responding values ofg were given above!. Such a good
agreement proves unambiguously that the residual lin
term of heat capacity is present in the entire tempera
range under investigation~2–45 K), while the value of its
coefficient determined at low temperatures remains
changed in this temperature range. The observed pa

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the phonon compon
(DC2gT)/x of the heat capacities of La22xMxCuO4 and La2CuO4: M 5
Sr,x50.05(n) and 0.10~* ! ~a! and M5 Ba,x50.13(n) and 0.15~* ! ~b!.
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temperature heat capacity is proportional to the impu
concentration~in the concentration range under investig
tion!.

A comparison of Figs. 3a and 3b shows that the mag
tude of the anomaly in the low-temperature heat capa
depends on the type of impurity also. The introduction of
as well as Ba impurities replacing La atoms in t
La2CuO4 matrix leads to the pumping of the phonon dens
of states from the low-frequency spectral region (;6 meV)
to the region of higher frequencies.6 However, the total de-
crease in the density of states at low frequencies in the
of Sr is more significant, which explains the presence o
more intense ‘‘negative’’ peak on the temperature dep
dence of the difference in the phonon components of h
capacities calculated per unit impurity concentration.

It is generally accepted that a decrease in the densit
states in the low-frequency region of the phonon spectr
~and hence a decrease in heat capacity! is either due to the
introduction of a light impurity in the matrix, or due to en
hancement of force constants characterizing the coupling
tween an impurity and its environment. The masses of
and La are very close, and hence a frequency shift can
be due to the enhancement of force constants of interac
between the Ba impurity and its nearest neighbors. The
ference in the ionic radii can be one of the reasons beh
this phenomenon. The ionic radius of Ba is much larger th
the ionic radius of La ion replaced by it (rBa2151.35 Å,
r La3151.15 Å!. The introduction of a large-size impurit
should lead to a lattice distortion and to an enhancemen
force constants near the given defect. The enhanceme
interaction between atoms near the defect must in turn
to a displacement of the low-frequency vibrational mode
50 cm21 towards higher frequencies.6 In the case of a Sr
impurity, the frequency shift is more significant. In this cas
both factors~light impurity and enhancement of force co
stants! apparently operate simultaneously. As a result of
troduction of the Sr impurity, a more intense ‘‘negative
peak is formed on the temperature dependence ofDC2gT.

It was mentioned above that no generally accepted o
ion about the reason behind the emergence of the pea
;6 meV has been formed.3,4 According to Fig. 3, the mag
nitude of the anomaly in the low-temperature heat capacit
proportional to the Sr~Ba! impurity concentration in
La2CuO4. It follows hence that the height of the peak
;6 meV decreases linearly with increasing impurity conc
tration, indicating the phonon origin of this singularity.

In order to clarify the origin of anomaly in the spectru
of La2CuO4 and La22xMxCuO4 ~M 5 Ba, Sr!, we carried
out a cycle of experiments on Nd22xLaxCuO4 samples
(x50.2,0.4,0.7) forming the basis of a new class of hig
temperature superconductors. Since the masses and ion
dii of La and Nd are close, it is interesting to study t
behavior of La atoms~which in the given case are not th
elements of the matrix, but play the role of a substitutio
impurity! in the Nd2CuO4 lattice.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependences of the
ference in the heat capacities of Nd1.8La0.2CuO4 and
Nd1.3La0.7CuO4 ~Fig. 4a! and Nd1.6La0.4CuO4 and
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Nd1.3La0.7CuO4 ~Fig. 4b!. At low temperatures, the com
pound Nd2CuO4 is characterized by an antiferromagnetic o
dering of Nd31 ions and by a peak in heat capacity belo
3 K associated with the antiferromagnetic transition.22 The
right wing of this transition can be seen in Fig. 4 belo
10 K. Subtracting the corresponding exponential contrib
tions DCAF(T) of antiferromagnetic transitions~which are
shown by dashed curves in Fig. 4! from the experimental
curvesDC(T) presented in these figures, we obtain clea
manifested peaks on the temperature dependences of th
ference in heat capacitiesDC2DCAF ~Fig. 5!. The obtained
patterns are similar to the temperature dependences o
difference in the heat capacities of the samples
La22xMxCuO4 and La2CuO4, which are presented in Fig. 1
The large spread in points at low temperatures in Fig. 5
be explained as follows. Although the relative error in t
measurements of heat capacity difference is small and
mains constant at each temperature, the absolute error in
measurements of small quantitiesDC2DCAF in effects such

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the difference in the heat capacit
Nd22xLaxCuO4 and Nd1.3La0.7CuO4 for x50.2~a! and 0.4 ~b!. Dashed
curves describe the antiferromagnetic exponential contributionDCAF .
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as an antiferromagnetic transition will be considerable. T
spread in points at low temperatures does not allow us
determine the differenceDg in the coefficients of the linea
terms of heat capacity for the samples under investiga
and the standard sample (Nd1.3La0.7CuO4) and to construct
theDCph(T) dependences~the existence of a linear term i
the heat capacity in the antiferromagnetic phase
Nd22xLaxCuO4 will be proved below!. Obviously, the sub-
traction of the contribution gT from the difference
DC2DCAF for Nd22xLaxCuO4, i.e., the separation of th
difference in the phonon components of heat capacit
would display more clearly the negative peaks on the dep
dences obtained in this way in analogy with the peaks
served for La22xMxCuO4 ~compare Fig. 1 with Fig. 2!.

Figure 6a shows the results of measurements of the t
perature dependence of the difference in the heat capac
of Nd1.6La0.4CuO4 and La2CuO4. The dashed curve corre
sponds to the exponential contribution to heat capacity.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of the difference in the heat capacit
Nd22xLaxCuO4 and Nd1.3La0.7CuO4 from which the corresponding antifer
romagnetic contributions are subtracted:x50.2 ~a! and 0.4~b!.
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temperature dependence ofDC2DCAF obtained from the
experimental data onDC(T) after subtracting the antiferro
magnetic contribution~Fig. 6b! is similar to the temperature
dependence of the difference in the heat capacities
La22xMxCuO4 and La2CuO4 ~see Fig. 1!. At low tempera-
tures~2- -12 K), a clearly manifested high peak is observe
As in the case of La22xMxCuO4, the emergence of this pea
indicates the presence of the linear termgT in the heat ca-
pacity of Nd1.6La0.4CuO4. The exact value of the coefficien
of the linear term cannot be determined in view of the spre
in points at low temperatures mentioned above, but an e
mate of the value ofg gives '90 mJ/(mole•K2). Such a
large value of the coefficient of the linear term for the
compounds is not surprising; the order of magnitude of t
term is in accord with the results obtained in Ref. 22, wh
the existence of a linear term was detected in the region
30 K, i.e., above the antiferromagnetic transition tempe

of
FIG. 6. Temperature dependences of the difference in the heat capacit
Nd1.6La0.4CuO4 and La2CuO4 taking into account the corresponding antife
romagnetic exponential contributionDCAF ~dashed curve! ~a! and without
taking into account this contribution~b!.
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z.
antiferromagnetic phase of Nd22xLaxCuO4.
Thus, our experimental results indicate that the lo

frequency region of the phonon spectrum of La2CuO4
(T-structure! contains an anomaly in the form of a peak
the density of states near 6 meV. The introduction of
which is a light impurity for the given lattice leads to
decrease in the height of this peak and to the pumping
phonon density of states to the region of higher frequenc
The Ba impurity, whose mass differs insignificantly fro
that of La, but whose ionic radius is larger~the force con-
stants of coupling of the given impurity with the surroun
ings are enhanced!, also reduces this peak. The introducti
of Nd impurity, whose mass and ionic radius is virtually t
same as for La, nevertheless reduces the peak at;6 meV
and leads to pumping of the phonon density of states
higher frequencies also (La2CuO4 serves as the standard
all these experiments!. An analysis of experiments in whic
La plays the role of a substitutional impurity in th
Nd2CuO4 lattice ~the heat capacities of Nd22xLaxCuOx and
Nd1.3La0.7CuO4) are compared! shows that the introduction
of the La impurity ~even in a lattice with theT8 structure!
forms a peak near;6 meV in the low-frequency region o
the phonon spectrum.

Summarizing what has been said above, we can draw
conclusion that the cuprates (La2CuO4, La22xMxCuO4,
Nd22xLaxCuO4) whose lattices contain La atoms exhib
anomaly in the acoustic region of the phonon spectrum n
6 meV due to the presence of La atoms. In our opinion thi
connected with specific features of interaction of La ato
with their neighbors, which are determined by the peculia
in the electron shell of this element: La atoms are coup
weakly with the nearest oxygen atoms and create soft
namic configurations that form soft vibrational modes in t
phonon spectrum.
342 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (4), April 1997
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SHORT NOTES
On the lowest magnetocapacity of a 2 D electron system

V. B. Shikin and S. S. Nazin

Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Chernogolovka, Moscow distr.*
~Submitted May 27, 1996; revised November 19, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 465–468~April 1997!

It is noted that the existing theory of magnetocapacity of screened 2D electron systems becomes
meaningless in the vicinity of magnetocapacity minima. A modification of this theory
eliminating these limitations is proposed. The derived equations are used for calculating the
lowest magnetovcapacity of a parallel-plate capacitor in which one plate is a 2D electron system.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01704-0#

1. In our earlier publication,1 details of magnetocapacity 1A~1/4!~1/n21!21«~2/n21!, ~6!
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of a screened 2D system were considered in the tradition
capacitor approximation, in which the electric potentialws is
locally related to the electron number densityns :

ws5
4ped

k
~ns2nd!. ~1!

This relation is written for a solitary screened hete
structure with a screen separated by a distance 2d from it; k
is the dielectric constant, andd!W, where 2W is the length
of the screening electrode in thex-direction.

The traditional approximation1 is applicable as long as

T<\vc , ~2!

wherevc is the cyclotron frequency. However, in the regio
where

T!\vc , ~3!

the situation changes~especially at magnetocapaci
minima!. The theory considered in Ref. 1 predicts a ‘‘drop
in capacity at the minimum to zero. In this case, the 2D
system virtually becomes dielectric. However, such a beh
ior is in contradiction with formula~1! which is valid only in
the presence of well-defined screening properties of b
electrodes of a parallel-plate capacitor. Consequently,
self-consistent theory of magnetocapacity must refute the
proximate definition ~1! which holds only for well-
conducting plates and replace it with a more universal re
tion between the electric potential and charge densities
the capacitor plates.

The system of equations defining the capacitance o
parallel-plate capacitor whose one plate is occupied b
2D system in a magnetic field, which is free of limitation
encountered in the theory,1 has the form

ew1~x,z!1ew2~x,z!5eVg ,

z52d, 2W<x<1W, ~4!

ew1~x,z!u1d1ew2~x,z!u1d2T ln~S1 /S0!50,

2W<x<W, ~5!

S~H,n!5~1/2!~1/n21!
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Sj5S~H,n j !, n15p l H
2 n1~x!, n05p l H

2 nd ,

«5expS 2
\vc

T D!1, ~7!

w18~x,z!5
2e

k E
2W

1W dn~s!~x2s!

~x2s!21~z2d!2
ds,

dn~x!5n1~x!2nd , ~8!

w28~x,z!52
2e

k E
2W

1W Dn~s!~x2s!

~x2d!21~z1d!2
ds,

Dn~x!5n2~x!2Nd . ~9!

The capacitor plates are in the planesz56d. Require-
ment ~4! ensures the equipotential form of the screen
electrode, while condition~5! describes equilibrium in the
magnetized 2D system. Definition~6! of S(n) holds in the
regionn,2; n1(x) is the local number density of electron
in the 2D system, anddn(x) andDn(x) are deviations of
electron densities from their equilibrium valuesnd andNd in
the 2D system and in the metal, respectively. Requirem
~5! is equivalent to conditions~3! and~4! from Ref. 1 in the
limiting case of ad-shaped density of states andn,2, k is
the dielectric constant, l H the magnetic length
( l H
2 5c\/eH), andVg the control-grid voltage.
Our aim is to derive the dependence of the total cha

Q on the metal plate of the capacitor on the value ofVg

stinumating the emergence of this charge as a function
H, T, and geometrical parameters of the problem. The
pacitanceC is defined as

C5Q/Vg . ~10!

Assuming that the ratiod/W is small, we can modify the
system of equations~4!–~9! ~we are speaking of the capac
tor approximation, whose derivation is described in det
for example, in Ref. 2!:

2pe2d~dn81Dn8!5kT
] ln S1

]x
, dn85

ddn

dx
, ~11!

343343-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



4e2E1W dn~s!2Dn~s!
ds5kT

] ln S1
. ~12!
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In the case whenT ln S150, we obtain from ~12!
dn(x)5Dn(x), after which Eq.~11! gives

dn~x!5Dn~x!5const, ~13!

i.e., the result typical of the capacitor approximation forn
@see Eq.~1!#.

In the presence of a strong magnetic field, the situat
changes radically. As a matter of fact, the termT ln Sexpe-
riences jumps in the regionn→1:

2T ln S5H 0,
\vc

2
,

n→120
n→110 ~14!

with a step independent of temperatureT and with a transi-
tion region of the order ofT.

Under the conditions~14!1~3! corresponding to the
emergence of sharp magnetocapacity minima, the ‘‘sym
try’’ betweendn andDn in ~13! vanishes. The equilibrium
in the 2D system is now reduced to the competition betwe
the electrostatic energyew2 and the magnetic contribution t
electrochemical potentialT ln S1, the required scale o
T ln S1 being ensured by very small variations of the dens
dn1(x):

dn~x!!Dn~x!. ~15!

This inequality, which is equivalent to the dielectrization
the 2D system mentioned above, does not lead to a para
in this case~inequality~15! is compatible with definitions~8!
and ~9!!, which is seen clearly from~11!, ~12! as well as
from ~4!–~9!.

From the quantitative point of view, it is more conv
nient to obtain the lowest magnetocapacity by using~4!–~9!.
First of all, relations~4!–~9! taking into account the pre
dicted inequality~15! give

Dn~x!5
CVg

peAW22x2
,

C5kE
21

11

ds ln~L/Ws!A12s2, ~16!

whereL is the size of the system in they-direction.
Using now relation~5! as a definition ofn1(x) in terms

of Dn(x) ~16!, we can easily verify that inequality~15! in-
deed holds:

n1.11d~x!, d~x!5A«
ew2~x,1d!

T
,

d~x!,«, eVg,\vc . ~17!

Hered(x) 5 p l H
2 dn(x), the quantityw(x,z) from ~9! is cal-

culated for the distributionDn(x) from ~16!, and the param-
eter « is calculated from~7!. In region ~3!, the value of
d(x) ~17! is obviously exponentially small as compared
Dn(x) appearing in the definition ofw2(x,z).

Thus, it becomes evident that the lowest magnetocap
ity of the system under consideration atT→0 coincides with
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calculated per its unit length in the absence of any effec
the screened 2D system:

Cmin5C, ~18!

whereC is taken from~16!.
Summarizing the above arguments, we draw the con

sion that the self-consistent theory of magnetocapacity
screened two-dimensional systems should be constru
without using the simplified relation~1! between the electri-
cal potential and the charges on the capacitor plates.
system of equations proposed here makes it possible to a
paradoxes encountered in the local approximation~1!. In a
typical case, the lowest capacitance of a screened 2D system
was obtained in explicit form@~see formula~18! and the
comments to this formula!#. The results of the modified
theory of magnetocapacity~in particular, the finiteness of the
lowest magnetocapacity! can easily be verified in experi
ments. Qualitative indications of such a behavior of the lo
est capacity were obtained, for example, in Ref. 3.

2. In connection with the results described above, it
expedient to discuss~at least briefly! the influence of other
reasons~apart from boundedness! behind the nonideal natur
of the 2D electron system on the formation of its lowe
magnetocapacity. They include various factors blurring
ideal peaks of the density of states as well as the excha
interaction which is inevitably present even in a perfec
homogeneous 2D system.

Let, for example, the density of statesD(«) has the stan-
dard Gaussian form:

D~«!5
1

p l H
2GA2p

(
n50

n5`

exp@2~«2«n!
2/2G# ~19!

and

T!G!\vc , ~20!

whereG is a certain effective dispersion of the density
states. In this case, the definition~5!, ~6! of electrochemical
potential peserves its meaning if we carry out the substitu

T→G. ~21!

Clearly, all the statements formulated in Sec. 1 remain
force. For example, the dispersionG of the density of states
as well as the temperature, does not affect the lowest m
netocapacity.

If, however,

T!\vc<G or T<G<\vc , ~22!

the description of magnetocapacity from Ref. 1 is valid~see
above!. Some details of this limiting case can be found in t
review by Kukushkinet al.4 We do not consider here th
limit of ‘‘dirty’’ 2 D systems.

The role of exchange interaction in magnetocapacity
2D systems has not yet been determined completely.
example, as long as we are dealing with integral filling fa
tors, we can use the results obtained by Bychkov a
Kolesnikov,5 indicating exchange splitting of each Landa
level:
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p4 n~12n!SmU0

\2 D 2 ~\vc!
3

m
ln n, ~23!

wheren is the filling factor,m the integral part of the chemi
cal potentialm5n\vc , U0 the amplitude of the short-rang
potential of electron–electron interaction, used in pertur
tion theory,5 anda the numerical factor of the order of unity

Relation~23! is directly connected with magnetocapac
since for

T!A1/2, ~24!

its peaks must split in accordance with~22!. The main results
obtained by us here remain valid since they are based
discreteness of the electron spectrum~be it just the Landau
levels or the case~22! in which each Landau level split
additionally!.

Splitting ~22! has not been observed experimentally
integral values of filling factor, although the measuring te
perature is brought to the level of a few millikelvins.3,6 The
reasons behind such a discrepancy between the theory
experiments emain unclear.It is important to note that
short-range version of the perturbation theory5 is not realis-
tic. However, we are not aware of more consistent attem
to take into account the effect of exchange interaction on
electron spectrum in a magnetic field and do not claim to
progress in this field.

In the case of fractional values of filling factor, the e
change interaction leads to the fractional quantum H
effect.7,8 The results obtained by Loughlin8 in this field,
which indicate, among other things, the presence of chem
345 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (4), April 1997
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gest a peculiar behavior of magnetocapacity for these val
which was unambiguously detected in experiments~see, for
example, Ref. 3, 6!. Nevertheless, we do not state that t
proposed modification of the theory of magnetocapacity
be extended automatically to the fractional case. For suc
generalization, an analytic expression for chemical poten
in the vicinity of fractional values of filling factor is required
At the moment, no suitable expression~instead of~5! and
~6!! is available.
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Noncollinear spin configuration induced by a magnetic field in the surface gadolinium
layer of multilayered Gd/Fe films

S. L. Gnatchenko, A. B. Chizhik, D. N. Merenkov, and V. V. Eremenko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*

H. Szymczak, R. Szymczak, K. Fronc, and R. Zuberek

Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland**
~Submitted December 25, 1996!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.23, 469–472~April 1997!

A comparison of field dependences of the meridional Kerr effect and magnetization leads to the
conclusion that a noncollinear inhomogeneous magnetic state is formed in the surface
layer of gadolinium in multilayered Gd/Fe films in a magnetic field. Experimental results are
described by using a theoretical model predicting the formation of a noncollinear spin
configuration in the surface Gd layer as a result of a spin-reorientation phase transition induced
by the magnetic field. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01804-5#

It is well known that a magnetic field oriented in the NSC, which can exceed the value of saturation fields in t
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plane of the layers in thin multilayered Gd/Fe films, in whi
the magnetic moments of Gd and Fe layers are ordered
romagnetically and lie in the plane of the film, can induce
phase transition to a noncollinear state.1 Under the action of
the field, the collinearity of the magnetic moments of Gd a
Fe layers is violated due to competition of the magnetic fi
tending to align the spins along its direction and the antif
romagnetic exchange interaction at the interface between
layers. The field corresponding to the transition to the n
collinear state of this type is weak near the point of comp
sation of the magnetic moments of Gd and Fe layers,
increases with the temperature difference relative to
point.1

In this communication, we report on the discovery o
noncollinear state of a different type in multilayered Gd/
films. In the films in which the magnetic moments of G
layers are smaller than the magnetic moments of Fe laye
low temperatures and which consequently have no poin
compensation, the magnetic field induces a noncollinear
homogeneous state in the surface Gd layer. This stat
formed as a result of competition of the applied field with
weak exchange Gd–Gd interaction within the layers first
the surface Gd layer only, where the spins of the up
atomic layers are not fixed by the Gd–Fe exchange inte
tion. In this case, the magnetic moments of Fe layers rem
parallel, while the magnetic moments of Gd layers rem
antiparallel to the magnetic field. The noncollinear spin co
figuration ~NSC! in the surface Gd layer s formed in wea
fields comparable to the saturation fields (Hs) of Gd/Fe
films. The process of formation of NSC in the surface G
layers can be singled out from the general process of
magnetization most distinctly in the region of low tempe
tures, where the magnetization of Gd has the maxim
value as well as the fields corresponding to the formation
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temperature region.
The process of magnetization of multilayered Gd/

films was investigated by using the meridional Kerr effe
and magnetization measurements on a SQUID magneto
ter. We studied the films~Gd20 Å/Fe20 Å!340 ~1!, ~Gd40
Å/Fe40 Å!320 ~2! and ~Gd60 Å/Fe60 Å!315 ~3!, ~Gd100
Å/Fe100 Å!310 ~4!, with different thicknesses and the num
bers of layers. The films were deposited on GaAs substr
with the ~001! orientation by magnetron sputtering~the con-
ditions of obtaining and the properties of the films und
investigation were described in Ref. 2!. A protecting Si layer
of thickness 50 Å was deposited on the surface Gd layer

Figure 1 shows the field dependences of Kerr rotat
w(H) measured for thep-and s-polarizations of light with
the wavelengthl50.63 mm for film 1. The w(H) depen-
dences were measured in the field interv
22 kOe&H&2 kOe. The figure shows only the segments
thew(H) curves forH.0 ~for H,0, these dependences a
the same on account of sign reversal of the rotation!. The
inset to Fig. 1a shows the field dependenceM (H) of mag-
netization measured for the same film. It can be seen fr
Fig. 1a that, in the case of magnetization of the film with t
p-polarization, the Kerr rotationw first attains saturation in
the same field as for the saturation of magnetization, but t
decreases starting from a certain value of the field. In
case of opposite variation, no increase in observed on
w(H) curve. Thus, thew(H) dependence has an addition
hysteresis which is not observed on theM (H) dependence.
In the case of thes-polarization~Fig. 1b!, thew(H) depen-
dence does not attain saturation in the entire field inter
under investigation and also displays an additional hys
esis.

As the thickness of the layers increases, thew(H) de-
pendence for films 2, 3, and 4 transforms from the curves
the type shown in Fig. 1 to ordinary hysteresis loops wh

346346-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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are in accord with the field dependence of magnetization.
film 2, the w(H) dependences for thep- and
s-polarizations is qualitatively the same as in Fig. 1. For fi
3, the w(H) dependences for both polarizations have
form of conventional hysteresis loops which still exhib
traces of singularities observed for films 1 and 2. The wi
of the hysteresis loops on the field dependences of the
rotation is considerably larger than for theM (H) depen-
dence measured for the same film. The two hysteresis lo
observed in experiments with films 1 and 2~Fig. 1! merge
into a single broad loop. Thew(H) dependences for film 4
with any polarization do not differ in shape and in the wid

FIG. 1. Field dependences of Kerr rotation measured atT525 K for the film
(Gd20Å/Fe20Å)340 in the cases ofp-polarization of light~the vectorE of
light wave lies in the plane of incidence! ~a! ands-polarization~the vector
E is perpendicular to the plane of incidence! ~b!. The insets show the field
dependence of magnetization measured for this film at the same tempe
~a! and the calculated dependence of the magnetization of the Gd su
layer ~b!.
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The difference between the field dependences of
Kerr rotation and of magnetization indicates that proces
of magnetization in the surface and bulk layers of multila
ered Gd/Fe films occur in different ways. The observed
culiarities in the behavior of the Kerr rotation can be e
plained by using a model taking into account the format
of the magnetic field-induced NSC in the surface Gd lay
Let us consider the spin configuration of the surface Gd la
in a magnetic field. The energy of this layer per Gd atom
T50 can be represented in the form1

E52~1/2!JS2(
i51

n21

cosc i1gmBSHS (
i52

n

cosw i11D ,
w i5 (

k51

i21

ck, ~1!

whereJ5JGdGd,S is the spin of the Gd atom,g the Lande´
factor, mB the Bohr magneton,H the applied field,c i the
angle between the spinsSi and Si11 of the i th and the
( i11)th atomic layers, andw i5180°2u i ,u i is the angle
between the directions of spins in thei th atomic layer and
the external field. Taking into account the relationuJGdGdu
!u JGdFeu between the exchange constants,3 we assume tha
the spins of the atomic Gd layer nearest to the Fe layer
oriented antiparallel to the spins of the Fe atoms and do
change their direction in the magnetic field~the approxima-
tion JGdFe→`). Minimizing energy~1! by taking into ac-
count the above assumption and solving numerically the
tained system of equations, we determine the equilibri
values of the anglesc i ,w i , andu i for each atomic layer in
the surface Gd layer for different thicknesses of this lay
which correspond to films 1–4 under investigation. We a
calculate the dependence of the magnetization of the sur
Gd layer on the applied field. The obtainedM (H) depen-
dence for the surface layer of film 1 is shown in the inset
Fig. 1b.

Our calculations lead to the following conclusions.
fields h,ht(h52gmBH/JS), the magnetic structure of th
surface Gd layer remains collinear with the spin orientat
antiparellel to the applied field. In the fieldh5ht , a hetero-
geneous noncollinear magnetic structure is formed in
layer. The spins in atomic layers form the angleu i with the
direction of the applied field, which decreases with the d
tance from the atomic layer to the surface. The value ofht
decreases with increasing thickness of the surface layer
T50, the values of transition fieldHt for Gd layers of thick-
ness 20, 40, 60, and 100 Å are equal to 1100, 270, 110,
40 Oe, respectively. A transition to the noncollinear state
curs abruptly, and we can expect that it will be accompan
by a hysteresis.

A comparison of the obtained experimental results w
theoretical data leads to the conclusion about the forma
of an NSC in the surface Gd layer of the multilayered Gd/
films under investigation in a magnetic field. In films 1 an
2, the field corresponding to the transition of the surface
layer to the noncollinear state exceeds the saturation fi
The onset of magnetization reversal in the surface layer w

ure
ce
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is accompanied~see Fig. 1! by a decrease in the absolu
value of Kerr rotation~for the same orientation of the mag
netic moments, the rotations in Fe and Gd have oppo
signs!. In the case of thes-polarization, the contribution o
the surface layer to the Kerr effect is decisive, which lead
the sign reversal of the rotation with increasing magne
field ~see Fig. 1b! in accordance with the change in the o
entation of the magnetic moment of this layer~see the inset
to Fig. 1b!. The difference in the dependencesw(H) for the
p- ands-polarizations is due to the fact that the anglea of
light incidence (;75°) was close to the Brewster angle. T
experiments carried out at room temperature revealed th
the anglea decreases, the contribution of the surface
layer to the Kerr rotation decreases, and thew(H) depen-
dence for thes-polarization becomes similar to thew(H)
dependence for thep-polarization. The hysteresis loop on th
w(H) curves in fields weaker thanHs , whose width corre-
lates with the hysteresis loop on theM (H) dependences, is
connected with magnetization reversal in the film due to
formation and motion of domain walls. The hysteresis o
served in strong fields and absent in theM (H) dependences
is due to the formation and variation of a heterogeneous N
in the surface Gd layer in the magnetic field.

For film 3, the fieldsHt andHs are close in value. Fo
this reason, the two hysteresis loops on thew(H) depen-
348 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (4), April 1997
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associated with the formation of NSC in the surface Gd la
are manifested less clearly against the background of m
netization reversal of the film through generation and mo
ment of domain walls. In film 4, the fieldHt is much weaker
than the coercivity field. For this reason, the surface Gd la
in domains is in a noncollinear state even in the process
formation of domains in the phase which is advantage
from the energy point of view during the magnetization r
versal. In this case, thew(H) dependences display a conve
tional hysteresis correlating with that observed in the fi
dependences of magnetization.
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High-density effects due to interaction of self-trapped exciton with (Ba, 5 p ) core hole

n

in BaF 2 at low temperature
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Myodaiji, Okazaki 444, Japan*

N. Yu. Svechnikov
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The effect of VUV undulator excitation intensity on the emission shape and decay time of BaF2

crystal at low temperature has been observed. The findings are explained in terms of
quenching of Auger-free luminescence~cross luminescence! by self-trapped exciton via Fo¨rster
mechanism energy transfer. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~97!01904-X#

We have recently observed the effect of quenching of Using Eq.~1!, under our experimental conditions we ca
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Auger-free luminescence~AFL! in BaF2 due to the interac-
tion (Ba31, 5p) of the uppermost core hole with electro
excitation created in the same VUV absorption process.1 The
nature of the secondary excitations was not discussed an
principle it may be the trapped electron near the bottom
the conduction band or self-trapped exciton~STE!, or defects
~e.g., F-H pairs2!, etc.

In order to study the effect of interaction of the core ho
with STE at least one of the species must be created in c
tals at high concentration~more than; 1018 cm23). In the
former case the photon energy higher than 18 eV and in
latter one more than 10 eV has to be used.3 Unfortunately,
there are many known problems connected with using V
laser in this photon range. We have therefore used ano
approach. The undulator at the UVSOR storage ring~Oka-
zaki, Japan! provides an intense quasi-monochromatic rad
tion of about 30 eV with a bandwidth of;5% and the inci-
dent photon flux on the sample is about 1014 photon/
~s•mm2), while the electron current is 100 mA, and the e
cited spot on the sample is4 1 mm2. It is known that the
absorption coefficient of BaF2 in VUV region5 is very high
and the lifetime of STE has the millisecond components
low temperature.6 It is simple to calculate the steady-sta
concentration of STEN:

N@exciton/cm3#>I @mA#N0@photon/s•cm
2
•mA#

3dK@cm21#t@s#, ~1!

where I is the beam current in the storage ring,N0 is the
photon flux on the sample at beam currentI 5 1 mA, d is
the creation efficiency of STE in the sample,K is absorption
coefficient of VUV excitation photon, andt is the longest
lifetime for STE. Relation~1! is valid when the time decay
of STE is much longer than the interval between the exc
tion pulses, e.g., 11 ns for multi- and 177.6 ns for sing
bunch-mode operation UVSOR.
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choosed;0.1,K ; 10 , andt ; 10 atT 5 10 K. As a re-
sult, we have the following simple expression for the stea
state concentration of STEs under undulator irradiation:

N@exciton/cm3#>I@mA#31017. ~2!

Thus, under undulator excitation at low temperature
mean distanceR between STEs is large enough for dipol
dipole interaction. For instance, atI 5 100 mA,R is 5 nm. It
should be noted that at room temperature the lifetime of S
is about 1026 s and the accumulation effect is negligible f
our purpose. The A1 filter of about 150-nm thickness w
used in order to remove the visible scatter and straight li
from the beamline. The LHT flow-type cryostat provided
temperature for the sample in the range 10–300 K. The em
sion spectra were analyzed by a grating visible monoch
mator and detected by micro-channel-plate photomultip
~HAMAMATSU R2287U-06!. For time decay measure
ments we used the time-correlated single-photon method7

The two emission spectra for BaF2 normalized at the
maximum of STE are shown in Fig. 1. We see that the re
tive intensity of AFL ~;5.6 eV! decreases with the beam
current in the storage ring. The measurements were
formed atI 1 5 35 mA ~large crosses! and I 2 5 168 mA
~small crosses! at 10 K. All emission curves which were
measured betweenI 1and I 2 fall in the middle. Figure 2
shows the decay time profiles for BaF2 at 10 K ~lower curve!
and at room temperature~upper curve! at the same beam
current in the storage ring. We clearly see the effect of co
ing on the decay rate of AFL. Both decay curves exhibi
complex nonexponential decay law. The mean decay t
was 0.9 ns at room temperature and 0.4 ns atT 5 10 K.
Since the time duration~full width at half-maximum is equal
500 ps! and the interval between bunches are much fa
than the lifetime of the STE atT 5 10 K, we can assume a
uniform distribution of the STEs in the surface layer
BaF2. In this case the time decay law must be governed
the Förster mechanism8,9 of quenching for AFL:

349349-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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as
J~ t !;E L~ t8!expH 2F t2t8

t rad
1gN~ t2t8!1/2G J dt8, ~3!

whereg is determined by the overlap integral of the lum
nescence spectrum of AFL and the absorption spectrum
STE;Nis the steady-state concentration of STEs defined
relation ~2!, andL(t8) is the excitation profile.1 Thus, from
~2! and~3! we can conclude that the strength of quenching
AFL due to interaction with STE is proportional to the bea
current in the storage ring and increases under cool
Within the framework of this model the experimental resu
could be explained as follows. The relation between em
sion intensity for STE and AFL depends on their concen
tions. In case of AFL the radiative time decay is about 0.9
and the mean concentration of the core holes created by
bunch is less than; 109 cm23. Thus, the amount of STE

FIG. 1. The emission spectra of BaF2 at T 5 10 K under 30-eV undulator
excitation normalized at the maximum of the STE band~4 eV!: at beam
current in UVSOR storage ringI 5 35 ~1! and 168 mA~2!.

FIG. 2. The decay curves of BaF2 atT 5 300 ~1! and 10 K~2! under 30-eV
undulator excitation.
350 Low Temp. Phys. 23 (4), April 1997
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much less than the steady-state concentration of the S
Thus, the decrease in the relative intensity of AFL in t
emission spectrum of BaF2 with beam current~Fig. 1! can be
successfully explained by the interaction of the STE with
uppermost core holes. The same explanation might be u
in the case of the decay acceleration as a result of cool
When the temperature decreases~Fig. 2, curves1 and2!, the
steady-state concentration of the STEs increases and
quenching of the AFL due to the interaction of the core h
with STE becomes more remarkable. The latter findings c
not be explained by the near surface losses because the
decay of AFL under moderate excitation intensity,; 1011

photon/s, does not show any changes.10 The data obtained
are very important for understanding of the scintillation pr
cess in BaF2, because an energy of 32 eV of the close
spaced (Ba31, 5p) core holes and STE is produced in th
same absorption process,1,11,12 thus decreasing the yield o
fast nanosecond luminescence.
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Time-resolved luminescent spectra of J -aggregates with exciton traps
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The possibility of coexistence of free and self-trapped excitons in one-dimensional molecular
chains (J-aggregates! has been proved on the basis of experimental study of time-
resolved low-temperature luminescence spectra. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~97!02004-5#

The main conclusion of the adiabatic theory of excitonconnected with luminescence of traps, and its peak and h
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self-trapping in 1D systems is that a transition of a fre
exciton to the deforming state occurs without overcom
the self-trapping barrier for any type of electron–phon
coupling, and hence there is no alternative between the b
and self-trapped states of the exciton.1 However, experimen-
tal results2,3 indicate that luminescence of free and se
trapped excitons is observed in one-dimensional molec
chains (J-aggregates!. Taking into account the fundament
nature of this contradiction, it is important to compare t
luminescence parameters of the luminescent band for
trapped excitons and the luminescent band for real exc
traps and to determine the effect of traps on the luminesce
of free excitons. The research in this direction was partia
carried out in Ref. 4. TheJ-aggregates were obtained in Re
4 by using the quino-2-monomethine cyanine~S120! mol-
ecules similar to those used in Refs. 2 and 3, while the
of exciton traps was played by 1-methyl-18- octadecyl-2,
28-cyanine~DTP! molecules. It was shown in Ref. 4 that fo
the ratios 120 : DTP5 500 : 1, the energy of exciton exc
tations ofJ-aggregates S120 is transferred to the traps.

In this communication, we analyze the time-resolved
minescence spectra ofJ-aggregates S120 containing excito
traps as well as luminescence kinetics of exciton traps.

The objects of investigation and the technique of th
preparation are identical to those in Refs. 2–4.

The steady-state spectrum of low-temperature lumin
cence ofJ-aggregates S120 with traps contained a long-w
luminescence band of traps with a peak atl tr5674 nm, lu-
minescent bands of self-trapped excitons with a peak
lst5600 nm, and a small inflection at the short-wave edge
the spectrum atlex5580 nm ~Fig. 1a!. In the preliminary
analysis carried out in Ref. 4, this inflection was attributed
luminescence of free excitons~not captured in traps!. This
assumption was completely confirmed in an analysis of tim
resolved luminescence spectra~Fig. 1b, c, and d!. Indeed, for
the time window 0–0.1•1029s, the luminescence spectru
~Fig. 1b! contains only a short-wave relatively narrow ba
with a peak atlex5580 nm. This band has the same para
eters as those for the luminescent band of free excitons2,3 in
J-aggregates without traps. The spectral position of the
flection observed at the relatively narrow short-wave band
the steady-state spectrum~Fig. 1a! coincides with the peak o
this band. As the time window for recording the lumine
cence spectrum increases and is displaced, the spectrum
quires two broad bands~Figs. 1c and d!. One of them is
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width remain unchanged as compared with the steady-s
spectrum~Fig. 1a!. At the same time, the peak of the lum
nescence band of self-trapped excitons2,3 is displaced upon
an increase and a shift of the time window for spectru
recording~Figs. 1c and d!. A similar shift of the peak of the
luminescence band for self-trapped excitons is observed
J-aggregates S120 without exciton traps~Fig. 2!. Conse-
quently, although the spectral overlapping of luminesce
bands for traps and self-trapped excitons~see Fig. 1a! can
make a contribution to the shift of the latter band~see Figs.
1c and d!, this contribution is not decisive, which is con
firmed by the spectra presented in Fig. 2. The shift of
peak of the luminescence band for self-trapped excitons~see
Figs. 1 and 2! occurs as a result of incomplete relaxation
the self-trapped state.2,3

As the time window for spectrum recording increas
and is displaced, the relative intensity of the luminesce
band for free excitons decreases~see Fig. 1d!. It should be
noted that the relative intensity of the luminescence band
free excitons in theJ-aggregates S120 without traps in th
steady-state spectrum was always higher than the intensi
the luminescence band for self-trapped excitons.2,3 The op-
posite situation observed in Fig. 1a indicates that a fract
of free excitons preserving mobility is captured by traps.

The damping of luminescence of free excitons
J-aggregates S120 with traps occurred at a higher
(t;5.0•10211s) than in J-aggregates without trap
(t;7.5•10211s). Detailed analysis of the shape of the k
netic curve could not be carried out in view of limitation
imposed by the time resolution of the setup used.2,3 In the
luminescence band of self-trapped excitons~see Fig. 1a!, the
luminescence kinetics is of a complex nonmonoexponen
form and is determined by the spectral point of detect
luminescence in the same way as was pointed out in Re
and 3. At the same time, luminescence kinetics in the lu
nescent band of traps did not depend of the point of reco
ing ~upon a displacement of the peak of the band for trap
the long-wave region! and was also nonmonoexponenti
~Fig. 3!, although luminescence of isolated DTP molecu
was described by a single exponential witht51.6•1029s.
Another peculiarity of the luminescence kinetics for tra
~Fig. 3! lies in the well-defined evolution front, which de
creases with the temperature of the sample under inves
tion. It we attribute these variations to the change in

351351-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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constant characterizing excitation capture by traps (ktr), we
can obtain the estimates ofktr at various temperatures b
approximating the evolution front of luminescence kinet
on the basis of the system of kinetic equation

FIG. 1. Luminescence spectra ofJ-aggregates S120 with DTP traps in
vitrifying solution atT51.5K: for steady-state excitation~a!, time-resolved,
with time windows~0–0.1!•1029s ~b!, ~0.4–1.4!•1029s ~c!, and ~1.5–3.5!
•1029s ~d!.
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ktr(300 K)52.6•1011s21 andktr(1.5K)53.7•1011s.
Thus, the low-temperature luminescent band

J-aggregates S120 containing traps consists of a relati
narrow short-wave luminescent band for free excito
whose intensity is suppressed as compared to the intensi
this band for theJ-aggregates S120 without traps due
capture of mobile excitons by traps, and a broad luminesc
band for self-trapped excitons. This cannot be explained
using the adiabatic theory.1 According to Rashba,1 the self-
trapping barrier for 1D systems is absent for any type of th
exciton–phonon coupling. This was also confirmed in Re
in which it was proved thatJ-aggregates possess the prop
ties of 1D systems. The question arises: can the coexiste
of free and self-trapped excitons in 1D systems be explained
without using the adiabatic theory1 of self-trapping? One ex-
planation can indeed be obtained by using a nonadiab
approach6 in which a self-trapping barrier is not formed a
together. However, its role is essentially played by hig

FIG. 2. Time-resolved luminescence spectra ofJ-aggregates S120 withou
traps atT51.5K: time windows~0–0.3!•1029s ~curve1!, ~1– 2.9!•1029s
~curve2!, and~2.9–5.9!•1029s ~curve3!.

FIG. 3. Luminescence kinetics at the peak of the luminescent band for t
at T5300 ~curve1! and 1.5K~curve2! ~1 channel5 98 ps!.
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energy states with slow relaxation~exotic states! leading to
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ra

*E-mail: malyukin@isc.kharkov.ua

h.

iz.

k-

i-
the bottle-neck effect in the case of exciton relaxation t
self-trapped state. Luminescence from slowly relaxing sta
forms a narrow luminescent band of free excitons, an
fraction of excitations ‘‘leak’’ through the bottle neck an
form the luminescent band of self-trapped excitons.

Apparently, the final choice of the approach permitting
noncontradictory interpretation of experimental results
quires a deep and comprehensive analysis of experime
data and theoretical models.

This research was carried out under the support of g
INTAS-94-4461.
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